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FOREWORD

The Mid-America Vocation; I Curriculum Consortium has developed a total concept for elec-
tronics. This approach is iesigned to provide a practical and realistic approach to compe-
tency-based training mates :315 in electronics and to provide basic electronics competencies
for many other vocational programs.

Identified are those tasks that are common not only to the entry-level electronic technician but
also to other vocational occupational programs such as appliance repair, heating and air con-
ditioning, auto mechanics. etc. Basic Electronics therefore covers the tasks not only :-equired
of the electronic technician but also those tasks required in many other occupations. Basic
Electronics provides the foundation and serves as a building block for progressing to a higher
level of competency in many occupations.

General Electronics Technician includes those additional tasks required above Basic Electron-
ics for job entry in the electronics field.

Upon completion of the Basic Electronics and General Electronics Technician competencies,
students are ready for job entry or may continue their education by specializing in one of many
electronics areas such as communication electronics.

Every effort nas been made to make these publications basic, readable, and by all means, usa-
ble. Three vital parts of instruction have been intentionally omitted from the publication: moti-
vation, personalization. and localization. These areas are left to the individue! instructors and
the instructors should capitalize on them. Only then will these publications really become a
vital part of the teaching-learning process.

Bob Patton, Chairman
Board of Directors
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium

Greg Pierce
Executive Director
Mid-America Vocational

Curriculum Consortium
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USE OF THIS PUBLICATION

Instructional Units

Basic Electronics contains seven units. Each instructional unit incluies some or all of the
basic components of a unit of instruction; performance objectives suoested activities for
teachers and students. information sheets, assignment sheets, job sheets. visual aids, tests,
and answers to the tests. Units are planned for more tnar one lesson or class period of
instruction.

Careful study of each instructional unit by the teacht:r will help to determine:

A. The amount of material that can be covered in each class period
B. The skills which must be demonstrated

1. Supplies needed
2. Equipment needed
3. Amount of practice needed
4. Amount of class time needed for demonstrations

C. Supplementary materials such as pamphlets or filmstrips that must be ordered
1D. Resource people who must be contacted

Objectives

Each unit of instruction is based on performance objectives. These objectives state the
goals of the course, thus providing a sense of direction and accomplishment for the student.

Performance objectives are stated in two forms: unit objectives, stating the subject matter
to be covered in a unit of instruction; and specific objectives, stating the student performance
necessary to reach the unit objective.

Since the objectives of the unit provide direction for the teachinglearning process, it is
important for the teacher and students to have a common understanding of the intent of the
objectives. A limited number of performance terms have been used in the objectives for this
curriculum to assist in promoting the effectiveness of the communication among all individ-
uals using the materials.

Reading of the objectives by the student should be followed by a class discussion to
answer any questions concerning performance requirements for each instructional unit.

Teachers should feel free to add objectives which will fit the material to the needs of the stu-
dents and c,mmunity. When teachers add objectives, they should remember to supply the
needed information. assignmen' and/or job sheets, and criterion tests.



Suggested Activities for the Instructor

Ea( h Onif of instruction has a 51.1tNetAed ;..4CtIVItie!.+ :.heel 01.1tlinuic, steps to follow ifi .10,;(1111.
Shing SPeCific objectives Duties of instrtiCtors will vary according to the particular trait:

however. for best use of the. material they should include the following: provide students with
objective sheet, information sheet. assignment sheets, and job sheets: preview filmstrips,
maker transparencies, and arrange for resource !TIM!' flak and people: discuss unit and spe-
cific objectives and information i.>heet, UM' test. Tedt,t1Cf!, are el1C011100,1.! to use any addr
tional irtslructional activitins anti If aching metnods to aid :students, ire i.incomplishing the
I, 4110.: t

Information Sheets

Information sheets provide content eswntial for nieetng the cognitive (knowledge) objec-
tives in the unit. The teacher will find that the intermation sheets tiVfVe as parr excellent guide
lot presenting the background knowlenle necessary 10 develop the skIII specified in the unit
()hint. tive.

Students should read the information sheer; before the information is t iscusstl in class.
Stuck may take 71(htih011iil 1101(!1-1 On the information sheets

Transparency Masters

lransparency masters provide information in a special way. The students may see as well
as hear the material being presented. thus reinforcing the 14.-arnind process. Transparencies
may present new information or they may reinforce information presented in the information
sheets. Ihey are particularly effective when identification is necessary

*Transparencies should be made and placed in the notebook where they will be immediately
avollable for use. Transparencies direct the class's attention to the topic of discussion. 1 he
should be left on the st men only when topics shown are under discussion.

Assignment Sheets

Assignmen'. sheets give direction to study and furnish practice for paper and pencil
ties to devf.:iop the knowledne which is a necessary prernquisite to Skill cievelopmen1.

be given to the student for completion in class c r used for homework assignments.
An sheets are provided which may be used by the student and or teat her for checking
!.-,tutient ptogress

Job Sheets

Job sheets are an important segment of each unit. 1he insti uctor should be able to demon,
strafe the skills outlined in the job sheets. Procedures outlined in the job sheets give direction
to the skill being taught ,ind allow both student and teacher to check student progress toward
the accomplishment of the skill. Job sheets provide a ready outline for students to follow if
they have missed a demonstration. Job sheets also furnish potential employers with a picture
of the skills being taught and the performances which might reasonably be expected from a
person who has had thic training,

I



Test and Evaluation

Paper pencil and performance tests have been constructed to rnexiure student achieve,
ment of each objective listed in the unit of instruction. Individual test items may be pulled out
a.,d used as a short test to determine stndent achievement of a particular Ojective. This kind
of testing may be used as a daily qui ;' will help the teacher spot difficultica being encoun
tered by students in their efforts to accomplish the unit objective. Test items for objectives
added by the teacher should be constructed and added to the to

Answers to A:signment Sheets/Test

Answer: 10 the tisionment sheets and the test arcs provided foi. each unit. These may he
used by tit- teacher andtor student for checking student acievement of the objectives.



BASIC ELECTRONICS

INSTRUCTIOPIAL/TASK ANALYSIS

JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should 13e Able to Do the Worker Should know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

UNIT I: SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES

1. Terms and definitions

2. Hazards of working with electrical and
electronic equipment

3. Facts about electrical shock

4. Treating a victim of electrical shock

5. Types of fires

6. Types of fire extinguishers

7. Safety color coding

8. Genera! safety rules

9. Types of hand tools and equipment

10. Factors to consider when selecting
hand tools

11. Tool maintenance procedures

12, Types of soldering tools

13. Solder and flux

14. Primary purposes for solder in electri-
cal applications

15. Safe soldering procedures

16. Types of connections

17. Types of desoldering tools

18. Cleaners and lubricants



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

19. Prepare a soldering iron N. for use

20. Adjust wire strippers

21. Strip and tin wires for soldered connec-
tions

22. Solder wires to turret terminals, then
desolder wires

23. Splice wires together by means of sol-
dering and crimping (flat cable)

24. Repair a printed circuit board

UNIT II: INTRODUCTION TO DC

1. Terms and definitions

2. Common parameters used in electron-
ics

Numerical decimal equivalents and
powers of ten prefixes

4. Resistor color code

5. Determining resistance using the resis-
tor color code

6. Basic circuit elements and their sym-
bols

Types of resistors

Meter ranges for analog and digital
meters

9. Types of meter scales

10. General steps used in preparing a mul-
timeter for operation

Characteristics of meters

12. Procedures for measuring voltage

13. Procedures for measuring amperage

14. Procedures for measuring resistance

X V



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Coenitive)

24. Solve problems for an unknown volt-
age, amperage, and resistance

25. Calculate the resistance values from
given color codes

26. Read analog voltmeter scales

27. Convert amperes to milliamps and
microamps

28. Read analog ammeter indications

29. Measure and compare current in a cir-
cuit at two different voltage levels

30. Wire a functional rel circuit

31. Measure the voltage drop in a DC r r-

cult

32. Demonstrate that magnetic poles can
attract and repel

33. Construct a simple electromagnet and
check its operation

15. Amperage measurement characteris-
tics

16. Voltage measurement characteristics

17. Ohm's Law

18. Uses of Ohm's Law

19. Magnetic properties

20. The use of the left-hand rule for con-
ductors and coils

21. Methoo and effect of induction

22. Types of grounds

23. Static electricity grounds



JOF3 TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

UNIT III: CIRCUITRY

1. Terms and definitions

2. Voltage in a series circuit

3. Resistance in a series circuit

4. Current in a series circuit

5. Voltage in a parallel circuit

6. Resistances in parallel

7. Current in a parallel circuit

8. Voltage in a series parallel circuit

13, Determine tats voltage in a series cir-
cuit

14. Determine voltage drops across resist-
ances

15. Determine the total ru;istance in a
series circuit

16.. Determine current in a series circuit

17. Determine unknown circuit values

18. Determine unknown values in a resis-
tive series circuit

19. Compute the power dissipated in a
resistive series circuit

20. Calculate current and voltage in paral.
lel circuits

xvi

9. Steis to simplify resistance in a scries-
parallel circuit

10. Current in a series-parallel circuit

11. Characteristics of electrical power

12. Functions of a voltage divider
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JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

21. Calculate resistance in parallel circuits

22. Calculate power in parallel circuits

23. Calculate various values in parallel cir-
cuits

24. Trace current flow in series-parallel cir-
cuits

25. Perform exercises in circuit reduction

26. Solve for total resistance

27. Solve for total current

28. Solve for total voltage

29. Solve for branch voltages and currents
in series-parallel circuits

30. Solve for multiple values of voltages
a.ld current

31. Answer questions regarding opens and
shorts in series parallel circuits

32. Answer questions about grounds and
voltage polarity

33. Analyze no-load and load circuits

34. Verify Ohm's law

35. Ana., ze a series circuit

36 Measure voltage, current, and resist-
ance in a parallel circuit

37. Analyze a series - parallel circuit

38. Construct a voltage divider and ana-
lyze its function

xvii



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

UNIT IV: INTRODUCTION TO AC

1. Terms and definitions

2. Principles of inductance

3. Principles of capacitance

4. Types of transformers

5. Power in three-phase circuits

6. Steps for identifying three-phase trans-
former connections

7. Formulas for converting from one AC
measurement to another AC measure-
ment

8. Phase shifting

9. Relationship between time and fre-
quency

10. Common types of filters

11. Configurations of filters

12. Types of single-phase transformer con-
nections

13. Measure ,alternating current voltages
using a multimeter

14. Measure alternating current using a
mullitreter

15. Determine the configuration of a multi-
ple- winding (ransformer

UNIT V: CIRCUIT COMPONENTS

1. Thrms and definitions

2. Equipment used in measuring circuit
components

3. Ser sory factors in troubleshooting cir-
cuit cr:-npoeents

xviii



JOB TRAINING: What the
Worker Should 3e Able to Do

(Psychanotor)

4. Test and accept/reject, replace cells

5. Test and accept/reject, replace lamps

6. Test and accept/reject,
switches

replace

7. Test and accept/reject, replace resis-
tors

B. Test and accept/reject, replace fuses
and circuit breakers

9. Test and accept/reject. replace capaci-
tors

10. Test and accept/reject, replace coils

11. Test and accept/reject replace trans-
formers

12. Analyze the effects of temperature on a
thermistor

13. Test and accept/reject, repair cables
and wires

14. Test and acceptireject, replace relays

15. Test and accept/reject, replace sole-
noids

UNIT VI: BASIC

RELATED INFORMATION: What
the Worker Should Know

(Cognitive)

POWER SUPPLIES

1. Terms and definitions

2. Depletion or barrier region of a P-N
junction and the barrier potential

3. Biasing effects on the P-N junction

4. Diode schematic symbols

5. Reasons for diode failure

6. Rectifier circuits and output wave-
forms

xix



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

7. Power supply components and their
applications

8. Basic power supply functions

9. Voltage 'egulator circuit schematics

10. Troubleshooting the basic power sup-
ply

11. Use an ohmmeter to determine the
anode and cathode of diodes

12. Check transistors for proper operation

13. Construct and test a halt-wave rectifier
circuit

14. Construct and test a full-wave bridge
rectifier circuit

15. Construct and test a capacitor filter cir.
cult

16. Construct and test a Pi-section filter
circuit

UNIT VII: SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES

1 Terms and definitions

2. Current flow in transistors

3. Characteristics of transistor emitters,
bases, and collectors

4. Emitter, base, and collector of various
transistors

5. Characteristics of bipolar and field-
effect transistors

C. Special semiconductor devices and
their applications

7. Features of a typical dual in-line pack-
age (DIP) integrated circuit

19
xx



JOB TRAINING: What the RELATED INFORMATION: What
Worker Should Be Able to Do the Worker Should Know

(Psychomotor) (Cognitive)

11. Perform a static test of semiconductor
diodes

12. Test and accept/reject, replace light

13. Test transistors

14. Test and accept/reject replace silicon -

controlled rectifier.;

xxi

8. Finding number-one pin on integrated
circuits

9. Advantages of integrated circuits as
compared to discrete components in
equivalent circuitry

W. Guidelines to follow when working
with integrated circuits
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BASIC ELECTRONICS

Glossary

AC Abbreviation for alternating current

Accident Any unplanneri event, occurring suddenly, which causes personal injury or dam-
age to property

Accuracy Now near the instrument reading is to the actual value

Alkaline cell Can provide up to seven times the service of a carbon-zinc cell; output voltage
is 1.5 volts; can be either primary or secondary cell

Ampere Basic unit of electric current

Analog device Component that operates at any voltage level within a range

Applied voltage Total voltage supplied to a circuit; also referred to as supply voltage or
source voltage

Base Control section that varies cinductivity of the transistor

Battery A group of cells connected on a series or parallel circuit

Bleeder resistor A resistor that is placed in parallel with a capacitor in order to provide a
discharge path for the capacitor when the power supply is turned off

Branch circuit Circuit originating from a main circuit, often one of many

Break voltage Voltage level at which a diode device will switch on and conduct current

Calibration Technique of testing and adjusting an instrument by referencing it to another
instrument or device of known accuracy and precision

Capacitance Property of a capacitor that opposes any change in voltage

Capacitor Device used to store electrical charge

Capacitor tester An instrument that measures capacitance in leakage current

Carbonzinc dry cell Most common type of dry cell; nominal output voltage is 105 volts

Channel Narrow path within a field-effect transistor through which conduction of current is
controlled

Chip Integrated circuit

Choke A coil of wire wound around an iron core or a form of insulating material a number of
times



Circuit A system of conductors through which an electric current is intended to tk w

Circuit analysis -- Applying Ohm's law and other rules to determine the effect of certain
parameters on circuit variables

Circuit breaker A device designed to switch open a circuit automatically when a current
overload exists: this device may be reset

Collector -- Section of transistor in which majority current carriers are collected out of thedevice

Concave Having a curved form which bulges inward

Continuity A condition which results in a complete path for current to flow

Convex Having a curved lorm which bulges outward

Counter electromotive force (CEMF) Voltage developed in an inductor which is oppositethat of the applied voltage at every instant

Crimping Applying mechanical pressure to compress a sleeve-type or cuptype electrical
terminal to ensure a good electrical connection between the sleeve and the conducting wiresit contains

Cutoff State when all normal charge carriers stop flowing in a device

Cycle --- One complete set of values for a repetitive wave form

Cycling -- The process by which a battery is discharged and recharged

Depletion mode -- Field-effect transistor operation in which a negative voltage on the gaitrepels electrons in the channel and reduced conduction

Depletion region Area within semiconductor material where charge carriers are neutralized

Dielectr Insulating substance between plates of a capacitor

Discharge -- To remove electrical energy from a charged body (capacitor or battery)

Discrete device Component composed of one functional element as opposed to an inte-
grated-circuit device composed of many elements

Doping Process of adding current-conducting impurities into crystal materials to make
semiconductors

Drain Electrode of a field- effect transistor corresponding to the collector of a bipolar tran-sistor

Dry cell A nonrechargeable source of electrical energy produced by chemical action

Electrolytic capacitor Capacitor that must be connected in only one direction, observing
polarity

Electrolyte A substance which. in solution, is dissociated into ions and is capable of con-ducting an electrical current

xx iv



Electromagnet A core of soft iron that is temporarily magnetized by sending current
through a coil of wire wound around the core

Electromotive force (EMF) Force or voltage that causes rant to flow through a device

Emitter Most heavily doped section of transistor where majority current carriers travel
inward, and thus are emitted into the device

Enhancement mode Field effect transistor operation in which a positive voltage on the gate
attracts electrons into the channel and increases conduction

Error How far the r lasurement is from the actual value

Farad Unit of measure of capacitance

Field effect Electromagnetic force that controls conduction in field-effect transistors

Fillet Solder-welding two edges at right angles

Filler A device that reduces rapid variations in voltage or current by restricting variations
from the circuit, bypassing variations from the circuit or slowing rapid variations to a gradual
change

Flux -- Solution that cleans metals before or duri,lg soldering, or chemically acts to aid the
fusion process

Frequency --- The number of cycles per second for a waveform with periodic variations

Frequency response -- Ability of a device to amplify a frequency without distortion or attenua-
tion

Fuse An overcurrent protective device with an element that melts and opens the circuit
when overheated: this device must be replaced

Fusible resistor A resistor for protecting a circuit against an overload

Galvanized surface on which zinc has been deposited by the process of hot dipping or elec-
troplating

Gate Electrode of various semiconductor devices that provide control for operation

Ground Common return to earth for AC power lines; chassis ground in electronic equip-
ment is the common return to one side of the internal power supply

Hardware Circuitry, wiring, and devices of an electronic instrument or computer

Henry Unit of measure of inductance

Hertz -- Unit of frequency; one Hertz equals one cycle per second

Hybrid integrated circuit Device in which discrete components and integrated circuits are
combined into an integrated package

XXV



Inductance Propef ty of an inductor that opposes aTiv change in cut rent low

Inductor Device used to concentrate magnetic lines of toice

Induction Production of an electric charge or magnetic held in a substance by an eleetne
source, magnet, or magnetic field

Input impedance Total opposition to current at the input of a (ley!

Insulation A substance that prohibits flow of electricity

Integrated circuit Device constructed of multiple segments of semiconductor materials and
junctinns containing the equivalent function of such discrete devices as transistor and diode
junctions and resistors

Internat resistance -- Total resistance offered by a device; is normally associated with the
power source

Lag or lead angle The relative displacement between voltage and current waveforms mea-
sured in degrees; one cycle is 36O

Land Printed wiling attached to the surface of a printed circuit board

Leadacid wet cell Most commonly used for automobile battery; nominal output voltage is
2.1 volts; can be constructed in combinations of three (6 volt) or six cells (12 volt) batteries:
lead-acid is a secondary cell and can be recharged

Leakage current - - Undesirable current flow between capacitor plates clue to inability .)1
dielectric material to restrict that flow

Linear device Component that has the same gain or reaction to the input over the operating
range regardless of frequency or environmental factors such as temperature and humidity

Lithium cell -- Has high output voltage, long shelf life, low weight, and small volume; output
voltage is either 2.9v or 3.7v. depending on the electrolyte; shelf life is ten years or more

Magnet -.-. An object which will attract nickel, or cobalt and which will produce an exter
nal magnetic field

Magnetic field The area around a magnet through which the lines of force flow

Magnetic switch - A solenoid which performs a simple function. such as opening or closing
a switch

Magnetism A property of certain materials which is a reeehanical force on other mate
nals and which can cause induced voltages in conductors when relative movement is present

Majority current carriers Holes in the p-type semiconductor and e!.... in Film?
semiconductor that transfer most of the current within a type of sum:onductor material

Monlithic integrated circuit -- Device in which active elrynents (such as transistors) aril pas
sive elements such as resistors) are integrated into a continuous single component on a
gte substrate

2
xxvi



lvtultimeier Instrument capable of measuring "multiple" of values

Node ---- A junction point in circuit at which current divides into separate branches, or
reunites from separate branches

Ohms Unit of measure for resistance

Open (open circuit) A condition that occurs when a circuit is broken (broken wire or open
switch) that interrupts current flow

Open circuit - A circuit with no available path for cul rent to flow (infinite resistance)

Output impedance Total opposition to current at the output 01 a device

Oxides Films and impurities which form on the surface of metals when exposed to air or
water and which. if not cleaned off. will prevent a good bond between the surfaces and solder

Pad Round terminal connection point on a printed circuit board whe'e component lead
wires are attached

Parallel circuit An electronic circuit whi_ .1 provides more than one path (or branch) for cur-
rent to flow

Parameter A specified element or condition which detern ;nes the value of circuit variables

Period The amount of time for one cycle

Phase Source of AC power; a relationship between time and AC wave form or between AC
wave forms

Phenolic board Plastic ma.erial (thermosetting resin) which becomes permanently hard-
ened when subjected to heat; origin. l!y keown as Bakelite'; used for printed circuit board con-
struction

Pinch-off voltage Voltage from the gate to the source of field-effect transistors at which
condition of current ceases

Potential difference The electromotive force developed between two points that moves
electric current through a load that is connected across a source

Pcwer -- The rate of doing work

Power supply -- Circuit or device that provides a specific electrical output by transforming a
different electrical input or converting other faints of energy

Primary cell Battery that can not be recharp

Printad circuit board Plastic, fiberglass, or phenolic board upon which copper strips inter-
connect between mounted components

flange Establishes the 11,1A of a scale

Reactance Measure of AC opposition offered by corn 'orients such as capacitors and
inductors: measurer( in units of ohms



Regulator Circuit or device that serves to keep voltage or current output at a constant I,evel

Relay -- An electrical switch which opens and closes a circuit automatically

Resistance Opposition to current

Resolution How well the instrument will intricate a small change in the measured value

Ripple Low-amplitude variation of DC power; usually results from insufficient filtering of
rectified AC

Rosin -- A material obtained from pine trees which is used during soldering to help ensure a
good bond between the solder and the metal surfaces

Run Strip of conductor on a printed circuit tnard

Safety -- The state of being tree from danger, personal risk, or injury

Saturation When an increase in collector voltage no longer causes an increase in collector
current and with an increase in base current it no longer causes an increase in collector cur-
rent

Secondary cell Battery that can be recharged

Self-inductance Conductor's a')ility to induce voltage in itself when current changes

Sensitivity ---- How well an instrument responds to small measurements of small changes in
the value being measured

Series circuit A circuit where the same current passes through each component

Series-parallel circuit A circuit that contains some components in series and some in paral
lel

Series regulator Controller placed in line with the load: controls by varying resistance to the
load current

Shelf life Length of time a component can be stored before its operating characteristics
start to degrade

Short (short circuit) A condition that occurs when a circuit comes into contact with another
part of the same circuit, causing a change in either circuit resistance or current

Short circuit -- An abnormal connection of relatively low resistance between two points of dit-
tering potential in a circuit

Shrink tubing Plastic insulating sleeve which shrinks in diameter with the application of
heat to form a seal

Shunt Circuit that bypasses aeother circuit or device, especially a low-resistance bypass
for an ammeter circuit

Shunt regulator Controller placed in parallel to the load; bypasses excessive current and
varies total current through a series resistance to control output voltage
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Solder Soft metal alloy of tin and lead used for plating or fusing metals together

Solder joint Junction of two or more metals fused with solder

Solenoid An electromagnet consisting of a coil with a moveable core; as current flows
through the coil, the core moves, performing a mechanical action

Source Electrode of a field-effect transistor corresponding to the emitter of a bipolar tran
sistor

Splice To unite (connect) two wires to form a continuous length

Static electricity The storage of electrical energy

Stripping Removing insulation from electrical conductors

Substrate -- Base material of an integrated-circuit chip upon which the circuitry is formed

Switch A mechanical or electrical device which breaks or completes a path for electrical
current or routes it over a different path

Tank circuit An inductor and capacitor in parallel

The reciprocal of a number One (1) divided by that number

Thermistor A temperature-compensating resistor where the resistance varies with the tem-
perature

Time constant Time required for a capacitor or inductor to change by 63 c10 after a sudden
rise or fall in voltage or current

Tinning The application of a small amount of solder to surfaces to be soldered to help
ensure good wetting during soldering

Tolerance The acceptable amount of variation from an indicated value

Transistor Solid-state semiconductor device usually having three terminals; varies conduc-
tivity according to voltage and current inputs

'Niger Electrical impulse used to turn devices on and off

Variable Changeable or capable of being changed

Volt The unit of measurement of electromotive force

Voltage Electrical force or pressure that causes the flow of electrical current (electrons)

Voltage drop Difference in voltage measured across a cornponent in a circuit

Watt Unit of measure for power

Wetting The ability of molten solder to flow over and fuse completely with the metal sot--
f aces to which it is applied

Wicking -- Flow of solder under the insulation of covered wire

Work Amount of energy used m a specified time
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SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to identify hand tools and equipment
used in basic electronics, apply general safety rules and procedures, and prepare and use a
soldering iron. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures
outlined in the job sheets and by scoring a minimum of 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to shop orientation and safety principles with their correct
definitions.

2. List six hazards of working with electrical and electronic equipment.

3. Complete statements concerning facts about electrical shock.

4. Select true statements concerning treating a victim of electrical shock.

5. Match types of fires with their descriptions.

6. Match types of fire extinguishers with their uses.

7. Match safety colors with the types of hazards they designate.

8. Select true statements concerning genera! safety rules.

9. Identity types of hand tools and equipment.

10. Match hand tools and equipment with their uses.

11. Select true statements concerning factors to consider when selecting hand tools.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Complete statements concerning tool maintenance procedures.

13. Match types of soldering tools with their uses.

14. Select true statements related to solder and flux.

15. List primary purposes for solder in electrical applications.

16. Arrange in order safe soldering procedures.

17. Distinguish between types of connections.

18. Select true statements concerning types of desoldering tools and their processes.

19. Complete a chart of cleaners and lubricants.

20. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Prepare a soldering iron tip for use. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Adjust wire strippers. Job Sheet #2)

c. Strip and thin wires for soldered connections. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Solder wires to turret terminals, then desolder wires. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Splice wires together by means of soldering and crimping. (Job Sheet #5)

f. Repair a printed circuit board. Job Sheet #8)



SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT 1

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people le class to supplement/rein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information sheet.

Discuss information sheet.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

I. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Demonstrate the proper use of all hand tools.

2. Make stud( its aware of the various types of tools which are available but are not
listed in the information sheet.

3. invite a fire department representative to class to demonstrate the proper use of
fire extiniAnshers.

Invite a Red Cross representative to class to demonstrate first aid and CPR tech-
niques.

5. Obtain and show film about static electric discharge.

6. Demonstrate proper tinning of soldering iron lip to class.

7. Demonstrate proper tinning of stranded wire conductors.

8. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction. and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate lest.

L. Reteach if necessary.
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CONTENTS OF THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Suggested activities

C. Information sheet

D. Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Electric Shock vs. Body Sensation

2. TM 2 Hand Tools

3. TM 3 Hand Tools (Continued)

4. TM 4 Hand Tools (Continued)

5. TM 5 Hand Tools (Continued)

6. TM 6 Hand Tools (Continued)

7. TM 7 Hand Tools (Continued)

8. TM 8 Hand Tools (Continued)

9. TM 9 Types of Soldering Tools

10. TM 10 Soldered Connections (No Mechanical Security Prior to Soldering)

11. TM 11 Soldered Connections (With Mechanical Security Prior to S r'ring)

12. TM 12 Types of Desoldering Tools

E Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Prepare a Soldering Iron Tip for Use

2. Job Sheet #2 Adjust Wire Strippers

3. Job Sheet #3 Strip and Tin Wires for Soldered Connections

4. Job Sheet #4 Solder Wires to Turret Terminals, Then Desolder Wires

5. Job Sheet #5 Splice Wires Together by Means of Soldering and Crimping

6. Job Sheet #6 Repair a Printed Circuit Board

F Test

G. Answers to test
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SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Accident Any unplanned event. occurring suddenly, which causes per-
sonal injury or damage to property

B. Concave Having a curved form which bulges inward

Concave

C. Convex --- Having a curved to! ITI which bulges outward

Convex

D. Crimping Applying mechanical pressure to compress a sleeve-type or
cuptype electrical terminal to ensure a good electrical connection between
the sleeve and the conducting wires it contains

E. Fillet Solder-welding two edges at right angles

F. Flux Solution that cleans metals before or during soldering, or chemi-
cally acts to aid the fusion process

NOTE: There are many types of fluxes for different types of soldering and
welding. Fluxes perform different jobs for various purposes and applica-
tions. Do not use unspecified fluxes on any application.)

0. Galvanized Surface on which zinc has been deposited by the process of
hot dipping or electroplating
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H. Land Printed wiring attached to the surface of a printed circuit board

i. Oxides Films and impurities which form on the surface of metals when
exposed to air or water and which, if not cleaned off, will prevent a good
bond between the surfaces and st,ider

J. Pad Round terminal connection point on a printed circuit board where
component lead wires are attached

K. Phenolic board Plastic material (thermosetting resin) which becomes
permanently hardened when subjected to heat; originally known as Bake-
lite': used for printed circuit board construction

L. Printed circuit board Plastic, fiberglass, or phenolic board upon which
copper strips interconnect between mounted components

M. Rosin A material obtained from pine trees which is used during soldering
to help ensure a good bond between the solder and the metal surfaces

N. Run Strip of conductor on a printed circuit board

0. Safety -- The state of being free from danger, personal risk, or injury

P. Shrink tubing Plastic insulating sleeve which shrinks in diameter with
the application of heat to form a sea;

Q. Solder Soft metal alloy of tin and lead used for plating or fusing metals
together

(NOTE: Solder is available in many forms, including solid wire, wire with
paste, flux, bars, and washers. Sometimes solder includes other metals,
such as silver, gold. or cadmium.)

R. Solder joint Junction of two or more metals fused with solder

S. Splice To unite (connect) two wires to form a continuous length

T. Stripping Removing insulation from electrical conductors

U. Tinning The application of a small amount of solder to surfaces to be
soldered to help ensure good wetting during soldering

V. Wetting The ability at molten solder to flow over and Luse completely
with the metal surfaces to which it is applied

(1\''TE: Dirt. grease, and oxides prevent good wetting during soldering.)

W. King Flow of solder under the insulation of covered wire

:15
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H. Hazards of working with electrical and electronic equipment

A, Electrical shoLA

(NOTE: Electrical shock Ci.in k7t.it ri tht' heady contacts an electrical circuit
or is struck by lightning, It s ions holm; and muscle damage.
and can kill a victim by stopping the heart Or breathing, or both.)

B. Electrical burns

(NOTE: Electrical burns can occur i1 the body contacts an electrical circuit
or is struck by lightning. or if the body is k.,xposed to radietrequency waves,
Xrays. or other for rn..;; of radiation.)

C. Electrical fires

(NO1 E: Hec.trieal Lire s CO!) OCC or if electrreal wires become heated because
of an overloaded circuit and contact flammable materials.)

D. Injury from inISUSC of tools

(NOTE: Personal injuries con be cause() by the improper use of tools.)

Chemical burns or poison r

(NOTE. Some chemicals used as tlearf:t; or lubricants can be hazardous if
ingested. Always handy; Thor(;ughly .riter direct contact and read the
labels for special handling instructions.)

Ga;; inhalation

(NOTE:Electronic components ex.),.,:,efi to high amounts of heat or current
may burn and produce gases that if cirlcc ily inhaled may cause irritation of
the lungs and respiratory ;;ystern.)

Hi. Facts about electrical shock

A. Current is usually considered more: (1,11)w:rocs than voltage.

B. High voltage (low (:11Iwn tends knock the victim away from the circuit,
mnimizing exposure tune.

C. High current tends 10 Limbo the body h adhere to the circuit, so that the
victim cannot let go. 1.1!,,nsparenCy

1 At about 1 milliampele l.).0010 amperes), a slight shock will be felt.

2. At about 10 milliamperes 10.010 amperes) the shock is severe enough
to paraly..e =1.:,1)1") 1Lly ha.- able to let go of the con-
ductor.

t.
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.,110(AN is usually fatal if it3, At aboutbt t
la;.;ts for 011t1 !,;(,(,)rid cir

(NOTE. Hi1111011 tV(? horn about 5(V.000 ohms
when dry to about '.M X) ohms when :Net. Because of this. voltages as
lov,, as unit! -. can 4...;iuseenoik111 ,1:!rfnli to be fatal. Any circuit with
a potential of vcilh; me!..: cerryred dangerous.)

IV. Treating a victim of electrical shock

A. Safely remove the V1CtitI1 trim s';:111:1k:t AM( ti(11.ilt-t., of electricity using
the following procedure:

(CAUTION: Do not touch the electrical circuit or the victim unless the power
is off or you are insulated.)

Tu.n oft the leetriuit or circuit breaker or cut
cables er v..!1';; t7y Of :1 V.:()()(1 tiXe or insulated cutters
it available.

2, utie ii tity (t. i70,11.131;i11ktA. 01 any other noncom
dorro. (:Ifq tht v..ctinl tiC/111 the electrical circuit.

B. C3II for asseAzice.

1 . Others ? t '" 1',11(,':.'''CICi/?1,t.)1f.' than you about treat-
ing the victim

111.,1;1);)

tin,;1

C. Check. victim's briatt1111y5 11.1d h.-0

(NO1E.: TIME IS LIFE AT THIS POINT!)

111 fir ;i1 Ilelp while you

(CAUTION: Mouth-to-mouth resuscitation and cardiopulmonary resuscita-
tion can cause more harm than good to a victim unless the person adminis-
tering the first aid has been trained in the proper procedure.)

It puls(:.-! is detectable, hut hreathinn totied. administer 1TIOLlttl-
t0-11MUth until 11WOiCal tle)t) 31111/0S.

2 It heartbeat Ike, :Aopperi, zifirninitler cardiopulmonary resuscitation,
but only if you have bet..ri trilinett in the pioper technique.

3. it both tear !beat and hreothinq have !topped, Ilte.irm.tte between car-
thopuIrrionte y rneiuth-to-mouth resuscitation, but
ziociiri. only if y011 tiaind in this teehrique.

410
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lust aid 10 .k i-inti t.lorn ns rinc.f,ssary.

(,-..)at, l;cdp the victim as warm and eclnifort-
at)ic As posc!He *hue wlitint; 1,or help.

2, rn! !;l1c:htiv ziho.;t' 11(%-.111 if:Nvel to h p prevent shock,

thi- t,utfcred burns'

Covor vow tntAith and nostrils with gauie or a clean handker-
Thiof to prcvent bre,ithinc; oermi, on the victim while treating
the

Wrap but nod arca f,fri'd In sterile gauze or clean linen or
toweh;

(CAUTION: Do not attempt any other treatment of bums.)

(.ontinot: tty,o,tnont but witrrn VOW until medical help

V. Types of tires

A C1.1,..,s A thol t C7);111',W;11bIE materials

tatatilPi1!`..7. itrq,+:1. irw,t1

Glass B Fiw, t!:;11 ii,lininobi liquid!;

Ex: nplet,1 Got.oline. Onti thinners

C. GIas C trhit o cur 1n electric:al anti electronic equipment

v,,iting. radios. and television

xamplw,

film Iriiit uf ril nrobw.-11,611,
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VI. Types of fire extinguishers and their uses

A, -- Instead of splaying strv..1:11 into the burning liquid. allow toarn to
fall licihtly on :!le w.f..% for claY..; A or class 1- tires.

B. Carbon dioxide. Dircct disotiiiriip as close to tire as possible. first at the
edge of flames, thi.n gradually tor ward and upward; use for (.lass 13 or class
C

Pump for i n foo.A mrrip and dirrct ftr am at base of fire: use
on class A fir( cflly
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D. Dry chemical Direct at the base of the flames and with a class A fire, fol-
low up by directing the dry chemicals at remaining materials that is burn-
ing; use for class B or class C fires.

E. Halon Stand back ten feet. hold upright, and direct at the base of fire,
sweeping from side to side: use for class C fires.

(NOTE: Halon is a clean. liquified gas which does not leave a residue.)

(CAUTION: High concentration of burnt halos gas may be hazardous to
your health,)

VII. Safety color coding

A. Green

1. Applied to nonhazardous part of machine and equipment surfaces,
like nameplates and bearing surfaces

2. Designates sate areas of equipment. and is also used to show loca-
tion of safety equipment and first-aid materials

B. Yellow

1. Applied to operating levers, wheels. handles. and hazardous parts
that may cause stumbling, falling. snagging, or tripping

2. Designates caution
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C. Orange

1. Applied to electrical switches. interior surfaces of doors, fuses and
electrical power boxes, and movable guards and parts

Indicates dangerous parts of equipment which may cut, crush,
shock, or otherwise physically injure someone

D. Red

1. Applied to buttons or levers of electrical switches used for stopping
machinery, and to all equipment, such as gasoline cans. which are
tire hazards

2. Designates fire hazards and fire.fighting equipment

(NOTE: The color red is also applied to other fire-fighting equipment,
such as fire alarms. tire axes, and emergency exits.)

Blue

1. Used to identify equipment which is being repaired or is defective
and should not be operated

2. Designates "out of order" or "defective"

F Ivor!

Applied to table edges. vise jaws, and edges of tool rests where extra
light reflection is important

2. No particular designation except to help show tool and equipment
moving edges more clearly

VIII. General safety rules

A. Keep all hand tools clean and in safe u,-i.+' i rig order.

B. Report any detective tools, test equipment. or other t:quipment to the
instructor.

C. Do not remove any safety devices. (i.e. ground straps, svvito)i euvers, etc.)
without the permission of the instructor.

D. Do not operate or energize any circuit that could be hazardous without first
receiving instruction on how to do so safely.

E. Report all sac cidents to the instructor regardless of nature or severity.
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F. Turn off poW0 before leaving test equipment or circuits being worked on.

G. Do not use any solvent without first determining its properties, and how to
use it safe);

(NOTE: Solvents should be used only in well-ventilated spaces.)

H. Keep the laboratory floor clean of scraps and litter.

1. Clean up any spilled liquids immediately.

J. Isolate line rpowen voltages from ground by means of isnlat:z.)n transform-
ers.

K. Check all line ;power) cords before using and it the insulation is brittle and/
or cracked. DO NOT USE and report to the instructor.

When measuring voltages with a meter and test probe. be careful not to
connect yourself to a voltage of any value.

M. Be certain that floor is insulated either by tile, rubber mats, or the wearing
of rubber-soled shoes.

N. When measuring voltages expected to be greater than 30 volts, turn off or
disconnect live circuit before connecting test equipment. or follow manu
facturer's recommended procedures.

(NOTE: Always treat voltages with great respect.)

0. It is recommended that only equipment with a polarized (3-prong) plug be

Do not defeat thr' purpose of any safety device such as fuses, circuit break-
ers, or interlocks: shorting across these devices could cause excessive cur-
rent flow, and destroy or Seriously damage equipment being worked on. as
well as cause a fire.

Q. Do riot carry sharp c dged or pointed tools in your pockets.

H. Do riot indulge in horseplay or play practical jokes in any work area.

S. liAlear safety glas*cs when required.

r. Do not wear rings or jewelry when working with electrical devices.

U. Wear proper clothing

V. Exer CtSe good Judgment and common sense.

I
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IX. Types of hand tools and equipment (Transparencies 2. 3, 4, 5, 6. 7 and 8)

A. Pliers

1. Long nose chain pliers

(NOTE: These are commonly called needlenose pliers.)

2. Diagonal cutting pliers

3. Liner-tan s side cutting pliers

4. Combination slip joint pliers

B. Saws

1. Hacksaw

2. Hole saw

C. Screwdrivers

1. Flat blade (slot-heads screwdriver

2. Phillips' head (cross-point) screwdliver

3. Torxr driver

(NOTE: Torx driver is a b point fastening system with maximum
torque, and minimum slippage. Due to its shape, it is often called a
"star fastener. ")

4. Pozidriv, driver

(NOTE: Although the pozidrir screwdriver resembles the Phillips' tip
configuration, the two should never be interchanged)

D. Adjustable wire strippers

E. Electrician's six-in-one tool

Wrenches

1. Adjustable wrench

2. Hex and spline wrench

G. Nut driver 4 e
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H. Hemostat clamp

i. Ball peen hammer

J. Files

1. Fiat file

2. Half-round file

3. Precision file

K. Punches

1. Center punch

2. Square hole punch

3. Round hole punch

L Mechanical wire strippers

M. Thermal wire strippers

N. Soldering iron stand

O. Heat sink

P. Component lead cleaner

Q. So!der sucker

Ft Shrink tubing

S. Insertion or removal tool

T. Drill and drill bits

U. Wire gauge

V. Soldering vise

W. Crimping tool (open barrel)

X. Hand tools and equipment and their uses

A. Long nose chain pliers

1. Holding components

2. Heat sink

3. Shaping and forming small conductors
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B. Diagonal cutting pliers

Cutting wire and COM gtoneni leads

2 Stripping insulation from wire

C. Lineman's side cutting pliers,

1 Cutting heavier conductors and tables

2. Cutting small screws

Stripping insulation trout wires

4. Forming large conductors

D. Combination slip joint pliers

1. Loosening small to medium siie nuts and bolts

2. Holding and turning

E. Screwdrivers - Removing or tightening screws and bolts (flat- blade,
Tonc . or Po-dridriv')

Hacksaw

1. Ceti ng chassis metal

Cutting bolt!, or metal parts

Example: Antenna installation parts. or screws and bolts too large
to cut With side cutting pliers

Electrian's six-in-one tool

1. C, ,raping solderlesf; connect ons

2. Cutting wire

3. Stripping insulation two) ire

4. Shearing bolts-;

5. Thread gauges

6. Length gauges for stripping

H. Nut drivers

1. Holding nuts or bolt heads

2. Tightening or loosening nuts or bolts
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I Hex and splint wren:Thes

1. Tightening ,or loostmling socl-ef c ai ,c:rf'w:,

Tightening or loosening 1;01

J. Hole SaWfl and hole punches

1. Cutting holes up to four inches in iiiirneter

2. Punching round or square hole;.-, in metal

K. Mechanical wire strippers For cutting and pulling insulation from ends
of conductors

L. Thermal wire strippers For removing wire insulation by heating and melt-
ing the material; prevents wire strands, but cannot be used on insulation
that will not melt. such as glass braid or asbestos

M. Soldering iron stand For supporting a hot soldering iron when not in use

N. Soldering vise For clamping and holding a printed circuit board or other
component during soldering or other repair operations

C. Crimping tool For making a strong mechanical connection to certain
sleeve-type terminals

P Shrink tubing - For preventing electrical connections from becoming
shorted to adjacent connections

Heat sink For drawmg heat from t.;olderixi connection to prevent damage
to components

H. Component lead eleaufq rt:ir removing oxidGs and other tilifIS from com-
ponent leads

S. Insertion (11' toe,! irq; or rernovinq integrated circuits
without bending pins

XL Factors to consider when selecting hand tools

(NOTE: When in doubt about what tools ire best. consult a practicing electronics
specialist in your area.)

A. 'Tool size should be matched to the work most frequently encountered.

B. loots should be tipecificatly deAencri for electronic use when possible.

Exariples: intiulation on hancilus of pliers, and screwdrivers
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know A:allow; t -ifore purchasino a tool.

Fvziolrie, r.!it,rt,',, long (,1i,nn nose, 5". with plastic drip handles, and ser-
?Aoki ravi.'s

flat blade tscreweiriver. electnciars round shank, 6" x Nit."
CtiSh!("1

X11.. Tool maintenance procedures

A. Srt',vinver:,.

1 Regrind worn er damaged flat blade screwdrivers

DisCard darnaged Phillips screwdrivers.

Ph ''rS

Ktiep yhc's clean and lost free.

Keep rigtinq Hicies sharp and smooth.

3, Keep Pliers working freely.

4. Rep..- it or replace dahlaqt:d handle insulation.

Ad!irstahle wteriches Keep worm gears clean and lubricated.

All loent,fir by labeling with an olc,..t lac vibrator pen or scratch
aw'

XIII. Types of solderinc tools and their uses jransparency 9i

TIP. 10 t,) For .411dering isoiated electrical connections:
ifinkagc and the need fr grounding

B. SkActering penci1.10 to '36 watts For snideriny small electrical connection

C. Solcie.mnd gen. 100 watts For soldering large electrical connections
when :;1::tier Goribcd i5 required

1) 'Temperature i irlirc,lit tt !,;(ddetino unit For solderir id many connections
in (lost;

XIV. Solder and flux

A. Solder l-'of making elmtrical connections: most common type is 60/40
royn solder .iitainink; tin and 40 load, with a center core of
ro:'.in flux to ;.illow simultaneous application of both solder and fluy

1 Solder for electronic applications is available in bars. sheets. wire
and special Sorms such as pellets. rings. and washers. 410
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2. Wire solders in the range from 0.030" to 0.090" in diameter are COM-
monfy used for hand soldering.

a. Larger sizes are used for general purpose work.

b. Smaller sizes are used for delicate soldering applications
such as pc boards and solder cup-type pins found on certain
connectors.

B. Flux A chemical agent used to remove the thin films of oxide present on
the metal surfaces to be soldered; when applied to the joint, the flux
attacks the oxides and suspends them in solution where they float to the
surface during the soldering process: there are three major classifications:

1. Chlorides (organic salts) are the most active and highly corrosive
fluxes; they absorb moisture from the atmosphere and react strongly
with acid at room temperature.

2. Organic (acids and bases) fluxes are slightly less active than chlo-
rides; they are used mainly for confined ,areas where fast soldering
time is important and corrosion is not a problem,

3. Rosin is used almost exclusively for its noncorrosive characteristics
at room temperature: is corrosive at the melting point of solder which
cleans the area while heated (approximately 361°F).

XV. Primary purposes for solder in electrical applications

A. Makes connections with virtually no resistance to electrical current flow

Example: Components soldered to printed circuit boards

B. Prevents corrosion of conductors, connections, and parts

Example: Printed circuit runs are often entirely covered with solder: termi-
nal tugs are often coated with solder

C. Makes connection:, mechanicaliy stronger

Example: Soldered connections will not pull apart as easily as wires that
are merely twisted together

D. Seals containers to keep out dust and moisture

Example: Radio frequency crystal cannisters are sealed with solder:
small, encased transformers or relays may be sealed with sol-
der

4
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XVI. Sate .-oldering procedures

(Ct 1-.O N: A hot iron can burn a finger or start a fire. Use care. Be sure the power
cora is not where you can trip over it. Wear safety glasses when soldering.)

I 1.1 to iron fl ?r a specific application.

(NOTE ri-itT, Hun must be grounded when working on electrostatic
,"ornponrints

Et Prt,p,!re :.oikiering tip prior to use by a process termed tinning.

Pruporc 10 be soldered.

Ryni::.)vt:i surface contaminants and oxides.

A;:.pliv liquid flu> to area to be soldered.

arnoiant of solder on tip of iron to aid heat transfer.

'r ,iext to terminal area and lead.

OppOSite side of the lead.

,..(,110(.1 from heat titter it has flowed and formed a smooth contour
around the lead and terminal pad

',,rlititirird nevi.

(`jt,.'Ti, I) ;.?tiil !hr' (if? )

A tt'It to C11(4.

..c1;1;irnini.ited flux res tile from soldered area

XVII. Typns of connections

A. c'..nruc.tion prior to soldering (Transparency 10)

t.:r (flu mechanical security)

!

Boit cxnri,-..tions arc liSCA1 rarely in electrical circuits,)

onnictions (no rnectiar)ical security)

kA ire' fl
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c. Flat-to-flat

Wire-to-post

e. Wire-to-cup or :leeve

f. Wire-to-hole

B. Partial mechanical connection prior to soldering (Transparency 11)

1. Wire-to-hook

2. Wire-to-flat lug

3. Wire-to-turret or post

C. Full mechanical connection prior to soldering (Transparency 11)

1. Wire spliced to wire

2. Wire to flat lug

3. Wire to turret or post

4. Wire to crimp sleeve

XVIII. Types of desoldering tools and their processes {Transparency 12)

A. Solder wick

1. Used to remove excess solder fr.(' ri the connection

(NOTE: The solder wick is nade of finely woven strancts of copper
wire.)

2. Process

a. Place wick over terminal area and lead to be desolciered.

b. Place solder iron tip in contact with the solder wick and press
down against the connection.

c. The solder will melt and flow in the direction of the heat trans-
fer. The solder is trapped by the solder wick as it flows up
through the weave.

d. With the solder removed from the connection. the lead can be
bent away from the terminal pad and the component removed.

BE-23
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Desoidering bulb

t Used for removing excess solder or for desoldering component leads

2. Process

a. Apply heat to area to be desoldered

b. As solder begins to melt the bulb pressure is released

c. The liquid solder is drawn up into the bulb by the suction

d If solder remains, the process must be repeated

Solder sucker

1 Used in the same manner as the desoldering bulb except that the
suction is produced by a spring loaded piston

(CAUTION: When working with MOS integrated circuits, it is neces-
sary to use an anti- static solder sucker to eliminate static electricity.)

2. Process

a. Push the piston handle downward

b. Rotate the handle to engage the release pin

c. As the solder begins to melt. the pin is disengaged

d. The solder is drawn up through the hollow tip as the spring
pushes the plunger upward

(NOTE: Both the desoldering bulb and the solder-sucker are easily disas-
sembled to remove the accumulated solder. It may be necessary to use an
anti-static solder sucker to eliminate static electricity.)

XIX. Cleaners and lubricants

(NOTE: Many of the cleaners and lubricants listed below may be hazardous to
your health. Read labels carefully and clean hands thoroughly after use.)

Cleaners
- - -,^ -V .---

Alc:onoi, ethyl

Action°

Bright dip

Type

Petroleum solvent

Petroleum solvent

Acid mixture contain.
ing sulfuric. hydroch-
loric:. and nitric acids

c; 1

Application

Cleaning solder connections
Thinner for shellac and rosin

Removal of oily films, paints, and
lacquer
Lucite cement

Cleaning metal surface's after
etching or soldering
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Cleaners Type Application

Butyl cellulose Petroleum SOlvent Thinner and wash-up for epoxy
ri!sin inks

Cyclohexanone Petroleum solvent Vinyl solvent and cement thinner

Hydrochloric acid Diluted acid Remove mill scale from steel
Bright dip ingredient

isophorone Petroleum solvent Wash-up for vinyl inks

Isopropyl alcohol Petroleum solvent For removing oil, grease, and
flux from conductors and termi-
nals both before and after solder-
ing

Kerosene Petroleum solvent Machine cutting fluid

Ketone, methyl Petroleum solvent Lacquer thinner and paint
ethyl remover

Lacquer thinner Petroleum solvent Thinner and wash-up for lacquer
and lacquer ink

Mineral spirits Petroleum solvent Wash-up and thinner for rutoer,
oil, ethyl cellulose inks, and
alkyd enamels

Perchlorethylene Chlorinated solvent Gener.i-purpose cleaner and
vapor degreaser

Phosphoric acid Diluted acid Remove milk scale from steel

Sodium hydroxide Alkaline solvent Cleaninn and etching aluminum

Toluene Petroleum solvent Wash-up and thinner for rubber,
oil, ethyl cellulose inks, and
alkyd enamels

Trichioroethane Chlorinated solvent Wash.up layout dye and screen
inks
Ultrasonic cleaning

BE-25
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Cleaners

T!ichteretnylene

Turpentine

Xvlene

Lubricant

WD40

3-in-1 oil

Type?

Chlormated sovoit

Petroleum SO lverit

Petro leurr solvent

Application

Gviscral.pur pose cc.arler and
vapor tiegrvatur

Machine cuttirul fluid

Thinner for acrylic printing inks
Wash up for synthetic enamels
3no photo reSISI ink

ApplicatiOn

General purpose lubricant

General purpose lubricant

,
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0)a
E

Electric Shock Versus
Body Sensation

1.0

0.5

0.2

0.1

CD

0.02

0.01

0.002

0.001

Severe Burns

Breathing stops

DEATH

Very Difficult Breathing

Labored Breathing
Severe Shock

Paralysis

Cannot Release
Painful Sensation

Mild Sensation

Slight Sensation

BE-27
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Hand Tools

Long Nose Chain Pliers

Diagonal Cutting Pliers

Hacksaw

%et

.11.1

Hole Saw

Combination Slip-Joint Pliers

Lineman's Side Cutting Pliers

BE-29
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Hand Tools
(Continued)

Flat Blade (slot-head) Screwdriver

Phillips Head Screwdriver

Torx,R Drivers

Pozidrivl' Drivers

*

J

BE-31
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Hand Tools
(Continued)

Adjustable Wire
Strippers

Adjustable Wrench

Electrician's Six-in-One Tool

Hex and Spline Wrenches

Nut Driver

I

Hemostat Clamp

BE-33
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Hand Tools
(Continued)

Round Hole Punch Center Punch

Flat File

Half-Round File

Ball Peen Hammer

Square Hole Punch

Precision Files

BE35
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Hand Tools
(Continued)

Solder Sucker

Soldering Stands

Thermal Wire Stripper

Heat Sink

Mechanical Wire Strippers

Component Lead Cleaner

BE37
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!land Tools
(Continued)

Heat Shrink Tubing

Insertion and Extraction Tools

CO

BE-39
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Hand Tools
(Continued)

Wire Gauge

Soldering Vise

Open Barrel Type Crimp Tools

fr

,zra--Ar;,.mss:,
'I 1

.

Drill Bits

BE-41
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Types of Soldering Tools

Soldering Pencil

1

Soldering Gun

Temperature Controlled Soldering Unit

BE-43
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Soldered Connections
No Mechanical Security Prior to Soldering

Butt Connections*

Wire-To-Me" Fiat-To-Flat"

*Butt Connections
are Seldom Used
in Electrical Work

*These Connections
Require a Fixture
to Prevent Move-
ment During
Soldering

63

Lap Connections



Soldered Connections
With Mechanical Security Prior to Soldering

C5

Partial Mechanical Security

1 ominal Lug
...--... 1

,?...- --`,
I I- !

..", '''': lorret ,,, - ' ;: '

i I --- Torni
, li

naf 'N..: I ,
,

r ,

.N,
+. ......
;,

V\ht e-1(aF Lit
.E1

1..Usl

r
11,

1 CIM11101

^ - ^--_

Full Mechanical Security

Wiry f-'1,3t

LAM

* viiyeeete-

Wire ToPost

VVIte-To-
CtImp Sleeve '/t( lo Pc;:t

C()



Types of Desoldering Tools

'Irf
Desoldering Bulb

Solder Sucker

s:---"''''',---,...----.., .a. "4.''..

Solder Wick

Desoldering iron Attachment

CT
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SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #1 - PREPARE A SOLDERING IRON TIP FOR USE

A. Equipment and materials needed

1 Soldering iron Pencil iron with copper or iron clad tip

2. Damp sponge

3 Firm wire brush

4. Fine metal file

5. Tip cleaning flux if available (not necessary)

6. Tinning oil if available (not necessary)

7. 60/40 solder

8. Soldering iron holder

9. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. While the soldering iron is cool. and before connecting it to the power receptacle,
inspect the tip.

(NOTE: Copper tips can be reshaped with a metal file.)

3. File the tip to a wedge shape without removing any more metal than is neces-
sar

(NOTE: Iron-clad tips should not need reshaping. It you have an iron-clad tip that
is in poor shape, ask your instructor if it should be filed or replaced. Normally
iron-clad tips are merely cleaned with a wire brush. Filing will shorten their useful
life. Gold plated tips are used for particular applications and are expensive. Gold
plated tips should never be filed or brushed. Cleaning is usually accomplished
with a damp sponge once the tip is hot. Special cleaning fluxes are used by
industry for production line tips, However. it the shank of the tip is carboned or
corroded, it can be brushed with the wire brush.)

4. Place soldering iron in holder, and connect power cord to receptacle.
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JOB SHEET #1

5. Apply tinning oil, if available. to the hot tip.

(NOTE: Do not put the tip into the oil container. Remove a small amount of tin-
ning oil with a clean applicator or the tip of a clean screwdriver. Allow a drop to
flow onto each surface of the hot tip's wedge.)

6. Apply 60140 solder to the tip's wedged surfaces.

(CAUTION: Hot solder may drip from the tip. Allow it to drip onto the wet sponge.
It Carl burn your skin or damage clothing.)

7. Wipe excess solder from the tip onto the wet sponge.

8. Disconnect the soldering iron from the receptacle, and place it in the holder to
cool,

(NOTE: After the iron has cooled, show it to your instructor.)

9. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT

JOB SHEET #2 ADJUST WIRE STRIPPERS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Adjustable wire strippers

2. Variety of solid and stranded insulated conductors

3. Screwdriver or nut driver to tit adjustment screw

B. Procedure

1. Loosen adjustment screw. (Figure

FIGURE 1

Adjustment Screw

cilVISII(hli 01)3AS

Stripping Slot

2. Insert conductor into stripping slot.

3. Close jaws until you feel that you have reached the conductor.

4. Open jaws slightly.

5. Slide adjustment screw down to its resting position. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2
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JOB SHEET #2

6. Strip off approximately .11.inch of insulation.

7. Check conductor for ring of nick. (Figure 3)

(NOTE: It nick occurs, loosen adjustment screw, readjust. and test again until
insulation is removed without conductor damage.)

FIGURE 3

Correctly Adjusted

oi
....
....

;s-z: ,
P..4..6.h, ilf.thilitzew/./11

Incorrectly Adjusted

8. Strip off approximately :,hi inch of insulation.

9. Check conductor for cut strands. (Figure 4)

(NOTE: Cutting of strands reduces the current carrying capability of the con-
ductor. Loosen adjustment screw, readjust. and test again until insulation is
removed without conductor damage.)

FIGURE 4

Correctly Adjusted

Incorrectly Adjusted

10. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #3 - STRIP AND TIN WIRES FOR
SOLDERED CONNECTIONS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Soldering iron (20-30w)

2. 60/40 rosin core solder (18 gauge)

3. Soldering iron holder

4. Mechanical wire strippers

5. Two six-inch lengths of 22-gauge stranded wire

6. Acid brush

7. Wire stripper

8. Damp sponge

9. Safety glasses

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. Plug soldering iron into AC outlet.

3. As soon as the tip is hot, tin the iron tip; remove excess solder with a damp
sponge.

4. Using mechanical wire strippers, strip about one inch of insulation from each
end of each wire length.

Clean stripped wire ends with isopropyl alcohol and clean cloth.

6. Gently twist wire ends in direction of strand twist so that strands do not sepa-
rate.

7. Place wire end on heated iron tip and apply solder until solder freely flows among
all wire strands: remove wire and solder.

8. Clean tinned wire using isopropyl alcohol and acid brush.

r
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JOB SHEET #3

9. Check that excessive solder has not been applied (outline of all strands should
be visible through the solder) and that wire insulation shows no evidence of burn-
ing or wicking.

10. Repeat tinning operation.

11. Have your instructor check your work.

12. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

*

a1
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SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #4 - SOLDER WIRES TO TURRET TERMINALS,
THEN DESOLDER WIRES

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Soldering iron, with stand

2. Soldering vise, for holding the terminal board during soldering

3. Safety glasses or goggles

4. Wire strippers

5. Long nose or needle nose pliers

6. Rosin-core solder

7. Isopropyl alcohol

8. Acid brush

9. Bakelite° board with two turret terminals mounted on it approximately four
inches apart

10. Two 6inch lengths of 22-gauge stranded wire, stripped and tinned in accordance
with Job Sheet #3

B. Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses.

2. Secure Bakelite'' board in vise so that terminals are accessible for soldering.

3. Plug in soldering iron.

4. Properly strip ends of wire.

5. Property tin wire.
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6. plir-Jr, tor n end of one yore arOtind lower guide slot of one turret terminal.

um:wt.
Guide Slot

Lower
Guide Sint

Insulation
Clearance
(Approximately equal
to diameter of wire)

tNCYIE: Figure I shows the wire wrapped 180° around the turret terminal. if
ciesired. the wire may he wrapped 360° around the terminal to make a more
secure mechanical connection prior to soldering. However, this may require strip-
ping and tinning a longer length of the wire end)

Using soldering iron and rosin-core solder, solder wire to terminal

8, Clean !..,01(tereci corwection with isoprov,:i r'icohol and clean cloth or acid brush.

ClieGil that sokteieri cohne(;tion ki CC,

10. Spy of wire to lower quint ...it of second terminal in same man-
;le! 4

11. Soirier second length of wire to upper guide slots of terminals in same manner
1t31,p,., throufiti 9).

12. Ot:-,s(:)itier all -(.11r1c,...1 as follows:

Apply tint !r7sr1 tip to terminal to melt s9ider, and pry wire off terminal.

is Wilde ,:;1,i; :.IN?tvi!,g hot lion tip. remove solder with a brush or solder
uckor.

c. Cinari term ,a1 with isopropyl acohol and clean cloth.

13. He-turn (2cikipfni.n! ;ind in;ito ills to their proper storage area.

t
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SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

JOB SHEET #5 - SPLICE WIRES TOGETHER BY MEANS OF
SOLDERING AND CRIMPING

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Soldering iron (20-30 watts)

2. Crimping tool

3. 18 inches of #26 stranded wire

4. 24 inches of #20 wire

5. One splice lug for #20 wire

6. Two inches of shrink tubing for 426 we

7. Heat gun

8. Electrical tape

9. Safety glasses

10, 60140 rosin -core solder (22gauge)

B. Procedure

1 Ilut on safety glasses..

2. Cut the #26 wire into three equal length,6

3. Strip, clean, and tin one end of utich length

4. Cut the #20 wire into four equal lengths.

5. Strip, clean, and tin one end of each length

6. Trim tinned ends of all wires to qz inch length
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7. Splice tinned ends of one #20 wire and one #26 wire (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1

no. 26 !Niro
.-it). 2(1 Wirt' '\

\ 4.

1- -....-- -.s.,C)..y )67').....+1.e,.. / 01 ,
..)''''' --' ---4.fr-CAL-4 .44 ii4 .'',,i''''"

a. Wrap smaller wire around larger wire.

15,

Cut

8 16

b. Bend wires back and solder full length of twist.

c. Apply electrical tape over splice.

8. Install shrink tubing on one length of #26 wire.

9, Splice tinned ends of two lengths of #26 wire lincluding the one with the tubing).
(Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

a. Twist wires tcv,4ether

b. Solder twisted ends

Solder



JOB SHEET #5

-j--) .,-----,- . : ......-:-:..----.___., ..,.......,,,,..), ..,....,,,..,.......;.e.-Mr,",

c. Slide heat shrink tubing over splice

10. Shrink the tubing by applying heat across the length of the tubing, WITHOUT
TOUCHING THE TUBING.

11. Continue applying heat until tubing fits snugly over the splice.

12. Insert tinned ends of two lengths of #20 wire in opposite ends of crimping lug
(Figure 3); make sure strands of both wires are visible in slot at center of lug.

13. Using crimping tool, crimp both ..nds of lug.

14. Check that crimp is correct (Figure 3).

FIGURE 3

Insert Tinned Wire ) --insert Tinned Wire

Crimping Sleeve or Lug

Incorrect Crimp

Wire Strands not Visible

Correct Crimp

Wire Strands Visible

Crimping Point

Crimping Points

15. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.
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SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

JOB SHELL #6 - REPAIR A PRINTED CIRCUIT BOARD

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Vise or clamp

2. Soldering iron (20-30 watts)

3. Solder wick

4. Safety glasses

5. Isopropyl alcohol

6. 60/40 rosin-core solder t22- gauge)

7. Typewriter eraser

8. Acid brush

9. Chain nose pliers

10. Component lead cleaner

11. Printed circuit hoard with two damaged resistors, and open conducting path. and
a broken or removed land

12. Two replacement resistors

Procedure

1. Put on safety glasses_

2. Plug in soldering iron and allow to heat.

3. Turn board so that the component side is down.

4. Place solder wick next to component lead to be removed

5. Place soldering iron against the solder wick.

(NOTE: When solder begins to melt, it will flow into the wire of the solder wick.)

6. Once all solder is removed from component lead and pad. remove the soldering
iron and solder wick.

I. Repeat Steps 3-6 for other end of the component.
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S. With solder removed fn.)m the component lead and pad the leads can be twisted
away from the pad and the component removed.

9, Remove grease and rosin from connections by means of isopropyl alcohol and
acid brushes.

10. Remove oxides from the land by means of the typewriter eraser.

11. Clean oxides from replacement component leads by means of component lead
cleaner.

12. Measure distance between component land connections and bend component
leads at right angles so that the leads will insert into the land eyelets.

13. Insert component leads into land holes so that component lies on upper surface
of board.

14. While holding component in place, tura board over and eit`'n. clinch, swage, or
clip component leads (Figure 1).

FIGURE 1

CLINCHED
LEAD

t

SOIdel -.:

L -and

SWAGED CLIPPED
LEAD LEAD

1 1" Olin.
16

i
Equal to or Greater
Than Lead Diameter

'a
iite

k --)
Solder Fillet Completely
Around Lead

(NOTE: Clinching provides the best mechanical connection. The leads are
swaged or clipped when space limitations prevent clinching. If the leads are to
be clipped. it may be best to postpone the clipping operation until after the con-
nections have been soldered.)

15. Install boards in clamp or vise.

16. Attach heat sink to component lead at each end of component.

17. Solder component lead to land at each connection. (Figure 1)



JOB SHEET #6

18, Replace second resistor by cutting off damaged resistor and solder new resistor
to old component leads. (Figure 2)

FIGURE 2

ReplaCt7111elit

PC Board

Old Component
- Lead

19. Repair open in printed wiring by soldering a conductor bridge across the open
using one of the techniques. (Figure 3)

FIGURE 3

Solder Conductor
Bridgc Across
Open as Shown

Of ...

Pi lilted
Wiring

Floarci

S()Riur
Lenwli

reirapiire &Jr iAiipir IF.
'S401400110,161A

Insulated
W;re Jumper

Land

Conductor
01,en

Conductor
Briticie

Solder insulatmi Wire
Jomper Across Open
on Conductor Side
of Board

... Or ...
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SOlder 51,)!..410(.1 / I tl

Across Opf,?n on Coinp000li
Side of the tiodid

JOB SHEET #6

t

"It in. 1)fts.upt
Comitictfor
Spot:Hui

tfl ft 1.

Insolotinti
BLim.

20. Repair removed or lifted land. iFigure 4)

FIGURE 4

Solder
Here

1

min. -::
16

- .

"

.043" Hole (Typ)

tr'Ll'ZIF: 7

8
I and
ft;rove(1

Open Printed
Wiring

Insulated
Wire Jumper

Solder
__Here

0:7 e r ..fi::-ittry vz.7,W.
Adhesive Fillet

(Optional)
min. I

8

Solder \'
Fiery

... -. ,

-,.7.-.........---

--- Land Lifted
or Torn

21. Check all soldered connections tor proper configuration.

22. Check that no solder has been spilled to cause possible shorts with adjacent
connections or wiring.

23. Clean all soldered connections with isopropyl alcohol and acid brush.

24. Return equipment and matenals k their proper storage area,



SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

NAME

TEST

Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

(NOTE Answers to questions a. through rn. appear on this page.)

a. Solution that cleans metals before or during 1. Rosin
soldering. or chemically acts to aid the
fusion process 2. Accident

Plastic, fiberglass, or phenolic board upon 3. Galvanized
which copper strips interconnect between
mounted components 4. Fillet

c Junction of two or more metals fused with 5. Oxides
solder

6. Land
d Having a curved form which bulges inward

7. Solder joint
Any unpianned event, occurring suddenly,
which causes personal injury or damage to 8. Printed circuit board
property

9. Run
`,..';olderwelding two edges at right angles

10. Cone
P. Having a curved form which bulges outward

11. PE,J
SI( conductor on a printed circuit board

12. Co,
Surface on which zinc has been deposited
by the process of hot dipping or electio 13. Flux
plating

A material obtained from pine tree
used during soldering to help cos
bond between the solder and the n
faces

k. Films and impurities which (aim on the sur-
face of metals when exposed to air or water
and which, it not cleared off, will prevent a
good bond between the surfaces and solder

Printed wiring attached to the surface of a
printed circuit board

__M. Roue terminal connection point on a
printed circuit board where component lead
wires are attached
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TEST

(NOTE: Answers to questions n_ through w. appear on this page-)

n. The state of being free from danger. per-
sonal risk, or injury

Applying mechanical pressure to compress
a sleeve-type or cuptype electrical terminal
to ensure a good electrical connection
between the sleeve and the conducting
wires it contains

q.

Flow of solder under the insulation of cov-
ered wire

To unite (connect) two wires to form a con-
tinuous length

r. Soft motel alloy of tin and lead used for plat-
ing or fusing metals together

s. Plastic material (thermosetting resin) which
becomes permanently hardened when sub-
jected to heat; originally known as Bake-
lite ; used for printed circuit board
constt action

_ Removing insulation from electrical conduc-
tors

u. The ability of molten solder to flow over ano
fuse completely with the metal surfaces to
which it is applied

v. The application of a small amount of solder
to surfaces to be soldered to help ensure
good wetting during soldering

__w. Plastic insulating sleeve which shrinks in
diameter with the application of heat to
form a seal

14. Wicking

15 Crimping

16. Splice

17. Shrink tubing

18. Phenolic board

19. Tinning

20. Wetting

21. Solder

22. Stripping

23. Safety

2. List six hazards of working with electrical and electronic equipment.

a.

b.

G.

d.

e.



TEST

3. Complete the following list of statements concerning facts about electrical shock by
inserting the word that best completes each statement.

a. is usually considered more dangerous than

b. High tends to knock the victim away from the circuit minlinizing
exposure time.

c. High tends to cause the body to adhere to the circuit so that the
victim cannot let go.

d. At about milliamperes the shock is severe enough to paralyze
muscles, but a person may be able to let go of the conductor.

4. Select true statements concerning treating a victim of electrical shock by placing an
"X" in the blanks preceding the true statements.

a. To safely remove the victim from contact with the source of electricity, turn
off the electricity by means of a switch or circuit breaker or cut cables or
wires by means of a wood handled axe or insulated cutters.

b. Call for assistance as others in the area may be more knowledgeable than
you about treating the victim.

c. Check victim's temperature.

d. Check victim's breathing and heartbeat; if heart has stopped administer
cardiopulmonary resuscitation whether you have been trained in the
proper technique or not.

e. Use blankets or coats to help keep victim as warm and comfortable a..
possible while waiting for help.

Raise victim's head slightly above body level to help prevent shock.

g If victim has suffered burns, wrap burned area firmly with sterile gauze or
clean linen or towels.
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5. Match types of df.'S Or tilt.' tL :VI ,.!!`,,;iT :'.!4`.1;1.01:-

a. Fires that (NCO.' ir"! ,711',1:tit:rf Cia!,,t--, A
materials

2. fl
thot frl ilorTI,T)At5,t

C
that ocir d and

equipment 4. (lass D

d. Fires that occur in (ornt)atible metal;;

6. Match types of tire extinquishers on tho- rih ith theT 1.1!-;(,3

Place foot on toot pump and dirvct ,beam
1 Carbon divxide

at base of tire: use on class A tires nJy

2 Hakm
t. Direct discharge as close to firi.! as passiblt.?,

first at the edge of flames. then gradtiailN, 3. Pump TAOk
forwatd and upwaid: use for class B er
C fires. I F.A v iia

C instead of sprayirig ttir, htirP,tig Foam
L4ICL i".i11(..,w foam to tat of'

use for class A or (-Misr, B fires.

Direct at the base of the flames and ith
class A tire fol4...1o; n b the .;ir

it remaining material that ri7,

buthinq. use for (;

e. Stand back ten feet, hold drriqht and threc.1
at the base of 1TDrn cie to
side: wle: for ,..711)!;!.; C
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ric topes z,rd ha7ards they designate.

h etit:ipinonf WhiCti s 1. Green
;.4 1!.;; defective and

71.); 2. Yellow

1.t3 JeC or "defec. 3. Orange
Iro.

4. Red
Nitc;hes. interior

fuses and electrical 5. Blue
b+)xt.!:. itnd mcWahle guards and

6. Ivory

Ciat)qeWLIS paTtS of equip-
m(Tr V tn h ttliy cut, crush, shock, or

privic-,ally injure someone

:at?le edges. vise jaws, and
rnsis whore extra light

?c114,,:110n ;!:7, IMpOrtant

No partdiar designation except to
"Jiro", tOt El iiii e( si4)ment moving

:it`i.ttly

ronhazardous part of
and i'-guipment surfaces. like

and bearing surfaces

n1:0' :irT'ati (.4 equipment.
!`f ;!Cl) ;)f'.1 to !'? w location of

.orluirrni,nt firstari rnateri-

levers, vvhecis.
TI:.17;1, znd fiwardous parts that may

IiiIiing. snagging. Of

1),,!:',J;111,41:#",

Ar,,q)ilec,1 to hiitvins or levers ot
1.11-..eti for stopping

7-1y.obliro:Fy. :1;-,0 to .:111 ritiilonent. cuch
which are tire haz-

:.trft.

f!7,. :Ind fire-tight
ifq;

L. i
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8. Select true statements concerning general safety rules by placing an "X" in the blan s
preceding the true statements.

__.a. Report any detective tools. test equipment, or other equipment to the lab
partner.

Do not move any safety devices (i.e. ground straps, switch covers, etc.)
without the permission of the instructor.

c. Do not operate or nergize any circuit that could be hazardous without
first receiving instruction on how to do so safely.

Report all accidents to the instructor if an injury is severe.

Turn off power before leaving test equipment or circuits being worked o-i.

Do not use any solvent without first determining its properties, and how to
use it safely.

Keep the laWratory floor clean of scraps and litter.

h. Clean up .my spilled liquids before leaving clas:.

i. Isolate line (power) voltages from ground by means of isolation transform-
ers.

Check all line (power) cords before using and if the insulation is brittle and/
or cracked, use and report to the instructor after class.

When measuring voltages with a meter and test probe. be careful not to
connect yourself to a voltage of any value.

When measuring voltages expected to be greater than 30 volts, turn off or
disconnect live circuit before connecting test equipment, or follow manu-
facturer's recommended procedures.

rn_ It is recommended that only equipment with a polarized (3-prong) plug be
used.

n. Carry sharpeciged or pointed tools in your pockets.

_ _o. Do not indulge in horseplay or play practical jokes in any work area.

Wear safety goggles when instructor is watching.



TEST

9. Identity the following types of hand tools and equipment by placing thou- co!-Ie t n;imps
in the appropriate blanks.

a.

C.

Y.

b

Inv timmimin

cr
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TEST

0.

I

41111111..:".".

ks



q.

C
$

TEST

S.

I

U. V.

W. X.
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V.

01

a a ,

CC.

TEST

tor

PP.

bb.

tf

II I

T
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10. Match hand tools and equipment on the right with their uses.

(NOTE; Answers to questions a. through m. appear on this page.)

a For inserting or removing in'egrated circuits
without bending pins

b For holding nuts or bolt heads; tightening or
loosening nuts or bolts

c For preventing electrical connections from
becoming shorted to adjacent connections

d. For removin oxides and other films from
terminals to be soldered

e. For holding components; heat sink; and
shaping and forming small conductions

_1. For cutting chassis metal and cutting bolts
or metal parts

For cutting wire and component leads. and
stripping insulation from wire

It. For clamping and holding a printed circuit
board or other component during soldering
or other repair operations

i. For removing wire insulation by heating and
melting the material; prevents wire strands.
but cannot be used on insulation that will
not melt, such as glass braid or asbestos

For loosening small to medium size nuts
and bolts; holding and turning

k. For controlling soldering iron tip tempera-
ture

I. For cutting and pulling insulation from ends
of conductors

m. For supporting a hot soldering iron when
not In use

1. Insertion or removal
tool

2. Hacksaw

3. Diagonal cutting pli-
ers

4. Component lead
cleaner

5. Soldering vise

6. Combination slip
joint pliers

7. Mechanical wire strip-
pers

8. Shrink tubing

9. Adjustable power
source

10. Soldering iron stand

11. Nut drivers

12. Long nose chain pli-
ers

13. Thermal strip.
pers
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f. fleprair t'; tCp1.1(.V tiattlailtti on pliers.

11- Keep ',North cleats clean or, adlm;table wrenches.

1!. Identify tools by labeling ,11 ti1n+ tee, a'; vbr.if reii or

13, match types of solder as.; tools on the right Aith their use,

a. 10 to 36 watts For soldering isolated elcr.
trical connections; eliminates electrieal
leaKage and the need for grounding

b. 10 to 3t3 watts Foi soldering small eleiln.
cal connections 3 Soldering gun

c. 100 watts For soldering large electrical 4. ISO-TIP
connections when better heat control
required

Temperature con-
trolled

2. Soldering pencil

d. For soldt-ring Many ctinnt, lOnli cionc
Space'

14. Select true staten:ents related to solder and flux by placino an X in the blanks preced-
ing the true statements.

za. The most common type of ..--;older r,. 40 iC rosin core solder containing
40"1. tin and 60":0 lead

b. Solder for electronic applications is available in sheets, wire spools
and special forms such as pellets, rings, and washers.

C. Wire solders in the range from 0.0tiO" to 0.10" in diameter are commonly
used for hand soldering.

d. Flux is a chemical agent used to ;ernove the thin f ilms of oxide present on
the metal surfaces to be soldered.

t'. Organic (acids arid bases) fluxes are the most active and highly corrosive
fluxes; they absorb moisture from the atmosphere and react strongly at
room temperature.

1. Rosin is used almost exclusively for its noncorrosive characteristics at
roOM tflInperattire.

15. List three primary purposes for solder Hi vitlAtir eat application.

a.

b.

A'
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16. Arrange in order the following safe soldering procedures by indicating the first step as
1, the second as 2, and so on for each procedure.

. a. Prepare area to be soldered.

11 Remove surface contaminants and oxides.

2) Apply liquid flux to area to be soldered.

Select the soldering iron for a specific application.

...c. Place small amount of solder on tip of iron to aid heat transfer.

Prepare solderi ig tip prior to use by a process termed finning.

Place, tip of iron next to terminal area and lead.

Remove :-.older from heat after it has flowed and formed a smooth contour
of solder around the lead and terminal pad.

Allow soldered area to cool.

Remove contarninated flux residue from soldered area.

Place soide, on opposite side of the lead.

Remove soldering iron.

17. Distingaish between types of connections by placing an "N" for no mechanical connec-
tion, a "P" for partial mechanical connection, and an "F" for full mechanical connection
prior to soldering next to their specific types.

Wire-towire

Wire-to-part

Wire-to-turret or post

d. Wire-to-hole

Wire-to-cup or sleeve

f Wire-to-hook

Wire-to-flatiug

oto
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18. Select true statements ronce!hinp types of dc!,t.,li.-.,eririq ;0,11 pft)t°Pt.;:it':. by
placing an "X" in the blani.ct; preceding true- shilrr,nrit.,.

The desolder ng bulb is It) 1...1.10`00 1.01;;C! trOnl ttit;
t

b. The solder suckw is 111 the !;,-,Inlo s!):inniq the.' bulb
except that the suction is ;'rot uced by a !-..prif11.1 nn-ton

On the desoldering bulb. flit:, L;oidcr 1!; drawn or, trito the bulb by the
suction,

d. The solder wick is placed over leripiria! Oft`ii 311(i :t.Ziti to be Liesoldered.

1 he solder wick is used for (-6111pot1? :11

19. Complete the following chart of cleant.!;-. lutmcnni!, onc,r th, fsiiinn in 1111.1

blanks.

Cieaners

t.

Lubricant

1,;)e

4pp11C'ftro

1 alion

-1:
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(NOTE: if the following activities have not beer accomplished prior to the test. as your
instructor when they should be completed.)

20. Demonstrate tfw it,ilit} to

a Prepare a soldering iron tip for use. (Job Sheet #1)

b Adjust wire strippers. (J(::il Sheet #2)

c. Strip and tin wires for soldered connections. (Job Sheet #3)

.5r.)Ider es to turret terminals, then ciesolder wires. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Splice wir.s together by means of solder ng and crimping (flat cable). (Job Sheet

Repair a ;.ninted circuit board. (Job Sheet #6)



SHOP ORIENTATION AND SAFETY PRINCIPLES
UNIT I

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 13 1. 3 q. 16
b. 8 I. 1 r. 21

c. 7 k. 5J s. 18

d. 10 I. 6 1. 22
e. 2 iii. 11 u 20
f. 4 n. 23 v. 19

g.
h.

12 o. 15
9 1). 14

w. 17

2. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
t.

Electrical shock
Electrical bums
Electrical fires
Injury from misuse of locals
Chemical burns or poisoning
Gas inhalation

3. a.
b.
c.
d

'Current. voltage
Voltage
Current
10

4. a. b. e. g

a. 1

b. 2
C. 3

4

a a.

b.
c.
d.
e..

3
1

5
4

7. a.

b.
c.
d.

e.
t.

rD

3
6
1

2
4

8. h, c. e, t, q. k, 1, m, o
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ANSWERS TO TEST

9. a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

j.
k.

Long n030 chain pliers
Diagonal cutting pliers
Lineman's side cutting pliers
Combination slip joint pliers
Flat blade screwdriver
Phillips* head screwdriver
Tom" driver
Pozidriv'
Hacksaw
Holesaw
Adjustable wire strippers

I.

m.
n.
o.

Electrician's six-in-one tool
Adjustable wrench
Wrenches
Nut driver

D.

q.
r.

s.
t.
u.
v.
w.
x.
y.

z.
aa.
bb.
cc.
dd.
ee.
ff.
gg.
hh.

Drill and drill bits
Wire gauge
Hemostat clamp
Ballpeen hammer
Flat file
Halt round file
Precision file
Center punch
Square hole punch
Round hole punch
Mechanical wire strippers
Thermal wire strippers
Soldering iron stand
Soldering vise
Solder sticker
Crimping tool
Heat sink
Component lead cleaner
Insertion tools

10 a. 1 h. r3 o. 14

b. 11 i. 13 p. 15

c. 8 J. 6 q. 19
d. 4 1,, 9 r. 16
e. 12 1. 7 s. 18
f. 2 m. 10 I. 20

9 3 n. 17

11. b

12. a. Regrind e. Pliers
b. Discard 1. Handle insulation
c. Pliers q. Lubricated
d. Smooth h. Scratch awl



ANSWERS TO TEST

12.

b. 2
C. 3
d, 1

14. b. d. f

15. Any three of the following:
a. Makes connections with virtually no resistance to electrical current flow
b. Prevents corrosion of conductors. connections. and parts
c. Makes connections mechanically stronger
d. Seals containers to keep out dust and moisture

16. a. 3 1. 7

b. 1 g. 9
c. 4 h. 10

d. 2 1.

e. 5 j. 8

17. a. N
b. N
c. P. F
d. N
e. N
t. P

9. R F

le. b. C. d

19. a. Ethyl alcohol
b. Petroleum solvent
c. Isopropyl alcohol
d. Kerosene
e. Alkaline solvent
1. Trichlorethylene
q. Petroleum solvent
h. WINO or 3-in-1 oil

20. Perfc.rmance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor
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INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

UNIT OBJECTIVE

Atter completion of this unit. the student should be able to determine resistance and capaci-
tance using the resistor color code, apply Ohm's law, and use a voltmeter and ammeter. Com-
petencies vPill be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the
assignment and job sheets and by scoring a minimum of 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to introduction to DC with their correct definitions.

2. Match common p?rameters used in electronics with their correct symbols and
units of measure.

3. Complete a chart of numerical decimal equivalents and powers of ten prefixes.

4. State the number which corresponds to the correct color in the resistor color code.

5. Determine resistance using the resistor color code.

6. Match basic circuit elements with their symbols.

7. List the two types of resistors.

8. Complete a list of meter ranges for analog and digital meters.

9. Match types of meter scales with their correct uses.

10. Arrange in order the general steps used in preparing a multimeter for operation.

11. D;stinguish between a voltmeter and ammeter.

1
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

12. Arrange in order the procedures for measuring voltage.

13. Select from a list procedures for measuring amperage.

14. Complete a list of procedures for measuring resistance.

15. Select true statements concerning amperage measurement characteristics.

16. Complete a list of voltage measurement characteristics.

17. State Ohmt law.

18. List three uses of Ohm's law.

19. Select true statements concerning magnetic properties.

20. Discuss the use of the left-hand rule for conductors and coils.

21. Complete a list of statements concerning the method and effect of induction.

22. Match types of grounds with their correct descriptions.

23. Match static electricity controls with their correct uses.

24. Solve problems for an unknown voltage, amperage, and resistance. (Assignment
Sheet #1)

25. Calculate the resistance values from given color codes. (Assignment Sheet #2)

26. Read analog voltmeter scales. (Assignment Sheet #3)

27. Convert amperes to milliamps and microamps. (Assignment Sheet #4)

28. Read analog ammeter indications. (Assignment Sheet #5)

29. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Measure and compare current in a circuit at two different voltage levels.
(Job Sheet #1)

b. Wire a functional relay circuit. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Measure the voltage drop in a DC circuit. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Demonstrate that magnetic poles can attract and repel. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Construct a simple electromagnet and check its operation. (Job Sheet #5)



INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

SUGG7STED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials andor invite resource people to class to supplemntirein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOT E: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of th!s unit.)

B. Maki: transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objcctive sheet.

D. DISCUSS unit and specific objectives

E. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

Discuss information and assignment sheets.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed )

Provide students with job sheets.

Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets

Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1 Help students memorize the color code for resistors using a mnemonic (memory)
device such as the following:

Bad Boys Race Our Young Girls. But Violet Generally Wins.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

H.

You or your students may wish to make up a device of your own. but it should be
tressed to the students that they most memorize this color code. and this is one

way to help.

2. Show student examples of resistors and have them identify the various types.

3. Explain test lead connections to students.

4 Demonstrate the use of the Ieh hand rule for conductors and coils.

5. Show examples of static electricity controls and discuss their benefits.

6. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
institiction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L. Reteach if necessary.

1 0 4
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A Objective sheet

Siruget;ted act yilies

inforrnaiinn Theel

P. 'Tc.:insparr.?ncv masters

1. TM 1 Resistor Color Cott('

TM Analog Muitimeter

3. 'TM 3 - Multimeter

4 'TM 4 - Correct Voltage Measurernent:-.,

TM 5 Correct Amperage Me:atiuremt FOS

b TM 6 Correct Resistance Measiin'Ineilin

7. TM 7 Magnetic Lines of Force

IM 8 Induction

Assignmer.1 sheets

1. Assignment Sheet #1 Solve Problems For an Link nrmn Voltage. Atmer age, and
Resistance

Assignment Sheet #2 Calculate the Resistance From Given Color Codes

3. Assignment Sheet #3 Read Analog Voltmeter Scales

4. As?.-ognment Sheet #4 Convert Amperes to Milliamps and Microarny.-;

5. Assign merit Sheet #5 Read Analog Ammeter indications

Answers; to assignment sheets

Joti sheets

Job Sheet #1
age Levels

Job Sheet #2

Jerb Sheet 43

4 Joh Sheet #4 --

Measure and Compare Curti:Ill in a Circuit at Two Different Volt-

Wire a Functional Relay Circuit

Measure the Voltage Drop in a DC Circuit

Demonstrate? That Magnetic Poles can Attract and Repti

P-1 t.)

410



INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

5 Job Sheet tif5 Construct a Simple Clixtroin net arid Check it:; Operation

H. 'Test

Am;wers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

(1101F.. The following is a list of references used in completing this unit.)

A Groh. Bernard. Basic Electronics. New York, McGraw-Hill Book Co.

B. Hall. Douglas V. Microprocr:;sors and Digital Systems New York: McGraw-Hill, 1983.

Hinrich. Clyde N. 1.nstruments and Measurements for Electronics. New York: McGraw
Hill 1972.

D. Horvath. 1. Static Elimination. Letchworth. England: Research Studies Press. 1982.

New Mexico Vocational industrial Satety Guide. Sam, Fe, NM: New Mexico State
Department of Education

Robertson, L. Paul. Basic Electronic:s I (Revised Edit
Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1982.

n) Stillwater. OK: Mid America

.. G. Si,.q)ett. Leo N. Introduction to Industrial ElectricityEleetronics. Stillwater. OK' Okla-
homa Curriculum iind Instructional Materials Center. 1981.

IT
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INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT

iNFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms kmd tiefinitront-,

A -1sis\%

I. Arr,hsli voit;,;(;1., tk)
:r

A16 1;4.--ifs. ;11?..1

iF Ofit' ;Impert. poiont,11
ttf C 1 t (

1) (s.,(1;1Tilrio11 ;ln 1,?y /cloy
wthf.: ft :Arlottict rn,....:fl:rwrit, (4 ptcf.1or)

(i.,:1(111t,1 I N`1.,it.. t1 by
/111stit,;h t C t if:;"111i th0

P. Effor 1,.(t 1114' 1. !it,111 t& i1Cu Vtiitte

(..4Y.!1;1 11'1,11r. t Ui t 1lIlS cittainti
!;1. t.1.411n1.:1; 1011.rn tt !Ild ;.,t;it) ;Sif 11;0 111!;;,t1;a1

1.,01Nts1

171; .L.".".t7;1,,l'-,C: cf.f.$:'t.',': ..,i t-s: 1iL4trhtrly
(-1,1tist1 V.1111

1 tvlak;nol
ist0C1L1;,0 'At,!`f n,1! tqn$1;

1, 10:,.. .,vt»(;',t) v.111

t,,%1 (141f%) (f)31(.4r,,1 v.,.rm the

K. klocifIflo,rn A ;rC lv e c 14 11)f.A'.11..if)it.411
On 111101 11.1(1 11 COUlti;11,:-

101, s4114"11 ,von,t,n1

MtiitrInt-tiq I cap;r!tlif.,.

x,it1lp;0 Voitar,.it-s. ;11'1 ft'ss..."1:itsl,

Fw4 Ohl (I , U111! e_11.

1%. 13;ir;ii(lort..( 4 ci,.111i1,; i 1. t I tl'f
r.)1

() rtt?nIt;11 '!t11..
f! tf,r;)t:-;t UiO. tA4)(.,(:,11P(!

;i
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INFORMATION SHEET

Range -- Establishes the limits of a

Q. Resistance Opposition to current

R. Resolution How well the instrument will indicate a small Cl urge in the
measured value

Example: A precise, accurate. and sensitive meter may respond by mov-
ing the meter hand 'Iw" for a small change in measured amper-
age. If the scale is marked only one division per inch, the mete
would still lack "resolution" since the operation could not deter-
mine what amount of current change this represents.

S. Sensitivity How well an instrument responds to small measurements or
small changes in the value being inea,suied

T. Short circuit An abnormal connection of relatively low resistance
between two points of differing potential in a circuit

U. Static electricity The storage of electrical energy

(NOTE: Static electricity in an uncontrolled environment can damage y ie
electronic components. The human body can accumulate a static ch,..ige
that is lethal to these sensitive components. By walking across the floor
(carpeted floors especially) and wearing nylon or polyester clothing, the
human body can reach a 10-15 KV potential. This potential can cause a
spark of 10-100 amps and last 10-8 - 10-9 seconds.)

V. The reciprocal of a number ---- One cl) divided by that number

Example: The reciprocal of 2 is 'L. (one divided by two) or .5

The reciprocal of 4 is '/.3 (one divided by four) or .25

W. Tolerance The acceptable amount of variation from an indicated value

X. Variable Changeable or capable of being i,:hanged

(NOTE: A resistor whose value can be changed is called a variable resistor
or potentiometer.)

Y, Volt The unit of ineasurernent of electromotive force

(NOTE: One volt forces one ampere of current through one ohm of resist-
ance.)

Z. Voltage -- Electrical force or pressure that causes the flow of electrical cur-
rent (electrons)

AA. Voltage drop Difference in voltage meal.tIned across a component in a
circuit

I
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IL Common parameters used in electronics

QUANTITY SYMBOL 1

i

i
Current I or i

Charge 0 ot q
Power

Voltage drop V or v

Voltage applied

Resistance

Reactance X

Impedance

Conductance

Admittance

Susceptance

Capacitance

Inductance

Frequency

Period .1 T

UNIT (ACCEPTED ABBREVIATION)

Ampere (A)

Coulomb (C)

Watt iW)

Volt (V)

Volt (V)

Ohm (9)

Ohm ((a)

Ohm (Si)

Siemer..s (S)

Siemens (S)

Siemens (5)

Farad (F)

Henry (H)

Hertz (Hz)

Seconds (s)

III. Numerical decimal equivalents and powers of ten prefixes

UNIT PREFIX SYMBOL MULTIPLIER

Giga 0 1.000.000,000 110')

Mega M 1.000,000 [101

Kilo K 1,000 [10]

Milli .0011101

Micro 1 ): (Greek. JO .000001 [10]

Nano
j

q .000000001 [10]

Microrniero or pico 1, or #i .07000000001 [101

Examples: A 220.000 ohm resistor could be represented as 220K or .22M. A .25
watt resistor could be represented as 250 mW.

I
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IV. Resistor color code rnp;irtncy 11

A. Black -- 0

B. Brown 1

C. Rod

D. Orange

E. Yellow -- 4

F. Green 5

G. Blue t.;

H. Violet 7

(;rai 6

J. V1,/hit o -.- 9

K. Gold

L. Sitvor .01

'NOTE The 1,...allov.ing cr to li;',Iclance band.)

M Gold - fo'

N. Siive

0 No color

V. Determining resistance using the resistor color code (Transparency 1) (Assign-
ment Sheet 42)

Fir,z,1 color blind icloset.it to end) first sign i leant digit Use color code to
convt-rt color to I 1111:Thef

Exiimple II first band it; red. this converts to a 2.

B. Secory .our band is second ;,-,:igniticant digit Use color code to convert
color l., a number

Example. If second t rid is brown, this c:onverts to a 1.

C. Third color band i!,, the multiplier -- Use color code to convert color to a
number which is tho exponent of 10 or the number ofzeros to be added to
the significant numher,_;

F. -: If third bands:. OGilIgr!. this corivvrts to a 3; this is 110' or there
an.- 3 ,:eros

1

r
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Fourth color band is the tolerance

1. It band is gold. tolerance is 1-5'

2. If hand is silver. teleran e

3. If there is no hand. tolerance is 1-.20*

Example: For a resistor with the tirst band red, second band brown, third
band orange and the fourth band one of the following then the
acceptable resistor measurement would range between:

i. Gold 19 000 and 21 000 ohms
2. Silver 18 000 and 22 000 ohms
3. No hand 16 000 and 24 000 ohms

E. Fifth color band

1 In minim y applications tf*,e fifth band ind4:ates the failure rate.

2. In precision resistors the filth band indicates the tolerance and the
first, second. anti third bands represent the significant digits with the
ft.,_irth band as the multiplier.

VI. Basic circuit elements and their symbols

A. Power sour

Battery

2. Gent rator

or
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3. Transfer met

B. Load

(NOTE: All wires used in the electrical circuit provide a certain amount of
resistance to current. All the devices connected to the circuit to produce
light or heat offer resistance to current flow. This is called load.)

1. Resistor

a. Fixed

b. Resistor potentiometer

c. Rheostat

Lamplight

3. Loudspeaker
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C. Circuit switches

(NOTE: In the switch open position, current cannot flow through the circuit.
In the switch closed position, current can flow through the circuit. These
c.re hand operated switches.1

1. Switch open

Switch closed

3. Relay open

4. Relay closed

(NOTE: The relay open and relay closed are electrically operated
switch !s.)

D. Circuit conductors ',wiles)

1. Conductor

'1 4

-A . kr

BE-99
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2. Conductr.ms conncriod

3. Conductors not connected

VII. Types of resistors

A. Fixed

. Carbon-composition resrstors

Conductors riot connected

Conductors connected

1111.

Molded resistance
element

Tinned leads

Carbon film rebistor

Metal film
Ceramic: Epoxy coating
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3. Wire-wound resistor

4. Film-element resistor

B. Adjustable

1. Carbon-composition potentiometer

2. Wire-wound variable resistor

BE-101
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3. Wire .wound potentiometer

tar

Wire-wound rheostat

VIII. Meter ranges for analog and digital meters

(CAUTION: Proper meter connections must be established to avoid damage to
analog meters.)

A. DC voltage ranges

1. Analog 2.5, 10, 50. 250, 1000, and 5000 volts (Transparency 2)

(N )TE: The ranges given are for a Simpson 260. DC voltage measure-
ments above 1000 volts put the red lead into the 5000 volt DC termi-
nal.)

2. Digital 200mV, 2, 20, 200, and 1000 volts (Transparency 3)

B. AC voltage ranges

1. Analog --- 2.5. 10, 50. 250, 1000, and 5000 volts

(NOTE: AC voltage measurements above 1000 volts put the red lead
into the 5000 AC terminal.)

2. Digital 200mV, 2, 20, 200, and 750 volts

C. DC milliamps range

1. Analog --- 1mA. 10mA, 50mA, 100mA, 500mA. and 10A

2. Digital 200A, 2mA, 20mA. 2A and 10A

(NOTE: For measurements greater than one ampere, plug the red
lead into the 10A terminal.)
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D. AC' itulilarnp; ranci

I Analog 1mA. 10mA. 50mA. 100mA, 500mA, and 10A

(NOLL. For measurements greater than one amp, plug the red lead
into the WA terminal.)

2. Digital 200A, 2mA, 20mA, 2k and 10A

(NOI E For measurements greater than one amp. plug the red lead
into the 10A terminal.)

E. Ohrn range*;

Analog Xl, X100, X1 000. and X10 000

2. Digital 0-200, 0-2K. 0-20K, 0-200K. 0-2 000K. and 0-20M

IX. Types of meter scales (Transparencies 2 and 3)

A. ?.5 volt AC scale --- Used to do nonlinear indications below 2 volts

B. DB scale - Used for power level measurements

C. Ohm's scale Used for resistance measurements. Zero readings will
always indicate a short. Readings at the left most side of the scale indicate
infinite resistance or an open.

(NOTE: When using an analog meter the most accurate readings are
obtained when a range is chosen that provides an indication on the right
hand portion of the scale.)

D. DC scale Used for direct current/voltage measurements

E. AC scale Used for alternating current/voltage readings

X. General steps used in preparing a multimeter for operation (Transparencies 2
and 3)

A. Select function to he measured.

Exampir,,s. Volts. amps, milliamps, ohms, megohms

B. Select the iDnge or anticipated limits of measurement required.

Examplm 500 mA. 20V. or x10012

(NOTE: Son*, multirneter range switches al-.o select certain functions.
I Transparency 2).;

C. Connect tt",t leads to proper test jacks.
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ft:!'It't

()O' IV!! ,!:;V:+1 ,P Skith Millet
ttrr!!. ;;°'L°T t''`r171t'f,:tr':1 to Paull

Mt.stt r ,°: 0?112 fr_,4dit!;°:. j7k1 tt fTis-Ct"/b''
t'l;.1°'1 V1i.:

Xi. Characteristics of meters

'vr.714.,14'f

1 ''.(1c°.frkf,11 f°4.-,.%!

con t-,° 1,°°,,

:°rt.;;;1 °,! t'

in 114' 1111"14-,;354.:1 V :14101,1;:.; :.01i,t!!" 0.11t41)1

itl .."6:)111

XII. Procedures fol measurIng voltage

4 LP., 0 fr.\ (

;1° ° .votft:.°1

';'.....rtltr;:14tt. (ttrt,4 r,14:4;4" otri t;11.

°,,o1;nit,to
i.n.;.(!rit.itt pt:".4,,t't !":(111t..9-..° ',°r." off vOlf:°.ru.! tt`,414.114,vtI

'1,4)1i1r,ty, 4:.4111114-41 7;)(-14 it:,1°,1!: t tfi..t1°1 1.() tC 11.4:11yri.

t t.:°r $7.01, -tt !1;....°.,tst

I
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XIII. Procedures for measuring amperage Cfransp irency fii

A. Turn oft power to circuit under test.

B. Position meter to correct scale.

C. Determine correct range

(NOTE: Use highest scale if amperage is unknown.)

Observing pplarity. connect test leads to meter.

E. Connect meter in circuit to be tested, observing polarity and connecting in
series with the circuit,

F. Turn on equipment under test.

G. Observe meter reading.

H. Position range switch to correct scale for most accurate reading.

I. Determine correct amperage reading.

J. Turn off power to equipment.

K. Disconnect meter.

L. Reconnect circuit.

M. Turn off meter.

XIV. Procedures for measuring resistance (Transparency 6)

A. Turn off power to circuit under test.

(CAUTION: Be sure circuit is totally de-energized.)

B. Position meter to the correct function position.

C. Position meter range switch to one of the resistance scales.

a insert meter leads in correct meter jacks. observing polarity.

E. Isolate component to be checked.

Example: Disconnect one end of component

F. Connect meter across component to be measured.

G. Detarmine correct meter position closest to center scale or toward zero.

H. Perform zero ohms adjustment according to manufacturer's manual.

Reconnect rncier to component.

J. Read meter for ohmic value.

K. Remove meter leads.
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'Turn Off filtIr.

ficronnect :f,porwrIt

XV. Amperage measurement characteristics (directly in series) (Transparency

A. An curtrnt It!ryti,;!I :t'i.

13 lectualtiv is liri itt. tt7 :S111,111

AlternalITIcl Ciirrt:7rt diret't :11111.'111 ( in bt' fIlee-t.tireti

XVI. Voltage measurement characteristics (direct parallel measurement) ITNins-
parencv 4)

A. Vo;tmett.r protle!,s. cormet.'t (`Prr.,clk aiwss ter rnIniTh.;.

B. Techniques. !muted to moderale AC or DC voll;:cle:,

XVII. Ohm's law The current (amperes) in an electric circui', equals the electromotive
force or potential (volts) divided by the resistance (ohms)

wwilpie

11.4

E

1. H

XVIII. Uses of Ohm's law tA:-.;,,,.:tv,,r1.:(,n1

A (",alculatino '.`,1,;-'17" 7'

Y,X;i1T1f1le:

10 vt.)1t.,2"

I

it11; ff!!,,i!,,tiitif vZiitif ()4 Irro 171 1)1i'

10 volt!,
trnpf.tf

Qt

Ia.
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C

XIX. Magnetic propcq..it,F,

rA;1::;t10I.:; 1.." , .

A!.!

4 t. ' ! I
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'Met; going in the same direction repel each other

6. Attract other lines going in the opposite direction

Exert tension ;ilong their lengths, tending to shorten themselves

;NOTE: If the two poles of a magnet could move, the lines of force
would eventually pull the two poles together.)

Pass through all materials, both magnetic and nonmagnetic

9. Always enter or leave magnetic material at right angles to the Slir
fare

10. Tend tr-i flow in paths of least opposition

B. Magnetic field

1. Area around magnet through which force lines flow

2. Direction of flow is always from north pole to south pole. except
internally

C. Magnetic flux

Sum total kyt magnetic field force lines flowing from north pole to
south pole

2, Symbol for magnetic flux Greek letter phi (4,)

$ duff of flux Maxwell: one maxwell (Mx) equals one line of force

Example: If a magnetic field contains 6 lines of force, the flux of the
magnet is 6 maxwells. or It, = 6Mx

Flux density Number of force lines per given area

a. Symbol B

ii Unit of flux density Gauss (G): one gauss (G) equals one
force line per square centimeter

In the magnetic field shown on the following page, total rnag-
nMic flux (from point X to point Y) is 8 lines of force, or 8 max-
wells, expressed as tIMx,
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The flux density (f3) in oni-,
gauss. expressed 41F, H 4(.;

CM

11 4G

t? PEA

(NOTE: A typical one pound magnet might have 0 magiietL. fiLiNk ol
5000 maxwells, and a flux densit, of 1000

XX. The use of the left-hand rule for conductors and coils

A. Left-hand rule for conductors

1. Grasp conductor with left hand ,As shown. n'akiri; '7;u11 tl:v!Th
pointing in direction of electron flow in the conductor.

2. Direction of magnetic field flow is in ihe direction of thco four finger.;.
from large knuckles toward fingertips

e
Direction of Magnetic

13. Letthand rule for coils

Direction
Current Flov4

Grasp the coil with left hand as shown twl;)+4 n1.11 r !`.cit,:.1'.

(from knuckles to fingertips) point ,n tv.'yn of olf.'r Vol)
through the coiled c-)nductor.

2. The thumb now points toward the nor th pole fit tc.tforn3(.;r)(.

(CAUTION: Do not wrap hand around an energized coil.)

I 11.
1 11;,,,,

f3E-1,9
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XXI. Method and effect of induction 1 '61

A

Ina(11W1

iTtfect.

t I!) :1)till

cr,f torut., flow thrsc.:0.1c.Th the iron t)i-ir

t,;f.. of enagrlet tre:corni.-rs south pole of

:)!t t3lr °,-,(:)uth ct marinel becomes north pole of
1$,Ar

" :!1(- !!k;%,,loet Iron har

arlf0f1 )

XXII. Types of grounds

iNOTr. ger,!.,!;ite-)1. t f),,:,..th tivf t 1(1 negative voltages.)

A or Vta;e !defence Point of current return

00) tztou,-.-..! A mod
m boriod in the earth

C.; (3r0W-Ki \ Ct.)1)0Cier1 Mett'll !.!hilIS or outer

XXIII. Static electricity controls

A kir i;->t - pc-rsoorTi into groundli19

S1;901 1/2pt; frind coT&,, C:vc leakage paths

Alc J',,!:(1 t ' f'.1410 thu mjunti ar mn1iatc woi Ic area vvhere
elor-trw,.tatir; (."14yipc,rit"l!r. 1.1t,ed



Resistor Color Code

First Number

Second Number

1111,11111

Color
First

Number

Black 0

Brown 1

Red 2

Orange 3

Yellow 4

Green 5

Blue 6

Violet

Gray 8

White 9

Gold

BE-111

Tolerance
Multiplier

Second
Number

0

1

2

5

6

7

8

9

Multiplier

1

10

100

1000

10000

100000

1000000

10000000

Rate
(Military)

Tolerance
Rate per

1000 hrs.

20% L5%
± 1% M 1%

P 0.1%

R 0.01%

S 0.001%

T 0.0001%

2%

,1

0,1 5%

Silver 0.01 ± 10%__

No Color :L.- 20%

1:1;3
TM 1



2.5
VAC

Scale

DR
Scale

Analog Multimeter

K-;?)
-10A Output

+DC
-DC AC

Common

500 mA

2.5V

10

50 V
it A
250 V
1000 V
5000 V

Simpson
52 4_10 A100 mA

10 mA
Zero Ohms

Amps
1 mA

R x 1

R x 100
ACR x 10,000 5000 v

DC
5000 V

Function
Switch Test Jack Range Switch

Ohms
Scale

DC
Scale
AC
Scale

Pointer

Meter
Zero
Adjust

Ohms
Zero
Adjust

BE-113
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Digital Muttimeter

a



Correct Voltage Measurements

Battery

VOM



Correct Amperage Measurements

Measuring Amperage in Series Circuits

Measuring Amperage in Parallel Circuits

I

BE-119
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Correct Resistance Measurements

to

Isolating Component by Removing One Lead

+ I
LL

.

1-0__AAAr--4---0 L
OHM

Isolating Component by Removing All Leads

.1 :".i t. i

EE-121

TM 6
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INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - SOLVE PROBLEMS FOR AN UNKNOWN
VOLTAGE, AMPERAGE, AND RESISTANCE

Part A

Directions: Apply the appropriate formula from Ohm's law to find the voltage in the following
prJblems.

Example:

Prot)ems:

2 amps, 50 ohms = volts

Answer: E = IR = 2A x 6011 = 120 volts

Amps Ohms Volts

1. 20A 6f.1

2. 4A 6011

3. 9.6A 2.5t/

4. 5A 3s2

5. 75A 0.16W

6. 2 x 10 3A 5 x 10:11

7. 1 x 10 f.'A 10 x 10:12

8.

9. 2mA 2ki!

10. 1A

BE.127
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET 441

Part B

sd." t!it' .ic:fc 1t t 1,001111(,1 btryi

cat. T

Volts (Nhms Amps

1 I.1 .,.

'..;.. 1 7(1',"

,1

lt2

1!?

1;1*



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

Part C

Directions: Apply int appropriate formula to iind resist,mce.

Examplt 440 volts. 10 arnro:; owns

Answvr. }4 440V 10A 44 corns

Problvms:

Volts Amps

1. 240V A
2. 24V 9.6A

3. 12V

4. 230V 5A

5 24V hA

24V 2 rnA

9

10.

121/

1 KV

I x 10 "V

25 x 1ti to

,,A

"Si [IA

x 10 'A

5 x 1(i A

Ohms

BE-129



INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 CALCULATE THE RESISTANCE VALUES
FROM GIVEN COLOR CODES

Compute the value of the following resistors

a.

b.

c.

d.

1 I
red red orange

gray red black

Immer.wr

PROP

6.104111.

I ""a
yellow violet orange

I
E

I I f
red red red silver

__ohm:, or

OhMS

_ .011T11S

ohms,
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0.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

___..ohms or

__ohms

I I
red red blue

Ib
brown brown gold

yellow violet green

violet brown
red 1 gold

I I

red violet
gray silver

brown

_._ohms or
or M

ohms
tolerance ±

ohms or Mt/
tolerance ±



k.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

orange orange
bro ivn gold

rt;;),)
....r../
=___..,;11...z

ANWINIENV 1114110

...

blue gold
green I gold

orange

__ohms or
tolerance ±

ohms
tolerance 1.2

2. The minimum value you would expect resistor "d" to have is
ohms and the maximum value you would expect is ohms
(assuming that it is within tolerance)_

3. Refer to the resistors above and answer the following questions.

a. If the circuit voltage is constant, which resistor would pass the greatest
current'?

b. If the circuit voltage is constant, wnich resistor would pass the least cur-

c. What is thi,,, largest value resistor "g" can have and stilt be within toler
ance?

4. The fifth color band in resistors -1" and "k" represents resistor

,
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INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 READ ANALOG VOLTMETER SCALES

Directions: Write down the voltage reading indicated by the scales,

1.

100
4.

30 40
`2.CN

DC V

- 10V

25V

3. 4

.1

1;1:0

\ A ;

`. .?.3. I

DC VOL TS

10

,
1

, f

ic vcli

0).1
cr

"-V
r

BE-135



INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - CONVERT AMPERES TO MILLIAMPS
AND MICROAMPS

1. Convert the following amps to milliamps.

a. 1 A = mA d. 3654A = mA

b. 2 A = mA e. .0214A = mA

C. 3 A = mA f. .0036A mA

2. Convert the following A to microamps.

a. 1 A = ,f4A d. 2.5A =

b. 2 A = IAA e. .00037A -7--

c. 3 A = f. .0000028A

3. Convert the following mA to amps.

a. 4,000 mA = A d. 25.7mA =

b. 5,000 mA = A c. .0293mA

c. 6,000 mA = A f. 263.5mA = .....,A

4. Convert the following microamps to amps.

a. 3,500 ,4A = A d. 2.300,000 ,,A

b. 4,500 itA = A 0, .003;.A

C. 5,500 p A = .. A t 3.9pA

5. Convert as indicated.

a. .35mA = A d. .0035A = itA

b. 635itA mA e. 2.45mA

c. 2.5A mA f. 2.93i1A A

1 *a
A

/IA

BE-137



INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 READ ANALOG AMMETER INDICATIONS

Directions: Write down the current reading for each of the ammeter indications.

,30

100 MA
500 %1A 1OMA

bl );,\ 1

RANO!.

'20
1;

. 0
1)C DC

1. 2.

Q.

100 MA
WO 10 'IA

50 tiA 1 MA

HANG F

100 MA
F:.00 MA 10 MA

50 LJA 1 MA

RANGE

70

BE 139

100 MA

500 MA
4-

10 MA

E411,JA ---/ 1 MA

PANGE



INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

ANSWERS ID ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #1

Part A

1. 120V 6. 10V

2. 240V 7. 0.01 or 10 ;'V

3. 24V 8. 8V

4. 15V 9. 4V

5. 12V 10. 1V

Part B

1 20A 6. 12A

2. 10A 'T. 5 x 10 or 0.000005 or 5 IA

3. 22A 8. 500 x or 0.5 or 5mA

4. 4A 9. 4 x 10-3 or .004 4mA

5. 3A 10. 2 x 10.. or 0.002 or 2mA

Part C

1. 60 St t; 12K or 12,000 t/

2. 2.5 S/ 7. 4M or 4,000,000 St

3. 2.4 S! 8. 200K or 200.000 El

4. 46 SI 9. 2 x 106 or '4,000.000 t/

5. 3!1 10. 500K or 500,000 Sl

Assignment Sheet #2

1. a. 22,000 ohms or 22 K El

b. 82 ohms

c. 47.000 ohms or 47 K St

4 ')
I)
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

d. 2200 ohms or 2.2 K

e. 6200 ohms or 6.2 K

f. 1.1 ohms

g. 4700.000 ohms or 4700 K 1.! or 4.7 M tt

h. 270 ohms. tolerance ± 5"',

I. 8200000 ohms or 8.2 M S2 tolerance ±

j. 13,000 ohms or 13 K it. tolerance ±. 5[Lo

k. 5.6 ohms, tolerance 5%

2 1980 ohms minimum (2200 --. 220) ohms maximum (2200 ± 10%)

3, a. f

b. 9

c. 5.64 megohms (4.7 megohms ± 4.7 + .94 - 5.64 rnegohms)

4. Reliability

Assignment Sheet #3

1. 3V

2. 6V

125V

4. 20,/

Assignment Sheet #4

. a. 1.000 d. 3.654,000
b. 2,000 c. 21.4
c. 3.000 f. 3.6

a. 1.000.000 ;I. 2.500.000
b, 2.000,000 e. 370
c. 3.000.000 f. 2.8

3. a. 4 d. .0257
b. 5 e. .0000293
c. 6 f. .2635



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

4. a. .0035 d. 2.36
b. .0045 e. .000000003
c. .0055 1. .0000039

5. a. 350 d. 3500
b. .635 e. .00245
c. 2500 1. .00000293

Assignment Sheet #5

1. 5 mA

2. 100 mA

3. 8 mA

4. 25 ILA

1 4".-'f..)
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INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #1 -- MEASURE AND COMPARE CURRENT IN A CIRCUIT
AT TWO DIFFERENT VOLTAGE LEVELS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. DC ammeter (or multimeter)

2. Battery

3. Load (lamp or other resistance)

B. Procedure

1. Connect the circuit as shown below: set DC power source at 1.5 vdc.

Battery
RI

Load

2. Calculate and record the current in the circuit.

3. Measure and record the current in the circuit amperage.

4. Increase power source to 3 vdc.

5. Calculate and record the current in the circuit.. _
6. Measure and record the current.

7. Compare current measurements to calculated values. and current measure-
ments at the different voltage settings.

(NOTE: the following questions may be used for discussion:

Were the calculated values equal to the measured current?._

Is there more current at 1.5 vdc or at 3 vdc power source?

With the same load, what happens to the current in a circuit when you change
the voltage applied to the circuit?..

What happens if the polarity of the power source is reversed?

If a lamp was used as the load, did (or would) the lamp glow brighter when the
voltage was increased? Why?)

8. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.
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INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #2 - WIRE A FUNCTIONAL RELAY CIRCUIT

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Low voltage DPST relay

2. SPST switch

3. 120 VAC power supply

4. 12 VDC power supply

5. Two 120 VAC lamps

6. Two lamp sockets

7. Test leads

B. Procedure

1. Complete the figure below to satisfy the following conditions.

a. Lamp A "on" and Lamp B "off" with the switch in the "off" position

h. Lamp A "off" and Lamp B "on- with the switch in the "on" position

INPUT #2
0

High Voltage
120 VAC

0

Lamp
A

0
INPUT #1

Ott A
Low Voltage 0-0'?On

12 DC SPST 00

1 A
z± 4

Lamp
B
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JOB SHEET #2

2. Wire the circuit, but do not connect to the 120 VAC source.

3. With the 12V power supply disconnected. adjust the power supply output to
match the specified relay voltage.

(NOTE: Have the instructor inspect the eircuit.1

4. Connect the relay coil to the low voltage power supply, and test the relay for
proper operation.

5. Connect the circuit to 120 VAC.

(NOTE: Have the instructor inspect the circuit.)

6. Test for proper operation in accordance with Step 1,

7. Check your results with the instructor.

B. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #3 - MEASURE THE VOLTAGE DROP IN A DC CIRCUIT

A, Tools and equipment needed

1. Voltmeter

2. Battery

3. Lamp or load

4. Switch

B. Procedui

1. Connect the circuit as shown below.

2. Close the switch.

3. Connect the voltmeter across the power supply and adjust for 1.5 volts.

4. Read and record the voltmeter indication.

5. Connect the voltmeter across the lamp or load.

6. Read and record the voltmeter indication.

7. With the switch still closed, measure and record the voltage across the switch.

8. With the voltmeter still connected to the switch, open the switch.
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JOB SHEET #3

9. Read and record the voltmeter indication with the switch open.

(NOTE: Discuss the following in class:

a. The measurement across the load and across the source

b. The voltmeter reading across the closed switch

c. The difference of potential across the load and whether or not the voltage
drop occurs across the load or the wire

d. The voltage reading across the open switch.)

10. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area,

;-;



INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #4 - DEMONSTRATE THAT MAGNETIC POLES CAN
ATTRACT AND REPEL

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Two magnets

2. Piece of flat glass (approximately 8" x 101

(NOTE: Clear lucite can be used.)

3. Small piece of iron

4. Small piece of brass

5. Shaker of iron things

B. Procedure

1. Place one magnet on a smooth surface.

2. Bring the north pole of the other magnet close to the north pole of the first one.

3. Describe the action of the magnets:

4. Repeat steps 1 and 2. but bring the north pole of one magnet close to the south
pole of the other.

Describe the action of the magnets:

5. Place the magnets under the glass with unlike poles opposite. but riot touening.
each other.

6. Sprinkle iron filing over the glass and sketch the re:suiting pattern.

7. Lift the glass and replace the iron filings into the shaker.

8. Place the magnets under the glass with lik poles opposite, but not touching.
each other.

9. Sprinkle iron filings over the glass and sketch the resulting pattern.

(CAUTION: Wash hands thoroughly to remove iron filings. Do rot rub eyes.)
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JOB SHEET #4

10, Replace the filings into the shaker.

11. Place one magnet under the glass.

12. On one end of the glass, place the small piece of iron close to the pole of the
magnet but not directly over the pole.

13. On the other end in a similar position, place the small piece of brass close to the
other pole of the magnet.

14. Sprinkle iron filings on the glass, brass, and iron pieces.

15. Sketch the resulting pattern.

(NOTE: The following questions may be used for discussion:

a. Explain the reactions of the magnets in Steps 1, 2, and 4.

b. Explain how the sketches of like poles and of unlike poles show that there
are forces of repulsion and attraction.

c. What happened to the lines of force as they passed through the small
piece ut iron? What happened as they passed through the small piece of
brass? Do the lines of force also pass through the glass? Explain your
sketch made in Step 15.)

16. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

-44 r--
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INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

JOB SHEET #5 - CONSTRUCT A SIMPLE ELECTROMAGNET
AND CHECK ITS OPERATION

A. Equipment and materials needed

I. 1.5-volt battery

(CAUTION: Use no more than 1.5 volts.)

2. 4 feet hook-up wire (insulated)

3. 1/4" iron bolt. 3" long

4. Compass

5. Paper clips

B. Procedure

1. Start at one end of the hook-up wire and wrap all of the wire around the bolt, leav-
ing approximately 8 inches on both ends so you can hook your coil to the battery.

2. Before 'onnecting the coil to the battery, check to see that the iron bolt is not a
magnet.

(NOTE: Do this by bringing the compass within 4 inches of each end of the bolt
and observe little or no churge in the compass needle.)

3. Connect the coil to the battery.

4. Bring the compass within 4 inches= of the bolt ends and observe the needle indi-
cations for north and south poles.

5. See if the bolt will pick up the paper clips.

(NOTE: Try both ends of the bolt.)

6. Disconnect the coil from the oattery.

7. Carefully remove the bolt trying to keep the coil in its same shape.

8. Reconnect the coil to the battery.

9. Check for polarity and magnetism with your compass by bringing it close to the
coil ends.

rn.
-A 1 ,f
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JOB SHEET #5

10. See if the coil will attract a paper chi.)

(NOTE: Try both ends of the cod

11. Disconnect the battery,

(NOTE: The following questions may be ils(11

a. Is the left-hand rule for coils confirmed by your observations in Step 3?

b. Explain why both ends of the electrom,agnet with the !halt in position will
pick up the paper clips.

c. Why was the coil weaker without the bolt'? Explain why the polarity
observed with the compass VJafi the same with or without the bolt.)

12. Return equipment and materials to their proper stoiagf, area.



INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

NAME

TEST

Match the ternil-i on the right with their com,ct definitions.

(NOTE: Answers 10 questions ao. appear on this page.)

_a. Electrical force or pressure that causes the
flow of electrical current (electrons)

b. The unit ()I measurement of electromotive
force

Difference it voltage measured across a
component in a circuit

S;

An abnormal connection of relatively low
resistance between two points of di!oring
potential in a circuit

Total voltage supplied to a circuit: also
referred to as supply voltage or ;(.)tirce volt.
age

One (11 divided by that number

Changeable or capable of being changed

h. A specified element Of condition ,wrhi(
determines the value of circuit variables

!TI

ft.

Tri ritorage of electrical energy

A property of certain materials which exer ts
mechanical force on other materials and

which can cause induced voltages in con-
ductors when relative movement is present

An object which will attract iron, nickel. or
cobalt and will produce an external mag.
110ir:. field

'The area around a magnet trirough which
the lines of force flow

A core of soft iron that is temporarily niaq.
netized by sending current through a coil or
vt ire '.vound around the core

How near the instrument reading if:, 10 ',hi::
actual value

o. BaLlc unit of elr.:;:tric current

1. Static electricity

2. Ampere

3. Short circuit

4. Variable

5. Volt

6. Magnetic field

7. Parameter

8. Magnetism

9. Electromagnet

10. Accuracy

11. Magnet

12. Applied voltage

13 The reciprocal of a
number

14. Voltage

Voltage drop
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TEST

INO E: Answers to questions p. -aa. appear on this page.)

p. How well an instrument responds to small 16. Tolerance
measurements or small changes in the
value being measured 17. Ohms

How well the instrument will indicate a 18. Inf..*.mal resistance
small change in the measured value

19. Sensitivity
r. How far the measurement is from the actual

value 20. Range

s Technique of testing and adjusting an 21. Resolution
instrument by referencing it to another
instrument or device of known accuracy and 22. Multirneter
precision

23. Potential difference
Instrument capable of measuring a "multi-
ple- of values 24. Resistance

u. Total resistance offered by a device; is nor- 25. Error
orally associated with the power source

26. Calibration
v. Common return to earth for AC power lines;

chassis ground in electronic equipment is 27. Ground
the common return to one side of the inter-
nol power supply

tv Unit or measure for resistance

Lstatilishes the limits of a scale

Opposition to current

I he acceptable amount of variation from an
indicated value

The electromotive force developed. between
two points that moves electric F;urrcnt
through a load that is connected across a
Source



TEST

2. Match common parameters used in electronics on the right with their correc: symbols
and units of measure.

b.

SYMBOL UNIT (ACCEPTED ABBREVIATION)

1 or i Ampere(A)

Q or q Coulomb (C)

P Watt (Of)

V or v Volt (V)

1. Frequency

2. Susceptance

3, Power

4. Capacitance

G.

d.

e. E Volt (V) 5. Impedance

R Ohm (S2) 6. Admittance

g. X Ohm (0!) 7. Period

h. Z Ohm (!!) 8. Reactance

G Siemens (S) 9. Current

I. Y Siemens (S) 10. Inductance

_k. B Siemens (S) 11. Resistance

C Farait (F) 12. Voltage drop

L Henry (H) 13. Conductance

n. f Hc.tz (Hz) 14. Charge

o T Seconds (s) 15. Voltage applied

3. Complete the following chart of numerical decimal equivalents and powers of ten pre-
fixes by correctly filling in the blanks.

UNIT PREFIX

Mega

Milli

Nano

Micromicro or g.

SYMBOL

Ca

b.

K

MULTIPLIER

1.000.000,000 1101

1,000.000 [101

1.000 [10.1

1101

000001 [1061

.000000001 1101

000000000001 110 '1
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TEST

4. State the number which corresponds

a. White

b. Green

c. Yellow

d. Brown -

e. Gray

I. Blue

g. Violet

h. Orange

I. Black

j. Red

k. Gold

I. Silver

(NOTE: The fo)lowing reff:r to tolo.r;inc-t'.1

m. Silver

n. Gold

o. No color

5. Determine resistance using tnv

brown reeng
orange

('

Coloi (Milo



TEST

6. Match basic circuit elements on the right with their tlymbogr,

(NOTE: Answers to questions a.-d. appear no this pac)e.1

a. Power sources 1. Lamp

_1) 2. Relay closed

b. Load

_3)

-T

3. Conductor

t. Battery

5. Transformer

6. Resistor

7. Switch open

B. Conductors con-
nected

0i 9 Leudsueaker

Generator

11 Conductors not con-
net !ed

ielay open

Evotch closed
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2)

3)

c. Circuit switches

1)

3)

TEST

."*".^.0##"#111:,....



_4)

d. Circuit conductors (wires)

_2)

TEST

or

3)

7. List the two types of resistors.

a.

b.
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TEST

8. ,onipicte the t !towing ot moo! rtrigt--..; %Ind melt -rt by ;f
Cling IN' word which host con-Tick:5i fstinn ips:t ot motel. kir 1(;c!,:,.

(DC. AC) voltage ingus

Analoo 2 5. 10. 50 250, 1000. ;',Inti 5000 volts

2) Digit; - 200mV. 2, 20. 200 iirni 2000 volt!:

b. (DC. AC) volltige rams

Analog -- 10. 50.:'.50. 1000. and 5000 voit.

2) Digital 200m11. 2. 20 200. *Ind 600 ut,!1s

C. (DC. AC1 milhamps rallq(%

11 Analog 111-1A, lOmA. 50mA. 10thilA. 500FitA. itod 10A

2) Digital 200A. 2rnA, '(?m A. 2.A. ;mil 1 c)A

d. (DC, AC) rthIbampi

1) Analoq -- 1mA 10m; 50111A. 1fAiniA. 500mA and .10A

2) 1)1;(101 20(1A.

1)

01-)rn) rany.-,

( : ?i A, ;!

Arici1(.4.1 1. . 10( 11,11-N.1. iirpj

:11f.i 10 A

2, Di ;0;1) Ci 200, 0 200, U 2(.0h, 0 20{)0K. .ind ;:q.IVI

9 Match tYp):!!.', ( rit;ht thtH,

t)..:,ef.; I.!) do Tlf,.,.r.!1;!f'-i' PC

.? DB ,,cale

Ohtft!-.,

IJ:ed level urietu.;tip,,mt lit'

L' t..1!,-,Pc1 Igor ff':,11.011:.1! rw:Asuremc.;11... /elk /
reildInqs alw{iy:; fitif4 4. volt AC scale
in(]`.; at the Icit tit Va.! i;)(1;
(.zitt:! Infiffite rt,1,1q;lorJ.... or on opt..n S AG

_ d. U.5f.d for volt:10

fir olt("nottr; "..1trt .40+.1!t



0,,!;? 1.),.1)101 tL 

lq) -H p 

1,-)1;1.0 ,pc,:c1 1.',1.1u, 0 

c; uirj 

OS 

41:11',4 11 4 170 (. pitr' e: p',11)C 
daiSs ;.)L4 ;311i?lp t)W1(1.3t! +Li) ic4 4,41n1)0901(10q1 iopio Li oblieLiv 
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TEST

13. Select from the following list procedures for measuring amperage by placing an "X" in
the blank preceding each correct procedure.

Turn on power to circuit under test.

Position meter to correct scale.

Observing polarity, connect test leads to circuit.

d. Connect meter in circuit to be tested. observing polarity and connecting in
series with the circuit.

Observe meter reading.

Position range switch to correct scale for most accurate reading.

14. Complete the following list of procedures for measuring resistance by inserting the
word(s) which best complete(s) each statement.

a. Turn power to circuit under test.

b. Position meter to the correct function position.

c. Position meter range switch to one of the scales.

d. Insert meter leads in correct meter . _ observing polarity.

component to be checked.

1. Connect meter across component to be measured.

g. Determine correct meter position closest to or toward zero.

h. Perform zero ohms adjustment according to manufacturer's reanual.

i. Reconnect meter to component.

j. Read meter for value.

k. Remove meter leads.

I. Turn ott meter.

m. Reconnect component in circuit.



TEST

15. Select true statements concerning amperage measurement characteristics by placing
an "X" in the blanks preceding the true statements.

a All current passes through the ammeter.

b. Technique is limited to large measurements.

c. Alternating current or direct current can be measured.

16. Complete the following list of voltage measurement characteristics by inserting the
word(s) which best complete(s) each statement.

a. Voltmeter probes connect across terminals.

b. Technique is limited to AC or DC voltages.

17. State Ohm's law.

16. List three uses of Ohm's law.

a.

b.

c.

19. Select true statements concerning magnetic properties by placing an ''X" in the blanks
preceding the true statements.

a. Magnetic lines of force

1) Are continuous and form complete loops

Cross each other

3) Cause like poles (north-north, south-south) to attract each other

4) Cause unlike poles (north-south, south-north) to repel each other

Parallel lines going in the same direction repel each other

6) Attract other lines going in the same direction

Exert tension along tneir lengths, tending to shorten themselves

_8) Pass through all materials, both magnetic and nonmagnetic

_ _.9) Tend to enter or leave magnetic material at 60° angles to the surface

10) Tend to flow in paths of least opposition

I r.
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1

TEST

b. Magnet(

tl Aroi.1 arotin i magnet through vwhich force lines flow

DireC!on .;-tf flew f:otri south pole to north pole

Magnetic flux

.1) Sum total ;,t f100 tor;:e lines tloWinq from north pole to south
poit

2) Symbol for magnetic. flux Greek letter phi (4.)

urot of flux Maxwell; two maxwells (Mx) equal One line of force

(.1em,..itv Number of force lines per given area: symbol is (B)

20. Discuss ttic use of the left-h rid lute for c on Juopts and coil)s.

Lett-hand ruip to c

fstlhaf!di t

1)

71\

21 Corm;lete the tollov..;n0 of :->hitements (.-oncc-rning the method and effect of induc-
tion by inserting the vvr..',rd;si ,,,vhwh best 1,..c,Jmolele(s) each statement.

MettU.0

PlaCC Nr- in viyinity of permanent .magnet.

2) Du not Irfm t'ar I() 4:'N1ch

Etiert

1) Magnetic. field of force lIcw through the iron bar.

2) The 4rUil bar beccinfo...,

3) Pole polarltv

4; I he f)erniant-:nt rii iiet the iron bar.



TEST

Match types 01 groLinth; on Me flgt-t with their correct descriptions.

a. Voltage reference point or current return 1. Chassis ground

A rod or pipe that is buried in the earth 2, Earth ground

c. Connected to a metal chassis or outer cabs- 3. Signal or common
net enclosure ground

23. Match static electrcify -.ontrols on the right with their correct uses.

a. integrate personnel into grounding system 1. Stool covers, bench
tops, and ground

Give parallel leakage paths cords

c. Used to ionize the air around an immediate 2. Wrist straps
work area where electrostatic sensitive
components are used 3. Air ionizers

tNOTE, if the tollowing activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

24 Solve problems for an unknown voltage. amperage, and resistance. (Assignment Sheet
#1)

25 Calculate the resistance values from given color codes. (Assignment Sheet #2)

26. Read analog voltmeter scales. (Assignment Sheet #3)

27. Convert amperes to milliamps and mic,roamps. (Assignment Sheet #4)

28. Read analog ammeter indications (Assignment Sheet #5)

29 Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Measure and crmipare curreir in a circuit at two different voltage levels. (Job
Sheet #1)

b. Wire a fLinetOniii relay circuit. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Measure the voltage drop in a DC circuit. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Demonstrate that magnetic po!c::: can attract and repel. (Job Sheet #4)

Construct a simple electromagnet and check its operation. (Job Sheet #5)
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INTRODUCTION TO DC
UNIT II

ANSWERS TO TEST

:4. 14 1
1 q. 21 w. 17

b. 5 J. ti r. 25 x. 20
C. 15 k. 11 s. 26 y. 24
d 3 I. 6 4. 22 z. 16
e. 12 rn. 9 u. 18 aa. 23
f. 13 n. 10 v. 27
q. 4 0. 2
h. 7 p. 19

2. a. 9 i. 13

b. 14 1. 6
C. 3 k 2

J. 12 1. 4

C. 15 rn. 1t)

f. 11 n. 1

g, 8 0. 7

h. 5

3. a
b.
e.

GIga

Kilo

e.
.001
Micro

Pico

;.), 9 i 0
b. 5 i. 2
c 4 k. .1

d . 1 1 .01

v. 8 m. ± 10".,
1. 6 n. -1- 5"

q.
h.

7
3

0. ± 20'

5. 15K

Pnwer source,
1) 4
2) 10

3) 5

IC
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b. Load
1) 6
2) 1

3) 9

c Circuit switches
1) 7

2) 13
3) 12
4) 2

d. Circuit conductors
1) 3
2) 8
3) 11

7. a. Fixed
b. Adjustable

8. a. DC voltage ranges
b. AC voltage ranges
c. AC inilliamps range
d. DC rnilliamps range
e. Ohm ranges

9. a. 4
b. 2
c. 3

U. 1

e. 5

10. a. 3

b. 4
c. 2

d. 1

It b. c. t:

12 . a `a e. 1

b. 8 1. 6
C. 2 9, 3
d 4 h. 7

13. b, d. e, f

14. a Off
C. Resistance
d. Jacks
e. Isolate
g. Center scale
f. Ohmic

ANSWERS TO TEST



ANSWERS TO TEST

15. a. c

16. a. Directly
b. Moderate

11 The current (amperes) in an electr',.'. circuit equals the electromotiv force or potenti3O
(volts) divided by the resistance (c. -ns)

18. a. Calculating circuit resistance
b. Calculating circuit amperage
c. Calculating circuit voltage

19. a. 1, 5. 7, 8. 10
b.
c. 1.2,4

20. a. Left-hand rule for conductors
1) Grasp conductor with left hand as shown, making sure thumb is pointing

in direction of electron flow in the conductor.
2) Direction of magnetic field flow is in the direction of the four fingers, from

large knuckles toward fingertips.
h. Left-hand rule for coils

1) Grasp the coil with left hand as shown below sc that the four fingers (from
knuckles to fingertips) point ;.) direction of electron flow through the
coiled conductor.

2) "The thumb now points toward the north pole of the electromagnet.

21. a. 2) Magnet
2) E lectrornag net ized
3) Reversed
4) Attracts

22. a. 3

b. 2

23. a. 2
1

c. 3

24.-28. Evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

29. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor

t
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C FICUITRY
UNIT HI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, trice ;:itinifmt should be able to apply theoretical knowledge of cir-
cuitry to Oeter mine unknown values in circuits. and calculate current, voltage, resistance, and
power in circuits. The studi,:nt should also be able to analyze a series and series-parallel cir-
cuit. Competencies will be Junionstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined in
the assignment and job shix1;-; and by scoring a minimum of 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of be al..A? to:

1, Match terms related tr ttwir i:orret.:t definitions.

2. Setur.t true stater Tiv, vOlage in series circuit.

3. Complete a stateine;it-; concerniny rel.,1:-!ance in a series circuit

Select true staTementF, CC,nk;err,nq current !fl a series circuit.

5. Select true statement:) i 1,4wcriiing voitac.;e in a parallel circiiit.

6. Complete a lu1 of statern,:nt; (oncerning resistances in parallel.

7. Select true statements ncern ric -.fluent in a parallel circuit.

i. Complffl(e a list of stiof..Therip. con,7.c.rning voltage in a series parallel circuit.

9. Arrange in order steps to simplify re.1:-.tanc.A., in a series-parallel circuit.

10, Select hue f,tatunieitif:, t:onurrn cumuli in a series-parallel circuit.

It Complete a 11.1 c staterll4:iFi. concerning characteristics of electrical power.

12. .elect true ;!ritritt. cuint;i'iriinq functitnis of a voltage divider.

13. Determine total volta., in a f:,eries circuit. tAssignment Sheet #1)
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

14. Determine voltage drops across resistances. (Assignment Sheet #2)

15. Determine the total resistance in a series circuit. (Assignment Sheet #3)

16. Determine current in a series circuit. (Assignment Sheet #4)

17. Determine unknown circuit values. (Assignment Sheet #5)

18. Determine unknown values in a resistive series circuit. (Assignment Sheet #6)

19. Compute the power dissipated in a resistive series circuit. (Assignment Sheet #7)

20. Calculate current and voltage in parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #8)

21. Calculate resistance in parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #9)

22. Calculate power in parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #10)

23. Calculate various values in parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #11)

24. Trace current flow in series-parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet # .2)

25. Perform exercises in circuit reduction. (Assignment Sheet #13)

26. Solve for total resistance. (Assignment Sheet #14)

27. Solve for total current. (Assignment Sheet #15)

28. Solve for total voltage. (Assignment Sheet #16)

29. Solve for branch voltages and currents in f.-; eries-parailei circuits. (Assignment
Sheet #17)

30. for multiple values of voltages and current. (Assignment Sheet #18)

31. Answer questions regarding opens and shorts in series-parallel circuits. (Assign-
ment Sheet #19)

32. Answer questions about grounds and voltage polarity. (Assignmew Sheet #20)

33. Analyze ao-load and load circuits. (Assignment Sheet #21)

34. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Verify Ohm's law. (Job Sheet #1)

b, Analyze a series circuit. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Measure voltage. current. and resistance in a parallel circuit. (Job Sheet 03)

d. Analyze a series - parallel circuit. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Construct a voltage divider and analyze its function. (Job Sheet #5)



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain materials andior invite resource people to c14,iss icy supplornentrein-
force i',.ormation provicied in this unit of instruction

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

F. Provide students with information and assignment sheets.

F. Discuss information and assignment sheets.

tNOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students jot sheets.

Discuss and demonstrate the proi r ;UreS outlined in the job sheets.

1. Integrate the following activities throughout the leaching of this unit;

1 Construct a parallel circuit with an ammeter and variable resistor in each branch.

2. Demonstrate the current dividing effect of the parallel circuit.

Demonstrate voltage dividers by showing how voltage and current are affected by
varying the circuit components.

4. Demonstrate the effects of excess power on e.ectrical components.

5. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction. and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L. Fieteach if necessary
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS NIT

A Chiective sheet

Suult;ested activities

information sheet

D. -T1J115PillelleV

TM 1 Simple Series Circuit

2. 1M 2 Combined Series Circuit

3 TM 3 - Resistance in Parallel Circuits

4. TM 4 The Reciprocal Resistance Method

1M 5 Finding the Total Resistance in Parade' Clfr IS

G. TM 6 - Current Flow in a Parallel Circuit

7 TM 7 Finding CUIfnt in a Parallel C.ir oil

ft TM 8 Steps to Simplify a Series Parallel Circuit

0. TM 0 Series-Parallel Circuit and Equivalent Circi!.:

10 TM 10 --- Circuit Reduction (Step A)

TM 11 Circuit Reduction (Step 13i

12 TM 12 Power

E. Assicirinient :;ni!ets

1 As!:;ignment She Determine -Total Voltage in a Series CeIrCtilt

2. Assignment Sheet #2 Dotermine Voltage Drovin ACTOSS Resistances

3 Assignment Sheet. #3 Determine the Total Resistance in a Series Circuit

4. At,signment Sheet #4 Determine Current in a Series Circuit

5. Assignment Sheet #5 Determine Unknown Circuit Values

Assignment Sheet #6 hilermine Unknown Values in a Resistive Series Circuit

7 Assignment Shet #7 Compute the Power Dissipated in a Resistive Series Cir
suit

8. Assignment Sheet #8 Calculate' Current and VoAage in Para 1 Circuits



C

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

9.

10.

11.

Assignment Sheet $49 Calculate Resistance in Parallel Circ Jlts

Assionment Sheet #10 Calculate Power in Parallel CiR

Assignment Sheet #11 Calculate Various Values in Parallel Circuits

12. Assignment Sheet #12 Trace Current Flow in Series-Parallel Circuits

'3. Assignment Sheet #13 Perform Exercises in Circuit Reduction

14. Assignment Sheet #14 Solve for Total Resistance

15. Assignment Sheet #15 Solve ter Total Current

16. Assignment Sheet #16 Solve for Total Voltage

17. Assignment Shut #17 --
lel Circuits

Solve for Branch Voltages and Currents in Series-Paral-

16. Assignment Sheet Solve for Multiple Values of Voltages and Current

Answer Questions Regarding Opens and Shorts in19. Assignment Sheet #19
Series-Parallel Circuits

20. Assignment Sheet #20

21. Assignment Sheet #21 --

Answer Questions About Grounds and Voltage Polarity

Analyze No Load and Load Circuits

Answers to assignment sheets

Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Verify Ohm's Law

2 Job Sheet #2 Analyze a Series Circuit

3. Job Sheet #3 Measure Voltage. Current, and Resist:ince in a Parallel Circuit

4. Job Sheet #4 -- Analyze a Series-Parallel Circuit

5. Job Sheet #5 -- Construct a Voltage Divider and Analyze its Function

Test

Answers to test
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REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

iNOTE The iellowing is a lift Ot ft'i'11:11CtIS ilSeLi in completing this unit i

A. Or b. Stnnard. Electronics. Nevi York: McGraw-Hill Rook Go

Hall. Douglas V finernprocessors and Dirptal Systems,. Nev.,: York: McGrcrw.Hill, 1983,

Hernen. Clyde N. Instruments ind MedsurementN for Eiectronirt, Nevi/ York: McGraw-
Hill. 1972,

Horvath, T. Static Eli ornation. Letchworth. England: Re:ioarch Studies Pes5. 1982.

New Mexico Vociitional Industrial Safety Guide. Santa Fe. NM: New Mexico Stiiite
Department of Education.

Robertr.on, L.. Paul. Basic Electronics I (Revised Edition). Stil,wator. OK: Mid-America
Vocational Cunicutum Consortium, 1982.

0. Siebert. Lee N. introduction to Industrial Electricity-Electronic. Aillwater. OK: Okla-
homa Curriculum and Instructional Materials Center. 1981.
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CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

INFORMATION SHEET

Terms and definitions

A Branch circu.1 Gircait originating from a wain circuit. often one of many

Circuit A system of conductors through which an electric current is
intended to flow

Circuit analysis Applying Ohm's law and other rule;, to determine the
effect of certain parameters on circuit variables

0. Circuit Weaker -- A device designed to switch open a circuit automatically
when a current overload exists: this device may be reset

E. Fuse An overcurrent protective device with an element that merit; and
opens the circuit when overheated: this device must be replaced

Node A junction point in a circuit at which current divides into separate
branches, or reunites from separate branches

G. Open circuit A circuit with no available path for current to flow (infinite
resistance)

H. Parallel circuit An eiectionic. circuit which ptovidei., more than one path
for branch) for current to flow

t. Power 1 he rate of doing work

J. Series circuit A circuit where the siimc current passes through each
component

K. Series parallel circuit A circuit that contains some components in series
and some in parallel

(NOTE: A seriesparallel circuit is also refe!!ed 10 a! inplex circuit.)

L Shunt Circuit that bypasses ..fr]Other circuit or device. especially a
resistance bypass for an ammeter circuit

M. Watt Unit of measure for power

Work ---- Amount of energy used in a specified time
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INFORMATION SHEET

Voltage in a 5enes circuit (Transparencies 1 and 2)

L

T

ot the volt es nwo5ured aCross cacti lesit;tor vil equal the

E.. 1 +

ruetsutert ZICroh!., each tetiistor Carl be calculated by using
vt,')en both total Curient and resistance are known.

If f'- 1O02 (ind 1, = 2OrnA
1, Y. FL 1,0n1A x 100!! 2V.

,ioctf);.4, !'.3t2! ius Gan t) oittif:r ,iit.tirtt; or senes.opposing.

< f F f;V

j1 :-

= 3V.
:kilos opposing



INFORMATION SHEET

Hi Resistance in a series circuit

A. The sum of the resistance iR1) equals the total resistance.

Example: RiolAt + 1-1, + R

B. The resistance value of an unknown resistor in series can he calculated by
using Ohm's law and kircnhoff's voltage law.

Example:

R-t =25 R2 = 50

ET = 25V

R3 = 47 R4 = 100

ER., = ET (EH

20.56V.

EN = 20mA x 25S? 7.-= .5V

= 20mA x 50t2 = 1V
= 20mA x 47S2 = .94V

E44 = 2nmA x 100U = 2V

R5 = ?

* -* ER) = 25 (.5 + 1 + .94 + 2)

E 20.56= = 1028U
20mA

IV. Current in a series circuit

A. The current through each resistor is equal to the tot.. 131 rir% f 10. (Transpar-
ency 2)

Example:

.2? 0.6

2

BE-181
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INFORMATION SHEET

Total current can be calcula ted using Ohms law from any voltage drop and
resistance value.

E \aniple:

Rl = 3312

_6V

fl! H. 4 1'1, 3:9 4 4 + 229 :7_ 1021.1

E. 6V = .059 Amps or 59 mArrips
R 102t

EN 1.9V = .059 Amps or 59 rnAmps
H. 33

V. Voltage in a parallel circuit

=47

A. 1 he voltage is the same across parallel branches.

Example: in the parallel circuit below, E,, and E0 are of the same (1.5V)
because points a, b, and c, and points d, e, and f are exactly the
same

ER1

a b

Ri E R2
51/ 1.5V

C

ER2



INFORMATION SHEET

B. Branch elements in a parallel circuit work independently of each other.

(NOTE: If Christmas tree lights are connected in parallel, the whole string
does not go out when one bulb burns out. (See diagram below.) This is
because the voltage remains across parallel brarches even though one
branch is open. It the bulbs were connected in series. the whole string of
bulbs would go out when any one burned out.

Burnt Out
Bulb

E
120V

I

41

VI. Resistances in parallel (Transparencies 3. 4. and 5)

120V

A. Ohm's law is used to determine total resistance if current is known: RT = El

B. If current is not known, the roc procal resistance formula is used to com-
pute total resistance:

1 1 1
= + + +R R

+ +..
F-1 1 F32 R,

C. Equal branch method is used if resistors of equal value (R) are connected in
parallel:

RAI whew N is the total number of equal resistors

Example: If three 30-ohm resistors are connected in parallel, AT equals 30!
3 or 10 ohms

D. Unequal branch method is used when two resistors (R, and R2) of unequal
value are connected in parallel:

rI,
R. x

T =
R, +H

Parallel rule The total resistance of paralle resistors is always less than
the rE stance of any one branch.

BE-183
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INFORMAPON;

VII. Current in a parallel circuit

A I plc I01,-at

Itt tlr;1;,:!1 j 4 I z.

(17., h rti,t;t111-)!-
4.

Voltage in a series-paralleI c rcoiv

Hi.OMptV

=

HG

Eiro IR) x H2 = 01'A:A
I It

e_

totai of the vt...,1Uvot..:
tiu TtIE. sltmq

..

IX. Steps to simplify resistance in a Sri .. ;.f.;;4
111

A. Idenlify senf;:s

identify* cid

C, Fitv.t. eac.1)

Retiraw
reSistanc±,..h

tne U equiv.tit..nt t 't tt,'
ref ,;larice



INFORMATION SHEET

X. Current in a series-parallel circuit

A. Current in each branch of a seriesparallel circuit equals the vi o.',:qe across
the branch divided by the total resistance in the branch

B. Total line current equals the sum of the currents in each 1.1 inch.

Example:

Er = 12V

Xl.

BE-185
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3K11

CharacteristicsCharacteristics of electrical power (Transparency 12)

A. The fundamental unit of measure for electrical power is the watt {VV) and
may be measured with an instrument waitineter.

1. Electrical power is the time rate at which a change is. moved by volt-
age.

2. One watt equals the work accomplished in one second by one volt of
potential different in moving one coulomb of charge.

(NOTE: 746 watts = 1 horsepower.)
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INFORMATION SHEET

B. Power (P) in an electrical circuit may be calculated by using Watt's law,
expressed by three basic formulas:

P (in watts) = E (volts) I (amperes)

P (in watts) = 12 (amperes) Fi (ohms)

P (in watts) = E2 (volts)

R (ohms)

C. Power is dissipatii in resistance in the form of heat and is made evident by
a voltage drop across the resistance.

XII. Functions of a voltage divider

A. A voltage divider allows tapping off of different voltages for various applica-
tions.

B. Chassis ground is often used a:; the zero reference point.

C. Tapped voltages may be either positive or negative.

D. A load is connected in parallel with the resisit :' from which the voltage is
tapped.

E. If the load draws appreciable current, the voltage division differs from the
no-load condition.

Example: In the circuit below, the chassis is grounded at the point
between P2 and R. The equivalent resistance (Reg) of R3 and RI.
is 5 ohms. The total resistance across the applied voltage is 25
ohms. The open load voltage across F33 is 10 volts but the load
voltage (with RL connected) is 6 volts.

Si

(load)

RL
loci



Simple Series Circuit

1

Current measured by M1 will equal that of M2.



Combined Series Circuit

M1 1011

M4
R3 100

Current measured by Ml will equal that of M2, M3, or M4.

E7 I



Resistance in Parallel Circuits

The reciprocal of the total resistance of a parallel
circuit is equal to the sum of the reciprocals of the
individual resistances

or

1 1 -1- 1 1 4- 1 f 1

RT R1 R2 1:13 R4 R5

1

R1

or

1

+ + +1 +1 -4-

R2 R3 R4 R5
I a

11,)t



The ertwoca as`!stance Method

For Calculating Total Resistance

in a Parallel Circuit: /VA-1 R1+1/R2+1/R3

E Al =6012 R2 =60111 R3=3012

Step 1: Find Least Common Denominator and

Add the Reciprocals:
Common Denominator = 60

Reciprocal of RI = 1

60

60
Reciprocal of R2

ReciNocal of R 620

2 4 -

60 60 60:::60= iotai of Reciprocals

Step 2: Invert the Reciprocals:

Step 3: 1,vt

4
60

60
4

RT = 1511

(Less Than Any of the individual Re;.1stors)

BE-193
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Finding the Total Resistance in Parallel Circuits

ET = 20 volts
0

Current Flow

R2 R3 R4R1

1 ampere ampere.!:22amperes

RT 0=---4.4 ohms
T 4.5

T
R1=20 volts --:20 ohms

1 ampere
R2=20 volts =40 ohms

.5 ampere
R3=20 volts = 10 ohms

2 amperes
R4=20 volts 20 ohms

1 ampere

1 ampere

1 =1 +1 +- +1
RT R1 R2 R3 R4

1= 1 + 1 + 1 +
RT 20 40 10 20

2-+ 1 + 4 +
RT 40 40

FIT = == 40 4.4 ohms
9



Current Flow in a Parallel Circuit

IRS

ITIT

R2

1R2

-.411.1mmods

R3

IR3

The total current flowing through a parallel circuit is the
sum of the currents flowing through each branch.

In the above circuit: IT = 1R2 + 'R3

I



Finding Current in a Parallel Circuit

R2 R3

10 ohms 30 ohms

1 R3

1

T
(Amperes)

How much current is passing through point "H" in this circuit?
There are two methods for determining total current in this
circuit:
1. Find the current flowing through each branch (ex.:

Al =I), then add all 3 branch currents 'R2

IR3) R1
2. Find the total resistance using the reciprocal resistance

formula, then calculate total current (IT = E. ).
RT
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I

Steps to Simplify a Series-Parallel Circuit

T
R1

IT R6
-AAA,

STEPS

Trace Current Flow and Identify Voltage Drop Polarity
(See Above)
Identify Nodes
N. Current Division A & B
b. Current Return C & D

3. Identify Resistors in Series With ET: R1 & R6
identify Resistors in Parallel: R2. R3. & (R4 H5)
Identity Series Parallel Resistors.
a. R2. R3. & (R4 R5) Become Reg When the Recip-
rocal Resistance Formula is Applied
b. RI & R6 are in Series with Reg
Determine Total Resistance: RT R1 Red P6 1 0

J.



Series-Parallel Circuit and
Equivalent Circuit

re-i
+ RI

+
t 'T 30i2

=11.011.

= Ea

i I T

-41-.... -4- -- i
,

+ +
R2 R3

2O 300

If-R2 0.- IR3i 1

Circuit

Equivalent Circuit



a
Circuit Reduction

(Step A)

100i2

Step A: Trace Current Flow
I----and Re-Draw Circuit

ET

+
R6

100Q

R1

R4

50ti

500

211

R2 5051

Flt R4

502 50t2

250



Step B: Reduce Circuit
R1

iv\Ak
500

ET

R6

3

Circuit Reduction
(Step B)

IM{3 252
509

Reg 252
(R4-R5)

R1

Fd5OS2 RT=Ri+Req+R6=175i2

ET

RE

Req

(R2,3.4.5)

100U

2552

9,

509



Power

Is defined as the rate of doing work (w/t)

Has the symbol "P"

P=IE
Can be calculated with formulas P=---12 A Watt's Law

P E 2/R

Is measured in watts 1 watt=1 ampere x 1 volt

Is measured by a wattmeter



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1 - DETERMINE TOTAL VOLTAGE
IN A SERIES CIRCUIT

2. El =

Er

4. E=

2A

= 25(.2

R =5011

101(1.-1

<-; R1 20!2

30f !
20A

BE-211
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5. E

6. E.

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #1

ET

CA)

ET

RI= 120U

R. = 204.1

R=30!.!

1
-) R 1 = 2KU

1111

= 3Kit



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2 - DETERMINE VOLTAGE DROPS ACROSS
RESISTANCES

1. True or false?

Vii1 is greater than Va.,

ET

191

27ki/

R2

2. The largest

a.

voltage drop is

Vrii

V{t,

V

Hi

ET
R2

10KS/

_ .b.

3. E1=

4, E1=

33K11

VR1 FT

15V

VA1 10e1

H,

VR3 20V

H2 vR2 = iov

H. e VH2,- 15V

BE-213
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5. ET

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #2

R2 = 25V

Er

R1 = 5V



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #3 - DETERMINE THE TOTAL RESISTANCE
IN A SERIES CIRCUIT

1. RT

2. RT

3. RT

2A

5A

VR = 12V

10A

BE215



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #4 - DETERMINE CURRENT IN A
SERIES CIRCUIT

Directions: Determine the current in the following series circuits. Be sure to indicate units.

1, 1

2, I

=

EA = 200V

(NOTE: Give answer in milliamperes.)

5KS1

EA = 200V

4; I

R 40011

BE217



CIRCUITRY
UNIT 111

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 - DETERMINE UNKNOWN CIRCUIT VALUES

2. 1h =

3.

4.

EA
+T 30V

EA
+ j 40V

4.

_ EA

30V

R2 101:

20V

10SI 20V

R
r t)

1-13 15;1 R2 = 101!

15V 10V

VR1 VR2

R1=lOi R2=5!

4A

(NOl E: I he Ohms law formula appiws 10 all parts of a Circuit.)

r . t /

5V

BE-219
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5

5 13:

6.

7, fl

8, VH, =11

NOTE: All rk-!sistors arc,

EA

R1

8V

3A

S H2

1

+ c-)--------V\Ars------VW-.

100 V

1501/

Hj = 20: F42 2012 H3 = 10S1

3mA

+ --"V\Ar-
R2 H3

90V

;

4



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #5 - DETERMINE UNKNOWN VALUES
IN A RESISTIVE SERIES CIRCUIT

(NOTE First SO VC f01

V14, =

H1 = 512

EA
30V

+

R3 211 2A

Hj IOU

H3 = 159

Fi2 = 250

NO1F: To'r,olyv for any onc part of a circuit, you musl have two known values of
that part, If solving for volt:, you must find amps and ohms.)

Detorrninr. quantities rn 1 .atrld

ft

r

V I,

r--
79

GOV

e

;

r

r.

IC)

31

f 3 21.2
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #6

4. Determine the uuanlities indicated,

h.

--- FA

(NOTE: 5 raA 005k)

Al = 2OKS2

100V

e. R ;

d. V14,

Determine the quantifies indicated.

30KS2

EA RT = 100Kii R2
4- R3. 20K!1_

Determine the quantities indicated.
5KV

R 25Ki?
L.A

15KV+ R3

a =

t).

9
_f

0 =

EA 27

500V

Er -

R2 = 251V,!

I 14



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #6

7. What resistance value will the lamp have?

RL =

8. In this circuit, if you wanted the lamp in problem 7 to operate at 50v, what would
the value of R1 have to be?

Ri

I
0

= 50V

BE-223



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #7 - COMPUTE THE POWER DISSIPATED
IN A RESISTIVE SERIES CIRCUIT

1 PT

2.

3

F).

EA = 30V

ii
EA

II
EA

LAJ
1212 = 12S1

EA = 20V

15S1

=152

.= by

500rnA

5S1

BE-225
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ASSIGNMENT SHEEt #7

5. If the lamp is using 40 watts. the current equals

40W



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #8 - CALCULATE CURRENT AND VOLTAGE
IN PARALLEL CIRCUITS

1. Calculate quantities indicated.

a.

b.
EA

d. 412 IT

2. Calculate quantities indicated

b.

C.

d.

e.

3. Calculate quantities indicated,

b.

d.

C.

f. E

g. E

0
A.

J

T

R

R R2
101) 10!?

EA
Al

T 2011

100V

R

5Q
EA

20V

R2

20I1

R2

511 100

BE-227
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #8

4. Calculate quantities indicated.

c.

:111
EF-i
60V

2

5. Calculate quantities indicated.

b.

d. 17

6. Calculate quantities indicated.

a. 12

b. IT---
C.

20S2

Ri
R21-

LEA ion 30i2

60V

I EA 81 R2
--:.-_= 5tz 5L1

4A 20V I
IT

7. If you measured current where ammeter is located, what should it indicate?

Ri R2
1011 1011



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #8

8. Calculate quantities int i

a. ..

C.

d.

C.

BE-229



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #9 - CALCULATE RESISTANCE IN PARALLEL
CIRCUITS

1. Calculate quantities indicated.

d.
EA

2. Calculate R

EA

3. a. Calculate R-7,_

HH EA 60v
!Hi IR2

5A
------{ A

1 R3

301! MI 300

". 2A

r--- A A)--- -,-- ir

__.1 EA K
R1 R2 .7, R3..,_

*c-

-- i 1-

b. if the three resistors are equal IP value. B. . ohms.

) ; .

BE-231
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4. Calculate ft

5. Calculate

6. Calculate

7. Calculate FL

8. Calculate

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #9

409

R1

0t1

. _ .

R2

2 30S2

ft
30L2

R1 R2 1'
2012 20S/

I)



9. Calculate

10. Calculate RI_

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #9

11. Calculate Ri_ .

12. Calculate ft

H1

1OS2

15i!
R2

30U 4Oi2 4012

R2

R1

512

BE-233
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #9

13. Match methods on the right with their circuit diagrams.

Al

1512

192 R3

1512 151/

R2

2011

3

I1012 1512

R4

A

1. Unequal branch
method (product
over sum)

2. Reciprocal method

3. Equal branch
method

(NOTE: Method 2 can,
naturally, be used for
all. Choose the fastest
method.)



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET $10 - CALCULATE POWER IN PARALLEL
CIRCUITS

1 Calculate P:

2. Calculate P1

3. Calculate P-7

Watts

Watts

Watts

B E-235



CIRCUITRY
UNIT U

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #11 CALCULATE VARIOUS VALUES IN
PARALLEL CIRCUITS

1. Calculate quantitieb indicated.

R1 \ f12
4.
., 11-4

'\) -. ',
50E2 2A '-. 2.A

... ,

2. Calculate quantities indicated.

Hi R2
ET = 30V

---- 30U 109.

3. Calculate quantities indicated..

ti.

i. E

J.

At

1:13
H 101.2

5L2 t)
ET

_ S=.7.-
- --V\Ar

Wv
n

1(P = dB Watts) i;

BE-237
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #11

4. C.,,glia1t.7!

IT WA

n 1 R2 4> R3 R4

2A IOU > VI! < 4A

a. El__

b. R4

C. i

d.

e. R-T

L Pr



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12 - TRACE CURRENT FLOW IN
SERIES- PARALLEL CIRCUITS

1. Study the schematic and complete the statement boiow it.

Current will divide at Point . and (,0:11f.e back together at Point

2. From the circuit above, list the rmstors.

in series _

in parallel

3. In the circuit above {Resistors 2 and .31 whirit) staterrientr belOW af.- correct?

a. will carry a combined Iwo amps of current

b. will each carry two amps of current

will carry a combined one amp of e. 111f ent

d. will each carry less than two amps or r. r eni

P., t

BE-239
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12

4. Study the schematic below and complete the questions below it.

a. At what point does current divide?

b. At what point does it come hack together?

c. Does current divide more than once?

5. List the three resistors in the circuit above that form a series string.

a.

b.

c.

6. List the resistors in the circuit above in series with the source.

7. In the ciruit above, which statements below are correct?

R2 is in parallel with R. R4, and R5

Less than 10 amps will flow through R2

10 amps will flow through Rt,

d. Loss than 10 amps will flow through R3, R4, R5



ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12

B. Study the following schematic and answer the questions below 1.

10A

A

H2
H3,'

H4 s"
B

R5

At what point does current first diyide?..

b. At what point does current next divide?._

c. At what point does current all come back together'?

9. In the circuit, check the pairs of resistors that arc in parallel with each other.

RI and R

__b. R2 and RI

R2 and R4,

Rt and fif,

10. Answer these questions.

a. How many resistors are directly in series with the rest of the ci cult?

b. Is the R.0 of R4 and Rf, in series with ft?

11. Check the statements that are correct.

1R2 + l 10 amps

b. An ammeter at Point C will measure 10 amps

Current through R5 will be more than through ft

d.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #12

12. Study the following schematic and answer the questions below it.

1..
Am..

A Ri B

R3

R2

a. Current first divides at which point?...

b. Current next divides at which point?

c. Does current also divide at Point 0? Point F?

d. Flow many resistors are in series with the source?

e. Will there be a full 10 amps of current through Rz?

f. Will there be a full 10 amps of current through R4?

q. Will there he a full 10 amps of current at Point G?

h. Does total current go through R:,?

i. Does a full 10 amps enter Rq?

j. Will current be common through R3 and R,,?

k. Does the full 10 amps of current enter Point ID?

i. Name the two resistors in string_ _

411



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #13 - PERFORM EXERCISES IN CIRCUIT
REDUCTION

1. This assignment is to reduce series - parallel circuits by redrawing them as series
circuits, in this manner:

ET 10V

Original Circuit Redrawn

R1 50 R1 50

R2 R3 ... ET
1012 10t? + Req

R2 and R3 in the original circuit have been combined into one resistor, which has
become Reg in the redrawn circuit. Rog in the redrawn circuit will have the same
resistance as R2 and R3 combined in the original circuit. In other words, Req in the
redrawn circuit will be equal to Reg of the original circuit.

a. What is the resistance value of Reg in the redrawn circuit above?

b. Redraw the series-parallel circuit with Just one resistor and show its value.

9 ,
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #13

2. Redraw the circuit below by combining R. F13, and ft:. Show the new viilue.

Ri = 10t:

25V

R3 = 15UANN

R5 =

H4 = 10s:

3. You should now have two resistors in parallel. Redraw the circuit again, combin-
ing the parallel branches. Show the equivalent value of the parallel branch.

4. Your circuit should now be a series circuit with two resistors. Redraw the circuit
once more, showing one equivalent resistor. Show values. including IT on the
schematic.



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #14 - SOLVE FOR TOTAL RESISTANCE

1. This assignment will combine circuit reductions and solve for total circuit resist-
ance in more complex circuits Use the steps cited in the Information Sheet and
refer to it if necessary. Stud), the circuit below Trace current flow and determine
which resistors are in parallel.

1.0

a. First. find for R4 and

b. Redraw circuit. showing R. and R.- combined into one equivalent resistor.
Show values.

2. Note that R2 and R,r, are in series and are additive. Combine K. and Rec into one
equivalent resistor, Redraw the circuit and show values.
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #14

3. Notice now that the new Re, is in paralicfl with 1R.. Find the next F. and redraw
the circuit with appropriate values shown.

4, Redraw the final circuit showing one equivalent reistor. RT.



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #15 - SOLVE FOR TOTAL CURRENT

1. Study the circuit below. IT

2. Find IT

3. Find IT

R3

BE-247



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #16 - SOLVE FOR TOTAL VOLTAGE

1 . E , = . .

2. EA =

3. EA =

VR2 = 10V

R 1 = 30V

VH3 = 20V

BE249



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #17 - SOLVE FOR BRANCH VOLTAGES AND
CURRENTS iN SER1ESPARALLEL CIRCUITS

1. In this assignment. you will solve for branch voltage drop and current through
branches.

a. in the schematic below. Vfil

b. What is a ti?

c. Find IR above.

2. In the circuit below, the voltage drop across R4 is

R Oil

3. in the circuit above. V!,..

4. in the circuit above. Ifi4

0 t

R4 = 512

BE-251
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ASSIGNMENT SHEET #17

5. Study lhiF; citcuit.

a Find \sir

Find 1F;,

Find h,

EA 5(1V

R1 = 20(.1
R2 = 40t!

41P



CIFICIPTRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #18 - SOLVE Ft)11 MULTIPLE VALUES OF
VOLTAGES AND CLINRFNT

1;

fli
r--

F417, -f tZ0

2. Scivt] ft,f

,'I
!

/

re , ..,.:
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CIRCUITRY
UNIT ID

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #19 - ANSWER QUESTIONS REGARDING OPENS
AND SHORTS IN SERIES-PARALLEL CIRCUITS

1. The fuse in the circuit below is rated at 10 amps. Analyze the circuit and answer
the questions below it.

a. How many amps will try to flow through the fuse?

b. Will the fuse blow and create an open?

2. In the following circuit, an open suddenly occurs between R3 and R4. Answer the
questions.

1

a. Total current will (increase, decrease. stay the same)

b. I iqi will (increase, decrease, stay the same)

3. In the shorted circuit below, the current flowing through

a.

b.
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CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #20 - ANSWER QUESTIONS ABOUT GROUNDS
AND VOLTAGE POLARITY

1. This assignment deals with voltage
and grounds, especially with grounds not
located at the power source. Study the circuit
and indicate the polarity and voltages
requested.

a. The voltage between Point A wit: 1 A

ground is (positive.nek..1 ziCN
ative)

b. The voltage polarity between Point R
and ground is ipositive'

1O!

F-32 -,_- 10u

.8

negative) 1O

c. The voltage polarity between Point C U

and ground is ___ (Positive' R4 = 1011
negative)

tr$ D

d. The voltage polarity between Print D A
and ground is
negative) F11 2011

2. Study the circuit and answer the uuestiorm, o B
1200

R2 = 301!
a. The voltage and polarity Iron; Point A

ground is

b. VII (from Point B to ground) is

C. V. (Point C to ground) is

d. VD (Point D to ground) is

e. Voltage with respect to Poinl
A

4-) .0

*. ,

3M2

*C.

, H4 401.!

r,
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CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ASSIGNMENT SHEET #21 - ANALYZE NO-LOAD AND LOAD CIRCUITS

1. In this assignment, you are going to perform a
circuit analysis between a no-load circuit and a
load circuit. Suppose we have a given circuit
with no-load condition.

With respect to ground, what is the polarity
and voltage at:

a. Point A

b. Point B

c. Point C

EA

MV

2. First, k us record the quantities in the circuit with no-load or ground connected.
Fill in the blanks with the proper values.

Ht
Si

IOU

a.

b.

C.

d.

10U e.

RT

iT

Vn.r,

3. Suppose now that we want to connect a load that needs negative volt;.i to oper-
ate. Which of the following circuits shows the proper load connection?

a. L.

1-----1R 1 '5
109

<,_-
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;N N T E E

.1. r'!', V

!!
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CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

Assignment Sheet #1

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

1. 50V 4. 1000V or 1KV

2, 100V 5, 340V

3. 40KV 6. 100V

Assignment Sheet #2

1. True 4. 45V

2. C 5. 30V

3. 25V

Assignment Sheet #3

1. 6

2. 5

3. 3

Assignment Sheet #4

1. 2A

2. 500 mA or 0.5 A

3. 40 mA

Assignment Sheet #5

1. 2A 5. 2

2. 2A 6. 20V

3. 1A 7. 50K ti

4. 20V 8. 30V
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #6

1. 8 ti

2. 5V

3. a. 15 e. 12V

b. 4A f. 8V

c. 28V g. 12V

ci. 4A h. 4A

4. a. 5mA d. 100V

b. 50V e. 5mA

c. 20K 250V

Vii, a. 50K 300V

b. 1 OITIA e. 200V

c. 10mA f. 1KV

200mA ci. 5KV

b. 5KV e. 75K .t!

c 25K { f. 200mA

7. 100 U

8. 100 12

Assignment Sheet #7

1. 30W

2. 20W

3W

,1
#

40W

2A



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #8

1. a. 50v 2. a. 5a

b. 5a b. 100v

c. 50v c 5a

d. 5a d. 10a

e. 10a v. 100v

3 a. 4a 4. a. 60v

b. 4a b. 60v

c. 2a c. 60v

10a

e. 20v

20v

g- 20v

5. a 3a G. . 4a

6a b. 8a

c. 2a c. 20v

d. 11a d. 20v

1. 10a

8. a. 2rna

h. 100v

C. 100v

t1. 6rT1R

C. 100v

1 00vf

BE263
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #9

1. a. 20Q

b 301!

2, 1061

C. 12f.!

d. 12i!

3. a. 109

b. 300.

4.

5. 20i! 8.

7. 20f2 8 100

9. P.! 10. 12i!

11.

13.

51.!

a. (3)

b. (1)

c. (2)

12. 212

Assignment Sheet #10

1. 400

2 2500 watts

3. 45 watts

Assignment Sheet #11

1. a. 100V 2. a t($

b. 100V

c. 16 7s2

t). 1A

3A

50±2 d. 1A

501!

f. 600W

f. 1A

6A



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

3. a 20v

b. 4A

c. 12V c. 2a

d. 0.4a or 400rna d. 2a

e. 29

f. 200 watts

Assignment Sheet #12

1. Point Y. Point Z

2. In series R, and R4

In parallel --- R,. and R,

3. a and d

4. a. Point C

b. Point A

c. No

5. R. ft.. R.:,

6. R,. R,

1. All are correct

8. a. Point A

b Point B

c. Point C

9. d

10. a. One (RI)

b. Yes

11, a, b. (.1
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ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

12 a. Point A Yes

b. Point C h. No

Yes. Nec:

d. None Yez;

c. No

f. No

Assignment Stet 013

1. a.

:3.

4

A
4,

[

k. No

0 7

F4.1 and R.



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #14

1. a. 15 ohms

b.

2.

3.

4.

1

Assignment Sheet #15

1 3a

2. 6a

3. 4a

4i!

Re% Wt

H 1411

;
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ANSWERS TO ASSiGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet #16

1. 50v

2. 30v

3. 40v

Assignment Sheet #17

1. a. 70v

Ii 20v

C.

2. 5v

3. 5'.

4. O. or 500m

5. a. 21 4v

ty 1.43A

c. .715A

Assignment Sheet 4111

1. a.

0. 10

1O

d.

C. 80v

80v

g. 10a

h. 2a

t. 10 j. !.)a

0. 10a k.

c.

(1 fiev

12 5v

0 12v

L.

1) :^



ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

Assignment Sheet tvI9

1. .i. 12a

b. Yes

2. a. Decrease

b. Dec tease

3. a. Zero

b. Zero

Assignment Sheet #20

1. a. 20v negative

b. 20v posit've

c. 40v positive

d. 60v positive

2. a. Negative 50v

b. Negative 30v

c. Positive 30v

Positive 70v

C. Positive 120

Assignment Sheet #21

1. a. Negative 10 volts

b. Positive 10 volts

c. Positive 20 volts

2. a. 30

b. la

C. 10v

d. 11)v

P. 10v

0

SE-269
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:3

4

C. 1

tf 12v

12v

ANSWERS TO ASSIGNMENT SHEETS

) i
tC, c J t.



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #1 - VERIFY OHM'S LAW

A. Equipment and materials needed

1, Regulated power

2. Switch (SPST)

3. Two resistors: RI = 4.7K, watt WIrl:Mtifil; .-- 1K, 1 watt

4. Muitimeter

B. Procedure

1. Measure and record the ohms value of the iv.) resistors

2, Connect a circuit as shown in the following schematic. (Figure

Power -=.
Supply

3. Close the switch and adiust the power supply output to 24 volts.

4. Use the voltmeter to measure the following voltages:

= . EA

5. Read and record the ammeter indication I

6. Disconnect the circuit by opening the switch.

7. Use Ohm's law and compute:

IF1-1 tl 'A)
R.,

8. Compare the values of the various current co!nputat,ons and explain the differ-
ences, if any. in these values
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JOB SHEET #1

9. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

(NOTE: The following questions may be discussed in class:

a. is the current the same through all components in a series circuit? Why?

b. Are the voltages the same across all components in a series circuit?
Why?)



CIRCUITRY
UNIT 10

JOB SHEET #2 - ANALYZE A SERIES CIRCUIT

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Regulated power supply

2. Switch (SPST)

3. Two resistors of the same value

4. One resistor of a different value

5. Multimeter

(NOTE: Your instructor will give you the value of voltage and the value of resistors
to use.)

B. Procedure

1. Connect the circuit according to the following schematic.

R1

Power
Supply

2. Close the switch.

3. Use the voltmeter to read and record

EA z-

V _

Vp

V F =

Ft 3

4. Add the voltage di lips across the three resistors and compare the sum with the
amount of applied voltage.

/to '4;

BE-273
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JOB SHEET #2

5. Compare the voltage drops across RI and R. having the same value of ohms and
with the voltage drop across the other resistor.

(NOTE: Discuss how applied voltage distributes itself across resistances of une-
qual or of equal value.)

C. Identify the most negative point in the circuit.

7. Return equipment and materials to their proper storaye area.



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #3 - MEASURE VOLTAGE, CURRENT, AND
RESISTANCE IN A PARALLEL CIRCUIT

A_ Equipment and materials needed

1. 1.5 battery or equivalent

2. Two small resistors of equal value or two small lamps

(NOTE: Ask instructor to give values.)

3. Multimeter

4. Switch (SPST)

5. Wire to complete circuit

B. Procedure

1. Construct a parallel resistive circuit according to the schematic below.

2. Close switch Si

3. Measure and record applied voltage (EA).

4. Measure and record voltage across A1, and across R2.

5. Compare recorded voltages.

Are they all equal?___

Explain why.

6. Open switch SI.

7. Connect ammeter in series with H..

BE-275
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JOB SHEET #3

8, Close switch S/ and read and record current

9. Open switch S,.

10. Disconnect ammeter from R, branch and connect it in series with

11. Close switch Si and read and record current (I

12. Open switch S,.

13. Disconnect ammeter from R, branch. and connect it in series with the voltage
source (EA) and switch S.

14. Close switch SI and wad and record main current (I/ j.

15. Open switch Sl.

16. A-- ro rrded currents and equal? Explain or why not.

17. Add lf,, and lr". Does the sum equal li? Explain why or why not.

18. Close switch: if lamps were used fcr R, and R. note that both lamps are glowing.

19. Disconnect R2 from circuit.

20. Record ammeter indication, and, if R, and 1:1; are lamps, note any changes in R1
operation when R2 (lamp) was removed__

21. Replace R2, and femove RI from circuit.

22. Record ammeter indication, and note any changes in R2 operation. it applicable.

23. Reconnect R1.

24. Using voltmeter. read and record applied voltage (EA), and

25. Using measured EA and I r. compute total resistance of the circuit
(111).

26. Using me, iured voltage and current values, compute R1 and R2. and from these
figures compute HT.

27. If R1 and R2 are lamps. expla: 71 changes in lamp oiler -' n when one lamp was
removed from the circuit__

28. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



CIRCUITRY
UNIT Ili

JOB SHEET #4 - ANALYZE A SERIES - PARALLEL CIRCUIT

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. DC power supply

2. Multimeter

3. Two 1000, one 1500, and one 2200 ohm resistors, 'ON or more

4. Switch SPST

B. Procedure

1. Connect the resistors as shown in the schematic.

2. Adjust the power supply to 20V and close the switch.

= lkil R3 = 1 Kit

3. Measure and record the voltage drop across each resistor (V1, V.k...)

4. Measure and record the current through each resistor (II, 12...).

5. Compute the power used by each resistor using the values measured in Steps 3
and 4 (P1 = E111, etc.). ...

6. Measure and record EA and t T.

7. Compute RT using the measurements of Step 6. _

8. Compute RI, R2, R3, and R4 using the voltage drops and currents measured in
Steps 3 and 4.

9. Compute R r using the resistance values computed in Step 8.
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JOB SHEET #4

10. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

(NOTE: The following questions may be discussed in class:

a. Did the value of RT computed in Step 7 differ from Step 9?

Explain.

b. Why does the resistance computed using the voltage drop and current dif-
fer from the color-coded value?

c. How much difference do you think you can permit between the computed
and the color-coded values of a resistor? Why?

d. Does the total power (1E) equal the total power computed in Step 5?
Expli.:.i any differences.;



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

JOB SHEET #5 - CONSTRUCT A VOLTAGE DIVIDER AND
ANALYZE ITS FUNCTION

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. DC power supply

2. Multimeter

3. One 1000 ohm and two 2200 ohm resistors, '1.2W or more

B. Procedure

1. Connect the resistors in series with the power supply as shown in the following
schernatik...

2. Adjust the power supply to 20V.

= 2.2K!

3. Close the switch and measure and record VE-1.;, and V.

4. Connect the load across points A and B.

Read and record the voltage across RI and across R2 with the load con-
nected._

6. Explain why VRi changed when the load was connected and explain the direction
of the change.

7. Explain the differences observed in V2 with and without the load.

:7
A, .4'
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JOB SHEET #5

8. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

(NOTE: The following questions may be discussed in class:

a. Do series resistors cause voltage changes when load currents change?

b. When the load is connected does the power supply "see" a series circuit
or a series-parallel circuit?)

11)



CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

NAME

TEST

1 Match the terms on the right with the.f cork)t dctinitions.

a. A circuit where the same current passes 1. Branch circuit
through each component

2, Circuit breaker
An overcurreni protective device with an ele
rnent that melts and opens the circuit when 3. Open circuit
overheated: this device must be replaced

4. Circuit analysis
c A circuit with no available path for current to

flow (infinite resistance) 5 Series circuit

A system of conductfw through which an G. Work
electric current is intended to flow

7. Series-parallel circuit
e. A device designed to switch open a circuit

automatically when i current overload 8. Shunt
exists; this device may be reset

9. Circuit
f. An electronic circuit which provides more

than one path (or branch) for current to flow 10. Power

Applying Ohm's law and other rules to deter. 11. Parallel circuit

mine the effect of certain parameters on cit.
12. Nodecuit variables

.h. A circuit that contains some components in 13. Fuse

series and some in parallel
14 Watt

A junction point in a circuit at which current
divides into separate branches. or rounite5
from separate branches

Circuit originating from a main circuit, often
one of many

Circuit that bypasses another k-,ircuit ter

device, especially a lowresistance bypass
for an ammeter circuit

i. Unit of measure for power

The rate of doing work

Amount of energy usnk! In a .;41-:;r1,,(1

wa 1
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TEST

2. SeiCet true StalerritNntt; In ht
blanks pr(Cet.iing flit! t!Ue

Tht.. SUM (..11 thy vi...,;t;y-
applied voltage

The voltii;r.,
Kactthoff's t ;

Vtite& :i(t11(1(1 inr "
3. Coniplete the following list of In

mserting the word(s) that bl`St con

a. The sum of the ref,istanri..s

tY)

i..:retirt try

b. The resistance vaut jnr.n i tt.s1.1t:V utnq
LAIN and

4. Select true statement,: cc.incernirq)
blanks precechn9 thi,. true 5taii:rie,it-:

Trle Clitrt.;1!! Irittyki0 t, rt .

itrt

Total current c.:111 !''t ,i; , COMP onii
resistanr...e

5. Select true staternervt;.., t,ont.erwn,.1
blanks preceding the true ;,tiitt,,m1;111,:..

. a. The vi)11;-ige

.b. Branch ulcrntqlt!-", , f'.11.tqj

c. The y(ritirgy o; thy ;

;' tn..; ttl(:

6. Complete the
ing the wordisi \Own best (...riihr);,tYc.

a. Is t4i

4',; '.. ;

b. It c.;urrent is nut knov..ri
;4, ;

total res1;.tancc-

e. Equal branch inetri n .1 . ;:!. ;-

d. Unequi hranh inT:1110L"': ; , i';7
Value arc: (,onnwleil in pir.:,4t1tH

e. he
. !-".r: tniin

!tie retanz,J,

4)
I r



t;Ht'tI !!.1;':
I ifintr-si"

A:

't t.

TEST

t , tilt tt1 placing *X- in the

thrk4igh .:.3(.-1 branch.

volt,in,-, multiplied by the resistance

to m tit the branch currents + +

1+;- !11,. VOlIttc;C; n t;eries-oarallel circuit
iry..sot :!: trialCfnent.

'17`:( t:i.: k.'!/I

1f)
1th,

kirf«'!!'

itri ,

,r; i equal to the resist-

thc _ across

itt.7tot by indicating the first step
;

c; f IC) ftipiesent each equivalerIt

rr.

rct,

msistant.7.et-', to determine

Fif

circuit by placing an "X-

r,a1,111p1 circuit f:,orrals the voltage
hi Ho 1,ThlA! ft.:.1Aa11:(' in the branch.

c.rrnit, rrl r:iach branch

A OdfaHCI circuit equals the voltage
by !he It `Nit I et.tii11(..,.e in the branch.

i..liaracreristics of trlectric.al
eac.h ;..tatf.rnerit.

ittf, 3!1; 1:; $' t Is tf)e watt IVV) and may be

1A,, A yhar.i.lifi f11(rIPti by
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TEST

C. Power in in an ele)tical circuit i;iay be calculated by using law,
expressed by three basic formulas:

P watts! = E (volts) i (amp0tet,)

1-3 on watts) I nperes) H (ohms)

E. (volts)Pon watts)
R (volts)

d. Power iF dissipated in resistance in the form of and is made evi-
dent by a voltage drop across the resistance.

12. Select true statements concerning functions of a voltage divider by placing an "X" in
the blanks preceding the true statements.

a. A voltage divider does not allow tapping off of different voltar- .; for vari-
ous applications

Chassis ground in often used as the zero reference point.

,c. Tapped voltages may be either positive or negative.

t. A load is connected in parallel with the resistor from which the voltage is
tapped.

.e. If the load draws appreciable current. the voltage division differs from the
no load condition.

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

13. Determine total voltage in a _-;f,rtt circuit. (Assignment Sheet #1)

14. Determine voltage drops aCTOt;S resistances, (Assignment Sheet #2)

15. DUIerrfll e the total resistance in a series circuit (Assignment Sheet #3)

16. Determine current in a series circuit. (Assignment Sheet #4)

17. Determine unknown circuit values (Assignment Sheet #5)

18. Determine unknown values in a resistive series circuit. (Assignment Sheet #6)

19. Compute the power dist..pated in a resistive series circuit. (Assignment Sheet #7)

20. Calculate cur writ and voltage in parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #8)

21. Calculate resistance in parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #9)

22.. Calculate power in parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #10)

23. Calculate various values in parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #11)

t.



TEST

24. Trace current flow in series-parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet #12)

25. Perform exercises in circuit reduction. (Assignment Sheet #13)

26. Solve for total resistance. {Assignment Sheet #14)

27. Solve for total current. (Assignment Sheet #15)

28. Solve for total voltage. (Assignment Sheet #16)

29. Solve for branch voltages and currents in series-parallel circuits. (Assignment Sheet
#17)

30. Solve for multiple values of voltages and current. (Assignment Sheet #18)

31. Answer questions regarding opens and shorts in series parallel circuits. (Assignment
Sheet #19)

32. Answer questions about grounds and voltage polarity. (Assignment Sheet #20)

33. Analyze no-load and load circuits. (Assignment Sheet #21)

34. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Verify Ohm's (Job Sheet #1)

b. Analyze a series circuit. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Measure voltage, current. and resistance in a parallel circuit. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Analyze a series-parallel circuit. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Construct a voltage divider and analyze its function. (Job Sheet #5)

1) .k I
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CIRCUITRY
UNIT III

ANSWERS TO TEST

a i., h /'''

t), 1;:' 1 1:7,
C. 0 i, 1

d cl k. 8
2 I. 14

f. 11 m 10

ii, 4 n 6

2 a, c

:3. a. Total
b. Ohm's. Kirchhotft,

4 a. b

1. t).

6. a Ohms law
b. Reciprocal
c. Parallel

Unequal
Parallel rule

7

a Multiplwd
Voltacp:.,

9 a 4

b.

d.

10. b. c

11. a. Wattnietrr
Voltage

c Watt's
Herat

12. b. C. ci, e

13..33. Evaluated to tho :.iatif,taction cat the n;;Iructor

34. i-'ertiolFnarlf..-A: evaluatted to tile !.,i.iti5Lit.114.)1) of OD 111.,,Itticlor
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INTRODUCTION TO AC
UNIT IV

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to apply theoretical knowledge
related to alternating current. measure alternating current, and convert from one AC measure-
ment to another AC measurement. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly perform-
ing the procedures outlined in the ;ob sheets and by scoring a minimum of 85 percent on the
unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to introduction to AC with their correct detinitiow.).

2. Select true statements concerning principles of inductance.

3. Select true statements concerning principles of capacitance.

4, Match types of transformers with their correct cis

5. Calculate the power in three-phase circuits.

6. Arrange in order the steps for identifying three-phase transformer conocGtions,

7. olve problems converting from one AC measurement to another AC measure.
ment.

8. Select true statements concerning phase shifting.

9. Discuss the relationship between time and frequency.

10. identify commt.in types of filters.

2'
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Complete a list of statements concerning configurations of filters.

12. Identify types of single-phase transformer connections.

13. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Measure alternating current voltages using a multimeter. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Measure alternating current using a multimeter. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Determine the configuration of a multiple-winding transformer. (Job Sheet
#3)

P....



INTRODUCTION TO AC
UNIT IV

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Ohtdin additional materials andior invite resource people to class to supplementirein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information sheet.

F. Discuss information sheet.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with j )b sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

1. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Use a triggered oscilloscope to show three-phase AC power. Set the trigger to line
and scope each phase to show the 120° phase relationship.

Using an oscilloscope, demonstrate transformer frequency response.

3. Find examples of various types of capacitors and show them to students.

4, Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L. Reteach if necessary.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Suggested act vit;es

".)
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

Inturioatiou

D Transpa env masters

1 TM 1 --- '1 re Voitaqe. Current, and Power

2. TM Procedure for Identifying Three-Phase Gonne. !ions

3. TM 3 Procedure for Identifying Three-Phase Connections (Continued)

L. Job sheets

t. Job Sheet #1 Measure Alternating Current Voltages Using a Multimeter

2. Job Sheet #2 Measure Alternating Current Using a Multimeter

3. Job Sheet #3 Determine the Configuration of a Multiple-Winding Transformer

F. lest

G. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

(NOTE: The following is a list of references used in completing this unit.)

A. Grob. Bernard. Basic Electronics. New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company.

Mi leaf, Harry. Electricity One-Seven. Hasbouck Heights NJ: Hayden Book Company.
Inc

C. New Mexico Vocational Industrial Safety Guide Santa Fe, NM: New Mexico State
Department of Education.

D. Robertson, L. Paul. Basic Electronics I (Revised Edition), Stillwater. OK: Mid-America
Vocational Curriculum Consortium. 1982.

E. Siebert. Leo N. Introduction to Industrial Electricity-Electronics. Stillwater. OK Okla
horna Curriculum and Instructional Materials Center. 1981.



INTRODUCTION TO AC
UNIT IV

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Ac, Atlbreviation for alternating current

Fi Bleeder resistor A resistor that is placed in parallel with a capacitor in
order 10 provide a discharge path for the capacitor when the power supply
is turned Off

C. Capacitance Properly of a capacitor that opposes any change in voltage

D. Capacitor Device used to store electrical charge

Capacitor tester An instrument that measures capacitance in leakage
current

Choke A coil of wire wound around an iron core or a form of insulating
material a number of limes

G. Counter electromotive force (CEMF) Voltage developed in an inductor
which is opposite that of the applied voltage at every instant

H. Cycle - One cry' '-rte set of values for a repetitive wave form

Dielectric Insulating suoslance between plates of a capacitor

Electrolytic capacitor -- Capacitor that must be connected in only one
direction, observing polarity

Electromotive force (EMF) Force or voltage that causes curren: to flow
through a device

L. Farad Unit of measure of car)acit(cmce

M Filter -- A device that reduces rapid variations in voltage or current by
restricting variations from the circuit, bypassing variations from the circuit
err I..;lowing rapid variations to a gradual change

N. Frequency -- The number of cycles per second for a waveform with pert
odic variations

0. Henry Unit of measure of inductance

Hertz --- Unit of frequency; one Hertz equals one cycle per second
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INFORMATION SHEET

O. inductance Property of an inductor that opposes any change in current
flow

R. Inductor --- Device used to concentrate magnetic lines of force

S. Induction ---- Production of an electric charge or magnetic field in a sub-
stance by an electric source, magnet. or magnetic field

T. Insulation A substance that prohibits flow of electricity

U. Lag or lead angle The relative displacement between voltage and current
waveforms measured in degrees; one cycle is 360°

V. Leakage current Undesirable current flow between capacitor plates due
to inability of dielectric material to restrict that flow

W. Period -- The amount of time for one cycle

X. Phase Source of AC pewee a relationship between time and AC wave
form or between AC wave forms

Reactance Me;isure of AC opposition offered by components such as
capacitors and inductors; measured in units of ohms

Z. Ripple Variations in DC voltage

AA. Self-inductance Cond::ctor's ability to induce voltage in itself when cur-
rent changes

BB. Tank circuit --- An inductor and capacitor in parallel

CC. Time constant Time required for a capacitor or inductor to change by
63% after a sudden rise or fall in voltage or current

IL Principles of inductance

A. Self-inductance or inductance is the ability of a conductor to produce an
induced voltage when current Vaf i125.

Inductors resist rapid change .s in the current flowing through them, and
allows DC current to flow.

C. Mutual inductance is the ability of a conductor to induce a voltage in
another nearby conductor.

Current lags voltage by 90° in a purely inductive circuit.



INFORMATION SHELZT

Hi. Principles of capacitance

A. Capacitors have the ability to store a charge.

B. Capacitors are two conductors separated by ar insulator.

C. Voltage applied to a capacitor causes electron build up on the negative con-
ductor which will in turn force electrons on the positive conductor to be
repelled.

D. Voltage lags current by 90° in a purely capacitive circuit.

IV. Types of transformers

A. Voltage transformer Step-down transformer used to reduce high voltage
by a specified ratio

B. Current transformer Step-down transformer used to reduce high current
and provide isolation from high voltages; provides a fraction of current to
gauge value of total current

C. Air-r;ore transformer -- Transformer without an on or metal core; usually
applied to low power, high frequency applications

D. Autotransformer -- Transformer whose primary and secondary windings
are of a common core and share a common connection

(CAUTION: This transformer does not have an isolated secondary.)

E. Iron-core transformer Transformer having metal core usually made of
laminations of iron or steel; usually applied to low frequency, high power
applications

F. Toroidal transformer Transformer having a ring-shaped core around
which windings are wrapped

G. Isolation transformer Transformer used to isolate circuits from a com-
mon grc und, from direct current potentials, or to improve power transfer by
impedance matching improvt.!ment, often providing no change in voltage

(CAUTION: An isolation transformer should be used between test equip-
ment to avoid possible electrical shock.)

H. Variable AC transformer (Variac) Transformer which can be varied while
in operation

(CAUTION: This transformer does not have an isolated secondary.)

?...
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INFORMATION SHEET

Step-down transformer -- Transformer used to reduce voltage while
increasing current capability above that of the source

J Step-up transformer Transformer used to increase voltage, while
decreasing current capability of source

(NOTE: Because of the laws of energy conservation, step-up and step-down
transformers always decrease current for voltage or vise versa as measured
from the primary to the secondary.)

K. Spark coil -- High voltage transformer, usually an autotransformer; often
used to develop high voltarlc ignition for gasoline engines and gas firing
devices

L. Booster transformer -- Additional transformer placed in a transmission or
distribution line to boost voltage to an acceptable level from a reduced level
caused by line length

V. Power in three-phase circuits (lransparency 1)

A. Delta Voltage across each load member is the full-line voltage; amperage
in each member is ti 3 x line amps or 1.732 x amps

B. Wye -- Amperage in each member is full line amperage; voltage across
each member is 3 x line volts or 1.732 x line volts

(NOTE: To find the power in delta or wye circuits, use the formula P = 1 x
1.j X E.)

Example: A three-phase circuit has 10 amperes measured on each line.
The voltage is 480 volts. It is not known whether the circuit is
delta or wye. What is the power of the circuit?

Solution: p x ti '3 x E

10 x 480 x 1.732

= 8,314 VA

8.3 kVA

Vi. Steps for identifying three-phase transformer connections (Transparencies 2 and
3)

A. Label circuit components and connection points

B. Flesketch circuit so that connections along the same wire are all at one
point, looping wires as necessary and avoiding crost.:ng wires as much as
possible



INFORMATION SHEET

C. Resket,:h circuit. ornitti!'g
another

U. Reafrange cornoonerlt., %,717-

deter tilt! ktd

!.r tJ1,k r'Ot trem one device to

thr.. conticitiration

(NO1E. This prncedre how the naiTles relate to the
actual contigur;iticm-, p,ocr.,:ure to until configurations
be,-,orne readily apparent merely upon ot....ieivatic.m.)

VII Formulas for converting from one AC measurement to another AC measurement

(NOTE: Meters automatically meanure ottccnve voltage. amperage, or power. and
conversion is not necessary. Oscilloscopes '10A peek -to -peak values: however.
components are sometimes rated at maximum instantaneous current or voltage
rather than at an effective value For these reasons, it is sometimes necessary to
convert values.)

PP
A. Convert from =i P-P voltage to P 1.15e the formula P

2

(NOTE: Peak voltacw nalt 01 P-P vokagel

Example. A voltage :1!1 iC1105 0 P-P voltage of
340 v:-.)Itr.;

F'
P P

340 V

?0 V

B. Convert from P to P-P !ht.! iutillukt P-P P x. 2

(NOT[: P-P voltage IE. liViCflA Ine rj11! voltage.)

Example: Using the P 1(0 v;1,t!,

P x

.7._ 1 'if) V x

:340V

A.
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INFORMATION SHEET

C. Convert P-P voltage to effective voltage Use the formula Eff = P x .707

(NOTE: Effective voltage is the root-meansouare value of the peak voltage.
Root mean square is the most common method c specifying the amount of
sine wave voltage which is 70.7% of the peak value.)

Example: Using the value above of 340 volts, P-P must be converted to a P
voltage as in A: then this P value is used to convert to effective
voltage.

Eff = P x .707

= 170 V x .707

= 120 V

D. Convert effective voltage to P-P voltage Use the formula P = Eff x

Example: Using the value above of 120 volts, first calculate for the P volt-
age, then for P-P voltage.

P = Eff x

= 120 V x

= 169.7 V or 171;

P-P = P x 2 or 170 V x 2

= 340 V

Convert P-P voltage to average voltage Use the formula AVG = P x .636

(NOTE: Average voltage is the average of one alternation or a value of .636
of the peak voltage.)

Example: Using the P-P value above of 340 volts, find the P value which is
170 volts. Then calculate for the average voltage.

Ave = P x .636

= 170 V x .636

= 108 V



INFORMATION SHEET

Conve.:. aVVILICIO VOiLIC.t* ,1 iluc Use the fornul,i P 7: AVG x
1.572

L.Jsk.. the i\icrcaut iAt,cive of 106 volts

P AVG x 1.t,/;

7-- 108 V 1.572

170 V

RP = P x 2

170

VIII. Phase shifting

(NOTE7The t,frie reiationsNp betwor-ri alternating voltiiges ctnct current can be rep,
resented by the phase angle inciicaied in degrees.)

4N.

A. A purely resistive circuit has 0 phase angle.

B. In a purely capacitive circuit. current leact!-. Atage by a phase angle of 900.

C. In a purely inductive circuit. voltage wads current by a phase angle of 90°.

IX. Relationship between time and frequency

(NOTE: Frequency mea.F.;ured in heft/ or cycle: tier second c; inversely pro-
portional to time.)

A. T= 1 / Frequency 1 : t

Example: f = 10K Hi Timo = 1 t 10 000 Hz 1ms

B fr1;Time= 1

Example: s 1 micro ..;(;cond f 1 .' .000(X )1 = 1M Ft:

C. T (t) 1 360) x 1 1 t

Example. t i = CO" and f ,-, 60 H7
T = (60 a 360) (1 / 60) 7.77rms
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INFORMATION SHEET

X. Common types of filters

A. I.-filter

Examples.

e
Li

B. T.tilter

Example:

or

C. r.filter

Fxatple:

L2

Xi. Configurations of filters

A, High-pass

1. Coupling capacitance in series with the load

2. Choke inductance in narallet with the load

B. 1 ow-pass

1. Choke inductance in series with the load

2. Bypass capacitance in parallel with the load



INFORMATION SHEET

XII. Types of single-phase transformer connections

(NOTE: Transformers shown are standard power distribution types with two 120
volt secondary windings. A single winding or two in parallel will produce 120 volts.
Both windings in series will produce 240 volts. Grounded terminals produce the
"neutral conductor.")

A. 240 volts. two-wire

B. 120/240 volts, threewire

C. 120 volts. two-wire

.e.
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INFORMATION SHEET

1-110 Liooltd try '2,10 vc.%lit;

HV R
HV 4- 240

120'240 addWonat capac ty of two transformers

120

208 ,;(111,J. tvvo-wirt-, tr lrri 240 \,o1 t throogh autotranstolMVI

208



Three-Phase Voltage,
Current, and Power

Full line
voltage is

directly across
each member

Delta

Wye

Full line voltage
is not directly
across ea ;h member

Full-line
amperage
is not through
each member

Full-line current
is through
each member



0 Procedure for Identifying
Three-Phase Connections



Procedure for Identifying
Three-Phase Connections

(Continued)

41.

Example B

Step A



INTRODUCTION TO AC
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #1 - MEASURE ALTERNATING CURRENT VOLTAGES
USING A MULTIMETER

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter with test leads

2. Alternate current power sources

Examples: 24-volt transformer, rheostat

B. Procedure

1. Set multimeter controls to measure AC volts.

2. Measure "line voltage" of power receptacle at the work bench. (See diagram
below.)

(CAUTION: 120 volts can cause injury or death. Do not touch the metal parts of
the test leads while measuring.)

3. Record the readings below.

a. Voltage between slotted jacks

b. Voltage between longest slotted jack and ground jack

c. Voltage between short slotted jack and ground jack

Long Slot

Short Slot

Ground Jack

(NOTE: If voltage is measured in Step 3b, the receptacle is wired incorrectly.
Notify your instructor.)

4. Attach the equipment given to you by the instructor to specified power source.
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JOB SHEET #1

5 Measure output voltages.

6. Record data below for those devices specified by your instructor.

a. Voltage at setting specified by instructor

b. Transformer output voltage

c. Rheostat output voltage at setting specified by instructor

d. Other devices or source of AC voltage

1) Name ___ _

2) Voltage

(NOTE: Show your results to the instructor.)

7. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



INTRODUCTION TO AC
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #2 - MEASURE ALTERNMING CURRENT
USING A MULTIMETER

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter with test leads

2. Lamp base 120 VAC

3. Lamp 40 to 150 watts

4. Lamp cord with 120 volt plug

B. Procedure

1. Connect lamp, multimeter, and plug in series.

(NOTE: Have instructor check your circuit.)

2. Set multimeter for AC amperage measurement.

3. Plug circuit into 120 VAC receptacle, and measure the current; record measure-
ment below.

Lamp current = amps

4. Multiply amperage reading obtained in this job sheet by the voltage reading
obtained in Job Sheet #1, 3a.; record below.

Amps x volts = watts

5. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

9 ri
X./ II 1..4
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INTRODUCTION TO AC
UNIT IV

JOB SHEET #3 - DETERMINE THE CONFIGURATION OF
A MULTIPLE-WINDING TRANSFORMER

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. DC power supply, or DC source (battery) 12 to 24 volts, with test leads

3. Variable AC supply 60 Hz, from 20 to 120 volts, with test leads

4. Multiple winding transformer with diagram -- 60 Hz, 120- to 244 -volt primary,
step-down secondaries, wire leads attached

5. Wire markers (numbered tape markers) At least halt as many as the number of
transformer connections

B. Procedure

1. Use wire markers to mark each transformer lead wire.

(NOTE: Use a number "2" and a number "10" to make 213, etc. Each wire should
have a :-.;ifferent number or a different pair of numbers.)

2. Use the ohmmeter to identify which wires are interconnected.

,

14.: to
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JOB SHEET #3

3. Record the numbers in groups as shown in Figure 1

FIGURE 1

4. Connect the transfor ner to the AC supply or variac by connecting it to the group
that has only one pair, the heaviest insulation, is colorcoded black, or is the melt
removed from the other leads.

(NOTE: This should be the primary input. Ask your instructor to check your work
before proceedino to the next step.)

5. Separate the w. ',7,s so that their leads do not touch.

6. Turn the AC supply output control down to the minimum.

7. Turn on the power, adjusting the AC supply output for 20 volts_

(NOTE: Us. the voltmeter if the supply does not have a panel meter)

8. Use voltmeter to measure between wires within each group.

9. If any pair produces a reading of more than 20 volts, reconnect the power supply
to that pair.

10. Remeasure and record the voltage between each pair with each group as shown
in Figure 1.

1-7
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JOB SHEET #3

11. Sketch each group from voltage readings.

(NOTE: The two having the highest readings ale Pr outside ends of the wind-
ings; other measurements should be parts of that total voltage.)

12. Disconnect the AC supply.

13. Connect one primary lead to the D4.3 supply.

14. Answer the following questions:

a. Do transformers operate on DC power?

b. If AC is constantly changing, is it significant to assign a polarity relation-
ship to transformer windings?

15. Connect the voltmeter between a pair of leads representing the ends of a wind-
ing.

16. Set the controls for 24 volts DC.

17. Turn on the DC supply and briefly touch the remaining transformer primary lead
to the other DC supply output terminal making contact for only a split second
while watching the voltmeter.

SE-31F
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JOB SHEET #3

18. If the voltmeter deflects toward upper scale (positive flash for digital meters),
return to the sketches you made in Step 11, and draw in and mark with a large dot
next to the number, the transformer lead connected to the positive voltmeter lead
as shown in Figure 2.

(NOTE: These dots are referred to as phasing dots and are sometimes seen on
schematics.)

FIGURE 2

6.3V

6.3V

12V

12V

19. Using the Step 11 sketches, draw and mark with a large dot, the tr instormer lead
connected to the negative voltmeter lead if the meter indication tends to go off
scale or negative.

20. Continue with Steps 17, 18, and 19 for each set of secondary end leads.

21. Using the Step 11 sketches, draw in the transformer primary.

22. Mark a large dot next to the lead connected to the positive terminal of the DC
supply.



JOB SHEET #3

23. Resketch the transformer making all dot-marked leads at the top of the windings
as in Figure 2.

24. Multiply each AC voltage reading by six, because the input was only 20 volts in
the test, or 1/6 of 120 volts.

(NOTE: If the transformer has a 240-volt primary, malt!ply each voltage reading by
twelve.)

25. Record the voltages on the new transformer sketch.

(NOTE: Show your sketch to the instructor.)

26. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

9 r k
Ar A
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INTRODUCTION TO AC
UNIT IV

NAN E

TEST

Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

(NOTE: Answers to questions a.-k. appear on this page.)

. .a. Source of AC power; relationship between
time and AC waveform, or between AC
waveforms

A device that reduces rapid variations in
voltage or current by restricting variations
from the circuit, bypassing variations from
the circuit or slowing rapid variations to
gradual changes

c.. Measure of AC opposition offered by com-
ponents such as capacitors and inductors;
measured in units of ohms

9.

The relative displacement between voltage
and current waveforms measured in
degrees; one cycle is 360 degrees

Time required for a capacitor or inductor to
change by 63% after a sudden rise or fall in
voltage or current

Device used to concentrate magnetic lines
of force

Property of an inductor that opposes any
change in current flow

h. Production of an electric charge or mag
netic field in a substance by an electrical
source, magnet, or magnetic field

Conductor's ability to induce voltage in itself
when current changes

Force or voltage that causes current to flow
through a device

k. Voltage developed in an inductor which is
opposite that of the applied voltage at every
instant

)
A

1. Time constant

2. Lag or lead angle

3. Inductance

4. Self-inf;;Ttance

5. Inducw

6. Electromotive force

7. Filter

8. Reactance

9. Induction

10. Counter electromo-
tive force

11. Phase
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TEST

(NOTE: Answers to questions I.-cc. appear on this page.)

1 A coil of wire wound around an iron core or 12. Choke
form of insulating material a number of
times 13. Dielectric

m Unit of measure of inductance 14. Henry

n A substance that prohibits flow of electricity 15. Insulation

o insulating substance between plates of a 16. Electrolytic capacitor
capacitor

17. Farad
p. Undesirable current flow between capacitor

plates due to inability of dielectric material 18. Bleeder resistor
to restrict that flow

19. Capacitor tester
q. An instrument thlf measures capacitance

and leakage in current 20. Tank circuit

r. Capacitor that must be connected in only 21. Leakage current
one direction, observing polarity

22. Period
s. Unit of measure of capacitance

23. Capacitance
t. Variations in the DC voltage

24. Hertz
u. A resistor that is placed in parallel with a

25. ACcapacitor in order to provide a discharge
path for the capacitor when the power sup

26. Capacitorply is turned off

v. Abbreviation for alternating current 27. Cycle

w .The number of cycles per second for a wave- 28 Frequency
form with periodic variations 29. Ripple

x. Property of a capacitor that opposes any
change in voltage

Y. One complete set of values for a repetitive
waveform

Unit of frequency; one of these equals one
cycle per second

aa. Device used to store electrical charge

bb. The amount of time for one cycle

cc. An inductor and capacitor in parallel



TEST

2. Select true statements concerning principles of inductance by placing an "X" in the
blanks preceding true statements.

_ __a. Self-inductance or inductance is the ability of a conductor to produce an
induced voltage when current varies.

Inductors resist rapid changes in the current flowing through them, and
allows DC current to flow.

c. Mutual inductance is the ability of a conductor to induce a voltage in
another nearby conductor.

Voltage lags current by 90° in a purely inductive circuit.

3. Select true statements concerning principles of capacitance by placing an "X" in the
blanks preceding true statements.

_a. Capacitors have the ability to store a charge.

Capacitors are two conductors coanected by an insulator.

Voltage applied to a capacitor causes elect,on build up on the positive
conductor which will in turn force plectrons on the negative conductor to
be repelled.

Current lags voltage by 90° in a purely capacitive circuit

4. Match types of transformers on the right with their correct descriptions.

__a. Step-down transformer used to reduce high
voltage by a specified ratio

Step-down transformer used to reduce high
current and provide isolation from high volt-
ages; provides a fraction of current to gauge
value of total current

Transformer without an iron or metal core;
usually applied to low power, high frequency
applications

Transformer whose primary and secondary
windings are f a common core and share a
common connection

Transformer having metal core usually made
of laminations of iron or steel; usually
applied to low frequency, high power appli-
cations

Transformer having a ring-shaped core
around which windings are wrapped

1. Air-core transformer

2. Toroidal transformer

3. Spark coil

4. Booster transformer

5. Step-down trans-
former

t'. Voltage transformer

7. Step-up transformer

B. isolation transformer

9. Iron -core transformer

10. Current transformer

11. Variac

12. Autotransformer
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Transformer used to isolate circuits from a
common ground, from direct current poten-
tials. or to improve power transfer by impe-
dance matching improvement, ofrol
providing no change in voltage

Transformer which can be varied while in

operation

Transformer used to reduce voltage while
increasing current capability above that of
the source

High voltage transformer, usually an auto
transformer; often used to develop high volt-
age ignition for gasoline engines and gas
firing devices

ArAitional transformer placed in a transmis-
sion or distribution line to boost voltage to
an acceptable level from a reduced level
caused by line length

Transformer used to increase voltage while
decreasing current capability of source

5. Calculate the power in the three-phase circuits in The following pl oblerris.

a. A delta connected transformer has 5 amps on ach Itic voiti tie if; 208 volts.
What is the power of the circuit?

Power .7--
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h. A wye connected transformer has a voltage of 120 volts with 3 amps on each
lead. What is the power of the circuit?

Power

6. Arrange in order the steps in identifying three-phase transformer connections. Write a
"1" before the first step. a "2" before the second step, and so on.

_ a. Rear'ange components in one or more sketches until the configuration is
deter. nined.

Label circuit components and connection points.

Resketch circuit so that connections along the same wire are all at one
point, looping wires as necessary, and avoiding crossing wires as much as
possible.

Resketch circuit, omitting any wire that does not go from one device to
another.

7. Solve problems converting from one AC measurement to another AC measurement.

a. A technician has measured an AC signal on the oscilloscope as 200 volts peak.
to-peak. What is the effective voltage of that signal?

b. An electronic component is rated as being capable of operating ;,it Wlernating
voltages that average 30 volts. What peak-to-peak voltage is this equAl io?
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c, Positive alternations of an AC power source are found to be 150 volts in ampli-
tude from zero-to-peak. What is the Mit; value of the original AC power source?

d. An ammeter measures 10 amperes rrns in a motor circuit. What is the zero-to-
peak value of the current?

8. Select true statements concerning phase shifting by placing an ''X" in the blanks pre-
ceding the true statements.

A purely resistive circuit has +90° phase angle.

in a purely capacitive circuit. voltage leads current by a phase angle of
90°.

in a purely inductive circuit, current leads voltage by a phase angle of 45°.

9. Discuss the relationship between time and frequency.



TEST

10. Identify common types of filters by writing the correct answer in the blank below each
filter.

L-filter
T-filter

b.

a.

or

11. Complete the following list of statements concerning configurations of filters by insert-
ing the word which completes each statement.

a. High-pass

1) Coupling capacitance in with the load

2) Choke capacitance in with the load

b. Low-pass

1) Choke inductance in . with the load

2) Bypass capacitance in with the load
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12. Identify types of single-phase transformer connections. Write the correct answer in the
blank below each connection.

240 volts, two-wire 1201240 volts, three-wire with
additional power capacity of two

120/240 volts, three-wire transformers

120 volts, two-wire 208 volts, two-wire from 240 volt
through autotransformer

High voltage, boosted by 240 volts

a.

b.



C.

d.

C.

TEST
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f.

TEST

r.

4

208

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test. ask your
instructor when they should be completed.

15. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Measure alternating current voltages using a multimeter. slob Sheet #1)

b. Measure alternating current using a multirneter. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Determine the configuration of a multiple-winding transformer. (Job Sheet #3)



INTRODUCTION TO AC
UNIT IV

ANSWERS TO TEST

1 a. 11 . 4 q. 19 Y. 27
b. 1 j. 6 r. 16 L. 24
c. 8 k. 10 s. 17 aa. 26
d. 2 I. 12 t. 29 bb. 22
e. 1 m. 14 u. 18 cc. 20
1. 5 n. 15 v. 25
q. 3 o. 13 w. 28
h. 9 p. 21 x. 23

2. a. b. c

3. a

4. a. 6 q. 8
b. 10 h 11

C. 1 i. r-J
d. 12 j. 3
c. 9 k. 4
1. 2 I. 7

5. a. 1.8 VA
b. 623.52 VA

6. ; 4

1

C. 2
3

7. a. 70.7 V
h. 94.3V PkPk
c. 106.05 V
d. 14.14 Zero-to-Peak

8. None are true

9. T 1/Frequency lit
f = 1fTime
T (01360 x 1/f)

10. a. 7 filter
b. Lfilter
c. 1"filter

11. a 1) Series
2) Parallel

b, 1) Series
2) Parallel

.1
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ANSWERS TO TEST

12. a. High voltage. bot..sted by 240 volts
b. 1201240 volts. throe-wire with adcilional power capacity of t%0 transfornwrs
c. 240 volts. two-wire
(1. 120 volts, two-wire
C. 208 volts. two-wire from 240 volt through autotiarisformei
1 120/240 volts, three.wire

13. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instruclor



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to troubleshoot circuit components.
Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the job
sheets and by scoring a minimum of 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit. the student should be able to:

1 Match terms related to circuit components with their correct definitions,

2. Select equipment used in measuring quality components.

3. Complete a list of statements related to sensory factors in troubleshooting circuit
components.

4. Demonstrate the abdity to

a. Test and accept/reject, replace cells. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Test and accept/reject, replace lamps. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Test and accept/reject. replace switches. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Test and accept/reject, replace resistors. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Test and accept/reject, replace fuses and circuit breakers. (Job Sheet #5)

f. Test and accept/reject, replace capacitors. 1.1,,,o Sheet ire)

q. Test and acceptlreject, replace coils. (Job Sheet #7)

r)Li
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

h. Test and accept/reject, replace transformers. (Job Sheet #E

i. Analyze the effects of temperature on a thermistor. (Job Sheet #9)

j. Test and acceptIreject, repair cables and wires. (Job Sheet 010)

k. Test and accept/reject. replce relays. (Job Sheet #11)

1. Test and accept/reject, replace solenoids. (Job Sheet #12)



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplement/rein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Provide students with objective sheet.

C. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

D. Provide students with information sheet.

E. Discuss information sheet.

F. Provide students with job sheets.

G. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

H. Integrate the follrwing activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. `7.,onneet r.ircuit to provide enough current to burn out resistor to demonstrate the
odor that it emits.

2. Connect circLW to overdrive a transformer to demonstrate the sound of a trans-
for Met.

3. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction. and indicate to thorn possible areas for improvement.

Give test.

Evaluate test.

K. Reteach if necessary.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

B. Suggested activities

C Information sheet

D. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 lest and AccuptiReject. Replace Cells

2. Job Sheet #2 Test and Accept/Reject. Replace Lamps
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

3. Job Sheet #3 .test Accepti Reject. Replace Switches

Job Sheet Test and Accept:Reit-et, Replace Vie,-;ision;

Job Sheet #4 Test and AccpetfReject. Replace Fuser, -nct Circuit fircAkers

(. Job Sheet #) Thst and Aceeptiflejet, Replace Capacitors

7. Job Sheet #7 - Test and AcceptiReject. Replace Coils

8 Job Sheet #8 lest and Ac;cept;Rejec.t. Replace Transtormos

9. Job Sheet #9 Analym the Fffeett:-, of Temperature on a Thorrnistor

10 Job Sheet #10 Test and Accept Relect. Repair Cables sand Wire,

11 Job Sheet #11 lest and Aecept)Reject. Replace Relay:,,,

12. Job She.A #12. Test and Accept;Fierect. Replace Solenoids

Tes1

Answers to tet-,1

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

(NOTE The following is a list of references used in completing this unit.!

A Grob, Bernard. Basic Electronics New York. McCraw -Hill Book Co

Hubert. Charles. Preventive Maintrriance of klectrical Equipment New York: McGraw-
Hirl Book Co.

C. Mileat Harry. Elmtricitv One.Scvcn. Has1 ,u i+ Heights, NJ. Hayden Book Company.

New Mexico 'Vocational IndoWial Saff:ty Gaide. Santa Fe. NM I Mexico State
Department of Education.

E. Siebert. Leo N Introduction to industrial Electricity-Hectronics. S'tillwato. OK: Okla-
horna Curt ieulurn arid Instructional Matenal3 Center. 1981.



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Alkaline cell Can provide up to seven times the service of a carbon-zinc
cell; output voltage is 1.5 volts; can be either primary or secondary cell

B. Battery - A group of cells connected on a series or parallel circuit

C. Carbon-zinc dry cell -- Most common type of dry cell; nominal output volt-
age is 1.5 volts

(NOTE: Common sizes are D, C. AA, and AAA.)

D. Continuity --- A condition which results in a complete path for current to
flow

NOTE: A continuiy test will have a reading of zero ohms.)

E. Cycling - The process by which a battery is discharged and recharged

F. Discharge To remove electrical energy from a charged body (capacitor or
battery)

G. Dry cell --- A nonrechargeable source of electrical energy produced by
chemical action

Electrolyte - A substance which. in solution, is dissociated into ions and
is capable of conducting an electrical current

1. Fusible resistor - A resistor for protecting a circuit against an overload

J. Lead-acid wet cell Most commonly used for automobile battery; nominal
output voltage is 2.1 volts: can be constructed in combinations of three (6
volt) or six cells (12 volt) batteries: lead-acid is a secondary cell and can be
recharged

K. Lithium cell Has high output voltage, long shelf life, low weight, and
small volume: output voltage is either 2.r.,v or 3,7v. depending on the electro-
lyte; shelf life is ten years or more.

(CAUTION: Lithium is a very active chemical, and can have an explosive
reaction that may occur without warning during use or storage.)
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L. Magnetic switch A solenoid whicti performs a simple function. such as
opening or r:losing a switch

Open (open circuit) A (.'oriditton ttlut 1_,C.-CUTS when a circuit is Proken tbro-
ken wire or open ;OAItt..f11 that inter urrunt tiow

N. Primary cell Battery that can not be recharged

0. Relay An eleclricai switch which opens al closes a circuit automati-
cally

Secondary cE.11 Battery that c. rochiilqed

(NOTE: This is also called a storage cell )

Q. Shelf life Length of time a component can be stored beterc its operating
characteristics start to dt-vade

(NOTE: -The shell lite of dry 0;11;, ;;,irl be extended by storing at a tempera-
ture between 40-50cF.)

Short (short circuit) A condit!cu that occurs when a circuit comes into
contact with another part of thr same circuit. causing a change in either cir-
cuit resistance or currt:ni

Solenoid ---- Ara electron tagnet consisting of a coil with a moveable core: as
current flows through the (700. trte cow moors. performing a mechanical
action.

T. Switch A mecharlical or eIrtIncal ilevv:(.! ,Nhich breaks or completes a
path for electric& current or it over a different path.

U Thermistor A tiNniper,310re cornix,ratincl ros tor where the resistance
varies with the temperature

IL Equipment used in measuring circuit components

A. Ohmmeter -- Used to measure resiistancc, or test for c mtinu ty

B. Voltmeter Used to measure voilage

Ammeter Us -1 to in Ciir11.1 1fc W

D. Continuity light -- Used to :hock for :1 compls.led



INFORMATION SHEET

Sensory factors in troubleshooting circuit components

A. Look for smoke, and discolored, swollen, or burnt components.

B. Check for hot components.

(NOTE: Some components operate warm. If a component is too hot to
touch, it may be defective.)

(CAUTION: Some electronic components may generate a great deal r f heat
before burning out. This can cause serious bums to your hands.)

C. Check component for the smell of burnt wax or plastic. This indicates it has
overheated.

(NOTE: The equipment may still operate temporarily before total failure. if
so. locate any smoking components which may indicate a section to start
troubleshooting.)

D. Listen or a hissing or sizzling sound. This may either be a resistor burning
out or capacitor shorting out. A high pitch whine is usually an inductor or
transformer becoming defective.

I I I
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CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #1 - TEST AND ACCEPTIREJECT, REPLACE CELLS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Hydrometer

2. Multimeter

3. 9-volt battery (carbon-zinc or alkaline cell)

4. 1K ohm resistor

5. 12-volt car battery (lead-acid wet cell)

6. SPST switch

B. Loaded voltage test procedure

1. Using the 9 volt battery and the voltmeter, measure and record the unloaded volt-
age.

Battery voltage unloaded =

2. Connect the circuit below.

3. With the switch closed, measure and record the loaded voltage and the circuit
current.

Battery voltage loaded =

Battery current loaded =

4. Calculate the internal resistance of the battery.

R
V(unloaded) V(loaded)-

l(loaded)
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JOB SHEET #1

5. Using the following chart(s), determine whether

Good or Bad

the battery is

CELL CHARACTERISTICS

Cell Internal Current Life
Size Resistance Drain(ma) Hours

N 0.69 Ohm's 1.5 275
7.5 52
15 24

AA 0.29 Ohm's 3 350
15 40
30 15

AM 0.44 Ohm's 2 290
10 AS
20 17

C 0.47 Ohm's 5 420
25 100
50 40

D 0.27 Ohm's 10 500
50 105
100 45

TYPICAL CELL VOLTAGE RATINGS

Type of Cell No Load
Voltage R ings

Loaded Discharged

Copper-zinc sulfuric acid, primary
wet cell 1.08 1.008 0.8

Carbon-zinc-chromic acid, pri-
mary wet cell 2.0 1.9 1.7

Carbon-zinc-ammonium chloride,
primary dry cell 1.5 1.4 1.2

Mercury-zinc-potassium hydrox-
ide, primary dry cell 1.34 1.31-1.24 1.0

Lead-acid storage cell 2.1 2.0 1.75

Nickel-iron, alkaline storage cell 1.37 1.3 1.0

Nickel-cadmium, alkaline storage
cell 1.3 1.2 1.0

Silver-zinc, alkaline storage cell 1.95 1.86 1.6
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C. Specific gravity test procedure

1. Obtain car battery from instructor.

2. Remove the lid from the cell to be tested.

(CAUTION: Be extremely careful not to spill any fluid on your clothes or skin. Do
not blow into the cell as fluid may splash back into your eyes.)

3. Compress bulb syringe on hydrometer and insert into cell.

4. Release bulb and allow to fill with fluid.

5. Remove the hydrometer and check the level on the graduated scale.

6. Check the scale reading against the table below and determine the amount of
charge._

SPECIFIC GRAVITIES

From To Charge

1.260 1.280 100%
1.230 1.250 75%
1.200 1.220 50%
1.170 1.190 25%
1.140 1.160 Very little useful capacity
1.110 1.130 Discharged

7. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

t, 1
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CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #2 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPLACE LAMPS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Ohmmeter

2. Continuity light

3. Assorted good and bad lamps

B. Procedure

1. Connect the ohmmeter as shown below.

Ft
Rx 10x

4) 0 x 100
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2. Accept it the ohmmeter indication is near zero.

3. Reject if the ohmmeter indication is near infinite.

4. Connect the continuity light in place of the ohmmeter.

5. Accept if continuity exists.

6. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

tea t 410
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UNIT V

JOB SHEET #3 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPLACE SWITCHES

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Ohmmeter

2. Continuity light

3. SPST wall switch

4. Push button switch

5. Toggle switch

6. Micro switch

7. Rotary switch multiposition

8. Any switch mounted in a non-powered circuit

B. Procedure

1. Connect the ohmmeter to the SPST switch as shown below.

(NOTE: For switches with multipositions, test each position for proper opera-
tion.)

2. Place switch in the "off" or "open" position.

3. Check for an ohmmeter reading of infinite resistance.

4. Place switch in the "on" or "closed" position.

5. Check for an ohmmeter reading of zero resistance.

6. Accept if all of the above conditions are met; otherwise, reject or replace the
switch.

7. Repeat Steps 1 through 6 for each switch.

8. Use the continuity light in place of the ohmmeter and repeat Steps 1 through 7,
checking for continuity in the "on" or "closed" position.

9. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOS SHEET #4 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPLACE RESISTORS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. Assortment of resistors

3. Potentiometer

4. Rheostat

B. Procedure

1. Determine the value of each resistor given and enter this value in Table 1.

2, Using the tolerance of each resistor, determine the maximum and minimum
value for each resistor. Record this value in Table 1.

3. Connect the ohmmeter as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

4. Read the measured value of each resistor and record in Table 1.

5. Indicate whether the resistor is within tolerance by recording an (A) accept or (R)
reject in Table 1.

6. Read the value of the potentiometer from the case and record the value in Table
1

7. Connect the potentiometer as shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2

8. Measure the total resistance of the potentiometer and record in Table 1.

&̂  4
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JOB SHEET #4

Connect the potentiometer as shown in Figure 3,

FIGURE 3

10. Turn the shaft to vary the resistatce, and observe if there is a smooth increase
and decrease in resistance as the shaft is turned.

11. if resistance movement is not smooth (ohmmeter reading jumps in resistance as
shaft is turned), indicate (R) reject in Table 1.

12. Read the value of the rheostat from the case and record the value in Table 1.

13. Connect the rheostat as shown in Figure 4.

FIGURE 4

14. Turn the shaft to vary the resistance, and observe if there is a smooth increase
and decrease in resistance as the shaft is turned.

15. If resistance movement is not smooth (ohmmeter reading jumps in resistance as
shaft is turned), indicate (R) reject in Table 1.

Resistor 1

Resistor 2

Resistor 3

Resistor 4

Resistor 5

Resistor 6

Resistor 7

Resistor 8

Resistor 9

Resistor 10

Potentiometer

Rheostat

TABLE 1

Color C;ede Minimum Maximum Measured Accept/
Value Riisistance Resistance Resistance Reiect

16. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

Li 4* i



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #5 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPLACE FUSES AND
CIRCUIT BREAKERS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. Continuity light

3. Assorted good and bad fuses

4. Circuit breaker

Procedure

1. Connect 'We ohmmeter as shown in Figure 1.

FIGURE 1

2. Accept if the ohmmeter indication is near zero.

3. Reject if the ohmmeter indication is near infinite.

4. Connect the continuity light in place of the ohmmeter.

5. Accept f continuity exists.

6. Connect the ohmmeter to the circuit breaker shown in Figure 2.

FIGURE 2

w
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JOB SHEET #5

7. Place the circuit Neaker in the -oft" or "open" position.

8. Check for an ohmmeter reading of infinite resistance.

9. Place circuit breaker in the "on" or "closed" position.

10. Check for an ohrr3rneler reading of 7ero resistance.

11. Accept if all of the above conditions are met; otherwise, reject or replace the cir-
cuit breaker.

12. Use the c:mtinuity light in place of the ohmmeter and repeat Steps 7 through 9
checking for continuity in the "on" or "closed" position.

(NOTE A circuit breaker which indicates it is good by this test should also be
checked tinder operating conditions.)

13. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #6 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT. REPLACE CAPACITORS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Muitimeter

2. Three known, good capacitors (large. medium. small, e.g. less than 0.10)

3. Shorted capacitor

4. Open capacitor

5. Leaky capacitor

B. 1-irocedure

1. Place the ohmmeter leads across the large (good) caPacitor.

2. Note the swing of the needle across the scale to zero and its return to infinity as
the capacitor is charged by the ohmmeter battery.

3. Repeat Steps 1 and 2 with the medium and with the small (good) ) capacitors.

(NOTE Notice the smaller deflection of the needle during charge.)

4. Place the ohmmeter leads across the open capacitor.

(NOTE: Notice the lack of any deflection of the ohmmeter iieedle. indicating no
current path.)

5. Place the ohmmeter leads across the shorten capacitur.

(NOTE: Notice that the needle indicates zero ohms resistance (no return toward
infinity and thus no charging of the capacitor 1)411(33.)

6. Place the ohmmeter leads across the leaky caywitor.

(NOTE: Notice the return of the needle to some specific resistance indication
rather than a return to infinity.)

7. Place the ohmmeter leads across the medium sized (good) capacitor and permit
the indication to return to infinity.

8. Reverse the ohmmeter leads and observe the difference in initial ohmmeter nee-
die indication.

4? (7%
t-
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JOB SHEET #6

9. Repeat Steps 7 and 8 using the small (good) capacitor.

10. Discuss your findings with your instructor.

11. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

t



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #7 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPLACE COILS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Inductance meter

2. Inductors Type determined by your instructor

3. instruction booklet

B. Procedure

1. Use the instruction booklet to review the operating instructions for the induc-
tance tester.

2. Follow the operating instructions for use of the inductance tester.

3. Measure the inductance of the inductor.

4. Record the value below.

L=

5. Make a ringing test on the inductor.

6. Does the inductor meet specifications?

7. Repeat Steps 3 through 6 for each inductor being tested.

8. f iec,ord values below,

Inductance

Inductance Ringing Test

Inductance Ringing Test

9. Compare the inductance reading with the v-;tues of the inductors.

(NOTE: Show your results to the instructor.)

10. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

Ringing Test
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UNIT V

JOB SHEET #8 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPLACE
TRANSFORMERS

A. Equipment and materials needec

1. Miltimeter

2. Multi lead transformer

3. Six inch strip of masking tape

4. Pen or pencil

B. Procedure

1. Determine the primary side of the transformer by color code if possible.

(NOTE: Color code for power transformers is as follows:

Primary without center tap Both black
Primary with center tap Common = Black

Tap = Black and yellow
End = Black and red)

2. If color coding cannot be read, then tag each lead of the transformers with a
small piece of tape and label them A Z.

3. Connect the common lead of the ohmmeter to lead A, and the red lead to B. If the
ohmmeter indicates low resistance, draw the symbol for an inductor with one
end as "A" and the other as "B", or whichever lead is being tested.

Example:

4. Repeat Step #3 for all unidentified leads.

5. Once all leads have been identified, check for any shorts tc, the core by connect-
ing the common ohmmeter lead to the core and the red ohmmeter lead to each of
the other transformer leads.

(NOTE: If leads cannot be identified, this indicates an open position.)

6. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.
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UNIT V

JOB SHEET #9 - ANALYZE THE EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE
ON A THERMISTOR

A, Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. Thermistor (A919a)

3. Heat source

B. Procedure

1. Connect the thermistor as shown below.

2. Set the multimeter to read ohms at a range that will show an indication at the
highest value of the thermistor.

3. Heat the thermistor and observe the ohmmeter movement.

4, :f the ohmmeter does not move as heat is applied or the movement is not
smooth, replace the thermistor.

(NOTE: Movement of the ohmmeter is not a reliable test of a thermistor.)

5. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.

44 in:

k,1
7
F.
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CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #10 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPAIR
CABLES AND WIRES

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Continuity light

2. Unshielded cable with an open conductor

3. Unshielded cable with a short

4. Soldering iron and solder

5. Wire strippers

B. Prom mare (cable configuration iinown)

1. Start at pin one on the cable connector anr4, using the continuity light, check for
any shorts to other pins.

2. If any connector pins are shorted, proceed to procedure D.

3. Repeat Step 1 until all pins have been checked against each other.

4. Check for continuity from pin one on one end of the cable to the corresponding
pin on the other end of the cable.

5. If no continuity is present at one of the points, then proceed to procedure E.

6. Repeat Steps 3 and 4 for each pin of the the cable.

C. Procedure (cable configuration unknown)

1. On a piece of paper, number from 1 to the number of pins on the connector (1, 2,
3, . N).

2. Start at pin one on the cable connector and, using the continuity light, check for
any shorts to other pins.

3. If any connector pins are shorted. proceed to procedure D.

4. Repeat Step 1 until all pins have been checked against each other

5. Check from pin 1 on end "A" of the cable to pin 1 on end "B" of the cable for con.
tinuity. If continuity is present, draw a line across from pin 1 and write the corres-
ponding pin number from end "B" next to the line.

6. If no continuity is present, move to the next pin on end "B" and repeat Step 5
until all pins on end "B" have been checked.

g...? CN
; (,
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JOB SHEET #10

7. Repeat Steps 5 and 6 for -ach pin on end "A" of the cable.

8. If a pair of pins indicate no continuity, then proceed to procedure E.

D. Procedure (short repair)

1. Visu-ily inspect both cable connectors for solder bridges. If any exist, remove
them with the soldering iron.

2. If no solder bridges are present, disconnect 1 of the cable leads from the connec-
tor and retest for continuity. If continuity is still present between the two pins on
the connector, replace the connector.

3. Separate the two conductors from the rest of the cable.

4. Pull the two conductors apart until the short is located.

5. Insulate the shorted area with either electrical tape or shrink tubing.

6. Reinstall loose conductor to cable connector.

7. Retest cable to ensure all shorts have been found and repaired.

E. Procedure (open repair)

1. Visually inspect the cable connector for any broken connections between the
connector pin and the conductor.

2. If the open is caused by a broken connection to the cable connector, resolder the
connection then retest.

3. if the connection to the pins of both cable connectors is made and the open still
exists, then connect the common test lead to the pin.

4. Using a straight pin, probe the connector from the other end until continuity is
found.

(NOTE: Use half the distance between test points to determine the next test
point.)

5. Once the open is found in the conductor, strip the insulation back and tin the
wire.

6. Place a piece of shrink tubing on one of the conductors to be connected.

7. Twist and solder the two ends together.

8. Slide the shrink tubing over the connection and apply heat.

9. Retest the cable to ensure all repairs have been made.

10. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOB SHEET #11 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPLACE
RELAYS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. Relay DPDT

3. SPST switch

4. Power supply

5. Resistor 10K ohm

6. Test leads

B. Procedure

1. Construct circuit shown below.

(NOTE: Be sure power supply is turned off and voltage is adjusted to zero.)

AAAt
2. Turn on power supply.

3. Adjust power supply voltage to value specified by instructor.
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JOB SHEET #11

4. Measure voltages across the relay terminals while operating the relay until the
terminals can be identified and the contacts are determined to be satisfactory or
defective.

(NOTE: if assistance is needed, see your instructor.)

5. Explain how energizing the relay affected the voltage measurements of the relay
contacts.

(NOTE: Check your results with the instructor.)

6. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

JOB SWEET #12 - TEST AND ACCEPTIREJECT, REPLACE
SOLENOIDS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. Solenoid

3. Power supply

4. 10K ohm resistor

5. Test leads

B. Procedure

Set the multimeter to the ohms scale and measure the resistance across the
solenoid coil.

(NOTE: Coil resistance should be very low.)

2. Set the multimeter to the volts scale and measure the power supply voltage.
Adjust power supply to zero volts. Turn off power supply.

3. Connect the circuit shown below.

4. Turn on power supply.

5. Adjust voltage and observe movement of solenoid shaft.

6. if solenoid shaft does not move freely, replace solenoid.

7. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

Match the terms on the r

NAME

TEST

gtit with their correct definitions.

(NOTE: Answers to questions a.4 appear on this page.)

a.

_S.

The process by which a battery is dis-
charged and recharged

To remove electrical energy from a charged
body (capacitor or battery)

A nonrechargeable source of electrical
energy produced by chemical action

A substance which, in solution, is dissoci
atod into ions and is capable of conducting
an electrical current

A resistor for protectirig a circuit against an
overload

A solenoid which performs a simple func-
tion, such as opening or closing a switch

A condition that occurs when a circuit is
broken (broken wire or open switch) that
interrupts current flow

An electrical switch which opens and closes
a circuit automatically

A condition that occurs when a circuit
comes into contact with another part of the
same circuit. causing a change in either cir-
cuit resistance or current

An electromagnet consisting of a coil with a
moveable core: as current flows through the
coil, the core moves. performing a mechani-
cal action

k. A mechanical or electrical device which
hreaks or completes a path for electrical
current or route!.; it over a different path

A temperaturecompensating resistor where
the resistance varies with the temperature

1. Thermistor

2. Fusible resistor

3. Discharge

4. Solenoid

5. Open (open circuit)

6. Electrolyte

7. Relay

8. Dry cell

9. Switch

10. Cycling

11. Short (short circuit)

12. Magnetic switch

8365
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TEST

NOTE: Answer to questions rn.u. appear on this page.)

Battery that can not be recharged 13, Primary cell

n. Batter y that can be recharged 14. Secondary cell

_o. Most common type of dry cell; nominal out- 15. Continuity
put voltage is 1.5 volts.

16. Lithium cell
Length of time a component can be stored
before its operating characteristics start to 17. Shelf life
degrade

18. Lead-acid wet test
q. Can provide up to seven times the service of

a carbon-zinc cell; output voltage is 1.5 19. Battery
volts; can be either primary or secondary
cell. 20 Carbon-zinc ory cell

r. Has high output voltage, long shelf life, low 21. Alkaline cell
weight, and small volume; output voltage is
either '2v or 3.7v, depending on the electro-
lyte; s;Aelf life is ten years or more.

s. Most commonly used for automobile bat-
tery; nominal output voltage is 2.1 volts; can
be constructed in combinations of three (6
volt) or six (12 volt) batteries; lead-add is a
secondary cell and can be recharged

t. A condition which results in a complete
path for current to follow

...u. A group of cells connected on a series or
parallel circuit

Select from the following list equipment used in measuring circuit components by plac-
ing an "X" in the blanks next to the correct equipment.

a. Rheostat

b. Voltmeter

Continuity light

d. Ohmmeter



TEST

Elycluonctpi

:ornplote the following list et statements related to sensory factors in troubleshooting
circuit cornpont.nt!-; by inser1uic the word(s) which best complete(s) each statement.

a. 1 0014. for ..,. and discolored. swollen, or burnt components.

b. Check for components.

(7. Check component for the smell of burnt wax or plastic. This indicates it has

isten for a or sound. This may either be a resis-
tor our ninr3 out or a capar;itor shorting out.

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior to the test, ask your
iniArtictor when they should be completed.)

4. Dr,ienc.;trale the ability to:

Test and iACCOptirrit`Ct. replace cells. (Job Sheet #1)

'Test and accept,'reject. replace lamps. (Job Sheet #2)

c. ;mil ;I, ..opv(cled, replace switches. (Job Sheet #3)

d. rest and accept/reiect. replace resistors. (Job Sheet #4)

Ter4 and aceepttreiect. replace fuses and circuit breakers. (Job Sheet #5)

Test and rc.ceptiroject. replace capacitors. (Job sheet #6)

its :t ;Inti ac.c(-pt(re ect. replaw coils. iJob Sheet #7)

h Ti st and ac..ceptfwject. replace transformers. (Job Sheet 08)

i. Analyze the effects of the temperature on a thermistor. (Job Sheet #9)

j. Test and accepter-elect, repair cables and wires. (Job Sheet #10)

k Test and accept iert. rcplack! relays, (Job Sheet #1,.,

t. Teri and iiccent)reK:ct. replace solenoids. (Job Sheet #12)

t 4
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CIRCUIT COMPONENTS
UNIT V

ANSWERS TO TEST

a. 10 u. 5 m. 13 s. 18
b. 3 h. 7 n. 14 1 15
c, S i. 11 o. 20 u. 19
d. 6 j. 4 p. 17
e. 2 k. 9 q. 21
1. 12 I. 1 r. 16

b, c. d. f

3 a. Smoke
b. Hot
c. Overheated
d. Hissing. siMing

4. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor.
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BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After ompletion of this unit, the student should be able to construct basic power supplies,
test basic power supplies, and use an ohmmeter to determine the anode and cathode of
diodes. Competencies will be demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined
in the job sheets and by scoring a minimum of 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student s; could be able to:

1. Match terms related to basic power supplies with their correct definitions.

2. Sketch a P-N junction and label the P material, the N material, the depletion
region, and the barrier potential showing voltage ranges for the silicon and germa-
nium diodes.

3. Describe biasing effects on the P-N junction.

4. Draw and label the schematic symbol for a diode.

5. List three reasons for diode failure.

6. Match output waveforms with their correct circuits.

7. Match power supply components with their correct applications.

8. Match basic power supply functions with their correct descriptions.

9. Identity voltage regulator circuit schematics.

10. Complete a list of statements concerning troubleshooting the basic power supply.
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Use an ohmmeter to determine the anode and cathode of diodes. (Job
Sheet #1)

b. Check transistors for proper operation. (Job sheet #2)

c. Construct and test a half-wave rectifier circuit. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Construct and test a full-wave bridge rectifier circuit. (Job Sheet #4)

e. Construct and test a capacitor filter circuit. (Job Sheet #5)

f. Construct and test a Pi-section filter circuit. (Job Sheet #6)



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A, Obtain additional materials andior invite resource people to class to supplement/rein-
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: Thi3 activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit.)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C. Provide students with objective sheet.

D. Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information sheet.

F. Discuss information sheet.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the leforrnation as needed.)

G. Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

I.. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Show various power supply configurations of rectifiers, filters, etc. to students.

Have studen's identify types of power supplies in several different pieces of equip-
ment.

3. Have students troubleshoot defective power supplies.

4. Meet individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate tf) them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

L. Reteach if necessary.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A, Objective sheet

B. Suggested activities

C. Information t;heef
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

Transparency masters

1. TM 1 Biasing Effects on the P-N Junction

2.. TM 2 Half-Wave Rectifier CHC,11i1S

3. 1M 3 Full.Wave Rectifier

4. 1M 4 Fuli-Wave Bridge Rectifier

5. TM S Silicon Conti° lied Rectifier

6 TM 6 -- Triac Controlled Power Supply

TM 7 Simple Regulated Power Supply

8. TM f3 Regulated Power Supply Block Diagram

E. Job sheets

t. Job Sheet #1 Use an Ohmmeter to Determine the Anode and Cathode of Diodes

2. Job Sheet #2 --- Check Transistors for Proper Operation

3. Job Sheet #3 Construct and Test a Half-Wave Rectifier Circuit

4 Job Sheet #4 Construct and Test a Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier Circuit

5. Job Sheet #5 --- Construct and lest a Capacitor r Hier Circuit

6. Jeb Sheet #6 Construct and Test a P' Section Filter Circuit

Test

Answeis to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

(NOTE. The following is a list of references used in completing this unit.)

A. Grob. Bernard, Application of Electronics. New Yorl: McGraw-Hill Book Company

ET Han,..rick. Jim. General Industrial Electronics. Sfilkerater, OK: Oklahoma Curriculum and
Instructional Materials Center. 1984.

G. Introduction to Power Supplies. Barrington. lL: TPC Systems. Division of Tech,
nical Publishing Company 19(7.

D. Robertson. L. Paul. Basic Electronics 1 (Revised Edition). Stillwater. OK: Mid-America
Vocational Curriculum Com;ortlurn. 1982

E. Shrader. Robert L. Electronic Communications, Third dit on. New York' Mc!Graw-Hill
Book Company, 1975.

a.



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

INFORMATION SHEET

1. Terms and definitions

A. Bleeder resistor -- Resistor connected across filter capacitors to drain
charge when circuit power is turned off

(CAUTION: Large capacitors may store a charge sufficient enough to result
in injury or death if contacted accidentally. Bleeder resistors reduce this
hazard, but they may not always be present or may not be functional)

(NOTE: Technicians should check or bleed large capacitors properly before
workir g near them. Review the unit on capacitors for proper procedures to
use when discharging large capacitors.)

B. Choke Inductor used in a DC power supply to reduce ripple at the output

C. Power supply Circuit or device that provides a specific electrical output
by transforming a different electrical input or converting other forms of
energy

Examples: Battery, electrical generator, AC to DC converter

(NOTE: A battery converts chemical energy to electrical energy. A generator
converts mechanical energy to electrical energy. An AC to DC converter
transforms AC power to DC power.)

D. Regulator Circuit or device that serves to keep voltage or current output
at a constant level

E. Ripple -- Low-amplitude variation of DC power: usually results from insuffi-
cient filtering of rectified AC

F Series regulator Controller placed in line with the load; controls by vary-
inc, resistance to the load current

Example: al of Transparency 7

H. Shunt regulator Controller placed in parallel to the load; bypasses exces-
sive current and varies total current through a series resistance to control
output voltage
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INFORMATION SHEET

II. Depletion or barrier region of a PN junction and the barrier potential

A. Silicon diode barrier potential v 0.6 to 0.7 volts

B. Germanium diode barrier potential =, 0.2 to 0 3 volts

Barrier Potential
Silicon 0.6 to 07. Volt
Germanium 0.2 to 0.3 Volt

-4 4

p + -4-

4 4

4

1- !

4 -4 f

4- -4- 4

1- 4 -4-

4 4- 4

Depletion Region

in. Biasing effects on the 1314 junction (Transparency 1)

A. Forward bias Positive potential is connected to the P-type material
allowing current to flow

B. Reverse bias -- Positive potential is connected to the N-type material
restriet;nq current flow

IV. Diode schematic symbols

A. Anode + P-section

B. Cathode - Nseciion

C. Symt.u.)1

Anode + F l Cathode -

(NOTE. The arrow points; to the N,Woe material

I



INFORMATION SHEET

V. Reasons for diode failure

(NOTE: The reasons for diode failure listed here are given in the approximate order
of frequency of occurrence, beginning with the most common reason.)

A. Heat

Examples: Failing to use heat sink when soldering or unsoldering leads;
restricted air flow in equipment cabinets due to clogged air
screens or defective cooling fans; using too large soldering
iron when installing or removing diodes

(NOTE: Stud-mounted diodes are often supplied with an insulating washer
to be used when it is necessary to electrically insulate them from the chas-
sis. This washer also restricts heat transfer and should not be used unless
it is necessary. Silicon grease aids in heat transfer whether the ir,sulating
washer is used or not. Silicon grease also prevents corrosion an ensures
electrical contact.)

B. Shock/stress

Examples: Dropping components onto hard surfaces; cutting component
leads with cutters that cause a sharp snap of the leads; jarring
printed circuit boards; using excessive pressure on stud-
mounted diodes; contraction and expansion due to tempera-
ture extremes, particularly where axial-lead diodes are
Installed with the leads directly between terminal points with
no bends; flexing or bending of printed circuit boards

C. Excessive current

Examples: High-voltage spikes created by lightning; surges in the power
distribution system; poor electrical connections; installation
in reverse

VI Rectifier circuits and output waveforms

A. Half-wave (Transparency 2)

B. Full-wave (Transparency 3)

C. Full-wave rectifier bridge (Transparency 4)

D. Silicon controlled rectifier (SCR) (Transparency 5)

(NOTE: SCRs may be used in full-wave bridge rectifiers where they serve the
dual purpose of rectifying and regulating.)

4
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INFORMATION SHEET

E. Triac (Transparency 6)

(NOTE: Traic may be used to regulate the AG power input to control the DC
power output of a power supply. It is important to note that the power is not
wasted even when a waveform is half-wave or chopped. That portion of
power excluded is merely rejected as if the power switch were turned off for
that instant. Thus the actual power out of a halt-wave rectif is not one-
half of the power in. Except for transformer losses and diode leakage cur-
rent, all of the diode circuits shown in this objective output the same power
as is input. No significant power is lost: it is merely rejected. For this rea-
son, diode. SCR. and Triac circuits are far more efficient than rheostats for
controlling power.)

VII. Power supply components and their applications (Transparency 7)

A. Transformer

1. Used to step AC voltages up or down

2. May be used for isolation

3. May have multiple taps for varying output voltage

4. Redu red with center-tapped output for some types of rectifier cir-
cuits

13. Diode

I Used for rectification of AC (soli:Aate device)

2. Used for reference voltage or regulation (Zeiler;

3_ Used as a controllable rectifier and frequently as a switch (SCR)

4. Used to vary AC voltage levels by switchiiig on and off (Tr ac)

C Capacitor -- Used to filter pulsating DC

D. Inductor Used to filter pulsating D(

E. Transistor

Used as ac.;tivt.i i;outrof Oemerii U rs; voitacx or curreni

2. Used as comparator of output and reference



INFORMATION SHEET

VIII. Basic power supply functions and their descriptions (Transparencies 7 and 8)

A. Sample --- Component or elements of a power supply that measure portion
of supply voltage as feedback for controlling circuitry

;NOTE; The sample is usually a voltage-divider network.)

Examples: F12, R,4 and 84 of Transparency 7

B. Reference Component or elements of a power supply that maintain con-
stant voltage for the purpose of comparison by controlling circuitry

(NOTE: The reference element is usually a Zener diode but could be an inte-
grated circuit.)

Example: C of Transparency 7

C. Comparator --- Component or elements of a power supply that monitor volt-
ages to detect error and r roduce a correction voltage tar compensating cir-
cuitry

Example: Q.3 of Transparency 7

D. Error amplifier Circuitry or components of a power supply that boost the
errordetected correction voltage to a power level sufficient to operate the
compensating circuitry

F (;);, of Transparency 7

E Control circuitry Components of a power supply that actually control the
supply output

Example: Q, of Transparency 7

Filter Component or elements of a power supply that reduce ripple and
noise

Exarnples C, of Transparency 7

G. Rectifier - Circuitry or element of a power supply that transforms AC to
pulsating DC

Examples; CR ,, CF-12, and Cn4 of Transparency 7
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Transformer Circuitry or component of a power supply that changes the
voltage level

Example: T, of Transparency 7

(NOTE: Transformers function as modifiers for AC, while simple resistor
networks can suffice for DC voltage reduction. SCRs can modify AC voltage
in conjunction with filtering.)

Adjust circuitry Components of a power supply that allow for changing
the output

Example: R3 of Transparency 7

IX. Voltage regulator circuit schematics

A, Zener diode shunt regulator

(NOTE: The Zener diode operates in the reverse-bias mode.)

B. Transistor shunt regulator

Input

(NOTE: In this instance CR, is acting as a voltage reference to bias Q/ base
current.)



INFORMATION SHEET

Transistor series regulator

Example: (.)t cif Transparenc

(NOTE: When the voltage output deerease:.. the voltage drop across flg
decreases, so less current flows through CR,. Thus. less voltage is applied
to the base of causing less conduction. 'This increases the voltage at
the base of Q, and allows more current flow through U. adjusting the out-
put to the lead.)

D. Thyristor regulator

Examples: SCR and Mai.:

0--

CR1

AC
Input

CR3

L..

Gate Control

Gate Control

(NOTE: Cr. and CH are SCR Oluv )

I VL;tage-
!Cor,trolled
lOsc.-:!lator

BE-381
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X. Troubleshooting the basic power supply

A. Disconnect load from power supply and check to see if problem still

B. Check filtering capacitors for charging.

(NOTE: It charging is not present, disconnect one lead of the capacitor and
recheck for charging. if shorted. replace the capacitor.)

C. Check rectifier diodes for proper operation.

D. Check all resistors for proper value.

E. Check transistors for proper operation.

(NOTE: It all components check "OK" then disconnect the rectific r from the
transformer and turn power on. If AC voltage is not present on the second.
ary, replace the transformer.)



Biasing Effects on the P-N Junction

0 0 0 0
O 0 00 0 0o
O 00 0 0 0
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Half-Wave Rectifier Circuits

+

Input Voltage

Load Resistor +
..tni...tzi-.

Output Voltage-

+ Load Resistor
-42triscit-

Input Voltage Output Voltage

111111,16

MP

, r
a J t
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AC
Line

+V
0

-v

Full-Wave Rectifier

4 DC
I Output
112

I _EMI t)

D2

1155

(Note: If diodes Di and D2 were
reversed, the output voltage
would be reversed.)

3



Full-Wave Bridge Rectifier

(NOTE: If each diode were
reversed, the output voltage
would be reversed.)



Silicon Controlled Rectifier

Input AC
Inputnv CR3

359

Regulated
DC

Output
0

Gate Control

Chopped
Output

f\ninif
1

I I I LI
Gate Input

ci ;
; ;

CD

co
CC



Input

Trim Controlled Power Supply

Gate Control

Regulated
DC

Output
0

Chopped
Output

4-\

L L

Gate Input



Simple Regulated Power Supply
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Regulated Power Supply Block Diagram

120 to 125
VAC rms
60 Hz

60 Hz
48 to 50
VAC rms

48 to 50 VDC 40 VDC

ov
48 to 50 V
Pulsating DC rms
120 Hz

Trans-
former

Control
Circuitry

Error
Amplifier

Compa-
rator

Reference

Sample
and

Adjust
Circuitry

--->

DC
Output

to
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110 BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #1 - USE AN OHMMETER TO DETERMINE
THE ANODE AND CATHODE OF DIODES

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. Several diodes, taped to cover any indication of which end is the cathode or
anode

(NOTE. Diodes will be furnished by instructor with bias .5})ecifications.)

B. Procedure

(NOTE: Determine the positive and negative polarity of the metes eads.)

1. Set meter controls to measure ohms.

2. Connect the leads across eoch diode, first in one direction, and then in the other.

(NOTE: Recall that the cathode accepts electron flow, and in the forward-biased
direction, the cathode connects to the negative. Use this characteristic to deter-
mine which ends of the components are the cathodes.)

3. Align diodes on workbench with cathodes all pointing away from you.

(NOTE: Discuss your results with your instructor)

4. Disconnect ohmmeter.

5. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area,

BE-3W



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #2 - CHECK TRANSISTORS FOR PROPER OPERATION

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. 2N3904 transistor

3. 11(01/4\N resistor

4. 1000114 resistor

5. 221(0114 resistor

6. 2.21(9114 resistor

7. 9-voit power supply

8. Protoboard and hookup wire (or equivalent)

B. Procedure

1. Connect the following circuit:

R1 = 22K9

R2 = 2.21(0

MOS

(ft
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JOB SHEET #2

2. Turn the power on.

3. Measure the base-to-emitter (Vm-) voltage as shown below.

R1 = 221(51

R2 = 2.2Kil

(NOTE: It VnE, is zero, the base-emitter junction is short circuited. If VHE is 0.8V or
higher the junction is probably open.)

4. Measure the voltage across the load resistor,

(NOTE: If the voltage drop across AL is zero, then the cu,;t.,;1 ± To, This may
indicate an opening in the transistor. If there is an excess voitaot.' drop across
RL, short-circuit the base-to-emitter voltage and reireasur, . it It le voltage is
still excessive, the transistor collector is probably short-cu ilit(!d.:

5. Return equipment and materials to they- nroper storage are



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #3 - CONSTRUCT AND TEST A HALFWAVE
RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Low power filament transformer (120V Primary)

2. Silicon diode, 1N4004 or equivalent

3. 6800 Ohm, 112 Watt resistors

4. Multimeter

5. Oscilloscope

6. Graph paper

B. Procedure

(CAUTION: Dangerous voltage levels are present during this procedure. Check with
your instructor regarding safety procedures.)

1.4P Connect the multimeter (set for AC) to secondary of the filament transrormer.

2. Plug the filament transformer into the line voltage and measure the secondary
voltage at points A and B.

3. Turn off the power.

4. Connect the following circuit to the secondary sit the filament transformer.

Filament
Transformer

Sec. Voltage

B

5
68002

BE-403
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JOB SHEET #3

5. Turn the power on.

6. Measure the voltage between points A and B and record this below as the AC
input voltage.

7. Measure and record the DC output voltage between points B and C with the mul-
timeter.

8. Using the oscilloscope, observe and make a scale drawing below of the AC input
voltage (A to B) and the DC output voltage (C to B).

9. Calculate the average DC output voltage and compare it to the measured DC out-
put voltage.

10, Have your instructor check your calculations and drawing.

DATA:

Measured voltage A to B Vims (Input)

Measured voltage B to C Vim& (Output)

Calculated output voltage Vdc

11. Return equipment and materials to proper storage area.

op



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #4 CONSTRUCT AND TEST A FULLWAVE
BRIDGE RECTIFIER CIRCUIT

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Filament transformer (110V primary, 12V secondary)

2. Four silicon diodes 1N4004 or equivalent

3. 10K, 1W resistor

4. Multimeter

5. Oscilloscope

6. Graph paper

B. Procedure

(CAUTION: Danforous voltage levels are present during this procedure. Avoid shock
hazards.)

1. Construct the circuit shown below but do not connect power at this time.

1111AC Line

Filament
Transformer

2. Adjust the multimeter for the proper AC voltage scale.

(NOTE: Have your instructor check your circuit)

3. Connect the multimeter across the secondary of the power transformer.

4. Apply power to the circuit.

Li 4

BE-405
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JOB SHEET #4

5. Read and record the DC voltage across the 10K load resistor.

6. Connect an oscilloscope across the filament transformer secondary and observe
and sketch the waveform.

7. Connect an oscilloscope across the 10K load resistor and observe and sketch
the waveform.

8. Calculate the average DC output voltage and compare with the measured DC
output voltage.

9. Have your instructor check your calculations and sketch.

DATA:

Measured voltage A to B VT",

Measured voltage B to C \tot.,

Calculated output voltage Vi

10. Return equipment and materials to proper storage.



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

JOB SHEET #5 - CONSTRUCT AND TEST A CAPACITOR
FILTER CIRCUIT

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Low power filament transformer (120V primary,

2. Foursilicon dio es 1N4004 or equivalent

3. One-10K, 1/2 watt resistor, One-1K, 112 watt resistor. one-2014F capacitor, 25 Mac
or greater

4. Muitimeter

5. Oscilloscope

6. Graph paper

B. Procedure

(CAUTION: Dangerous voltage levels are present during this procedure. Avoid shock
hazards.)

1. Construct the circuit shown below but do not connect power at this time.

(NOTE: Do not connect the capacitor at point A and B at this time.)

AC Line

Filament
Transformer

2. Adjust the scale for the proper AC voltage reading.

(NOTE: Have your instructor check your circuit.)

3. Connect the multirneter across the secondary of the filament transformer.

4. Turn on the power supply.

3": 1

10K

BE-407
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JOB SHEET #5

5. Read and record the DC voltage across the load resistor.

6. Connect an oscilloscope across the load resistor observe and sketch the wave
form

7. Turn off the power.

8. Connect the 20 ;IF capacitor at points A and B.

(NOTE: Observe the polarity of the capacitor. Incorrect installation may damage
the component.)

9. Rep-at Steps 2 through 7.

10. Replace the 10K load resistor with the 1K load resistor and repeat Steps 5
through 9.

11. Compare the wave shapes and DC voltage levels of the filter and a 10K load resis-
tor with the filter and a 1K load resistor.

12. Using the output voltage measured with the 10K loatrresistor as no-load voltage
and the output voltage measured with the 1K resistor as full-load, compute per-
cent voltage regulation on the table bele v.

°4 Reg"
No load -load

fro load

DATA 4,ac V1OK ViK % Reg

No filter

With filter

13. Have your instructor check your calculations and sketches.

14. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT Vi

JOB SHEET tt6 - CONSTRUCT AND TEST A PI-SECTION
FILTER CIRCUIT

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Low power filament transformer (120V primary)

2. Four - silicon diodes 1N4004 or equivalent

3. 10K, 1/ watt resistor

4. 1K, 1/2 watt resistor

5. 270 ohm resistor

ft. Two-20 AF capacitors 25WV o; greater

7. MiAtimeter

8. Oscilloscope

9. Graph paper

B. Procedure

1. Connect the circuit shown below but do not apply power at this time.

(NOTE: Do not connect the Pi-section filter network at point A and B at this time.)

2700

RB

10K
Filament

Transformer

3
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JOB SHEET #6

2. Turn on power supply.

(NOTE: Have your instructor check your circuit.)

3. Read and record the DC voltage across the load resistor.

4. Connect an oscilloscope across the load resistor; observe and sketch the wave
form.

5. Turn off the power.

6. Connect the Pi-section at points PN and B.

(NOTE: Observe polarity of the capacitors. Incorrect installation will cause dam-
age to the component.)

7. Turn on the power.

8. Repeat Steps 3 through 5.

9. Replace the 10K load resistor with a 1K load resistor and repeat Steps 3 through
8.

10. Compare the wave shapes and DC voltage levels of the Pi-section filter and the
10K load resistor with the Pi-section filter and the 1K resistor.

11. Using the output voltage measured with the 10K load resistor as no-load voltage
and the output voltage measured with the 1K resistor as full-load, compute per-
cent voltage regulation on the table below.

No load - load
% Reg. No loa

x 100

DATA Viu. V1,, C/ Reg.

No filter

With filter

12. Check your calculations and your sketches with your instructor.

13. Return equipment and materials to their proper storage area.



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

a. Circuit or device hat provides a specific 1. Series regulator
electrical output by transforming a different
electrical input or converting other forms of 2. Choke
energy

3. Ripple
b. Low-amplitude variation of DC power; usu-

ally results from insufficient filtering of recti- 4. Shunt regulator
tied AC

5. Power supply
_c. Circuit or device that serves to keep voltage

or current output at a constant level 6. Regulator

d. Inductor used in a DC power supply to 7. Bleeder resistor
reduce ripple at the output

a Resistor co.::Iected across filter capacitors
to drain cname when circuit power is turned
off

1. Controller placed in parallel to the load;
bypasses excessive current and varies total
current through a series resistance to con-
trol output voltage

g. Controller placed in line with the load; con-
trols by varying resistance to the load cur
rent

3 I
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TEST

2. Sketch a RN junction, and label the P material, the N material, the depletion region, and
the barrier potential showing voltage ranges for the silicon and germanium di000s,

3. Describe biasing effects on the P-N junction.

a, Forward bias

b. Reverse bias

4. Draw and label the schematic symbol for a diode.



EST

5. List three reasons for iitt., 1.;i0ltrr

a

C. ,.
Match output wavotorms !Ttn 1h ttoh4, f!.tt.tt

SCF1

V rot

SUS

(

Foilwave bricine

t- I II put

I.

d

V

,.;t14, 1111414

'tort ;)1

t' N

BF-413
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TEST

Half-wave 4. Chopped output

(3

Input

Full-wave

Input

Gate Input

5. Output

7. Match power supply components on the right with their correct applications.

(NOTE: Answers may be used ?now than once. Some blanks may contain more thanone answer.)

Used to step AC voltage up or clown 1. Diode

Used for reference voltage or regulation 2 Capacitor
(Zener)

3. Transformer..c. Used as comparator of output and reference
4. Transistor

d. May be used for isolation
5. inductor

e. Used to filter pulsating DC

f. Used to vary AC voltage levels by switching
on and off (Mac)

Used as active control element to rcgulate
voltage or current

Required with centertapped output for
some types of rectifier circuits

1.1

I S.
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May have multiple taps for varying output
voltage

Used for rectification of (solid.62,1atr.'

device)

k. Used as a controllable rectifier and fro
quently as a switch (SCR)

8. Match basic power supply functions on the right with their correct descriptions.

Component or elements of a power supply 1. Sample
that monitor voltages to detect error and
produce a correction voltage for compensat- 2 Reference
ing circuitry

3 Comparator
Component or elements of a power supply
that reduce ripple and noise 4. Error amplifier

C. Components of a power supply that allow 5. Control 1::irci.litry
for changing the output

6. Filter
. d. Circuitry or element of a power supply that

transforms AC to pulsating DC 7. Rectifier

__e. Component or elements of a power supply i3. lrannformt.,!-
that measure portion of supply voltage as
feedback for controlling circuitry 9. Ai:4just circuitry

g.

Circuitry or component of a power supply
that changes voltage level

Components of a power supply that actually
control thP supply output

Components or elements of a power supply
that maintain constant voltage for the pur
pose of comparison by controlling circuitry

Circuitry or components of a power supply
that boost the error-detected correction volt-
age to a power level sufficient to operate the
compensating circuitry

13E-415
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TEST

9 Identify voltagf. scht.'71;JtIcb. Vitite the com,(1 t4t;iies tt

a.

R4

t

Fittr.;

Gate. Control

alte Cc,ntrol

gu;:ted
Controiled DC

[Oscillator Output

I

A

,



C.

d.

TEST

0

Input

1) Zener diode shunt repoli4,r

2) Transistor shunt regulator

IL

Output

:3) 11 .,101 !$ 11 re.r.c.'4ulati4

Ittynstor requlator

10. Complete the following list of statements (72w:fiJiiing trouhloshoolivi1 the hasic power
supply by inserting the word(s) which 1-te.0 r.:0,!10005 EN-Ach !itatenwrit.

a. Disconnect
exists,

b. Check

c. Check

from powk,r check to St"f' it problem still

11_71 t-,11,71r.t.-.1ing

f vi %;).er

d. Check all iesistor for proror

e. Check for propnr nper.itinn

4

I
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TEST

(NOTE: If the following activities have not been accomplished prior t,) the test, ask your
instructor when they should be completed.)

11. Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Use an ohmmeter to determine the anode and cathode of diodes. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Check transistors for proper operation. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Construct and test a half-wave rectifier circuit. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Construct and test a fur-wave bridge rectifier circuit. (Job Sheet *4)

e. Construct and test a capacitor filter circuit. (Job Sheet #5)

f Construct and test a P1- section filter circuit. (Job Sheet #6)



BASIC POWER SUPPLIES
UNIT VI

ANSWERS TO TEST

1. a. 5 e.
h. 3 t. 4
c 6 () 1

d. 2

2.
Barrier Potential
Silicon 0.6 to 07. Volt
Germanium 0.2 to 0.3 Volt

4 + +

4
.4

P *

4 +

4- 4- +

Depletion Region

3 a. Forward bias -- Positive potential is connected to the P-type material allowing
current to flow

b. Reverse bias ---- Positive potential is connected to the N-type material restricting
current flow

4.

Anode +

5. a. Heat
b. Shock/stress
c. Excessive current

6. a. 4
b. 2
c. 1 or 3
d. r-1

e. 1 or 3

Cathode -

BE-419
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ANSWERS TO TEST

7. a. 3 cl. 3 g. 4 j. 1

b, 1 e. 2,5 h. 3 k. 1

c. 4 f. 1 i. 3

8. a. 3 f. 8
b. 6 p. 5
c, 9 h. 2
d. 71 i. 4
e. 1

9. a. Thyristor regulator
b. Transistor series regulator
c. Transistor shunt regulator
d. Zener diode shunt regulator

10. a. Lead
b. Filtering capacitors
c. Rectifier diodes
d. Value
e. Transistors

11. Performance skills evaluated to the satisfaction of the instructor



SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

UNIT OBJECTIVE

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to use an ohmmeter to test for defec-
tive diodes and test and accept/reject, replace semiconductor devices. Competencies will be
demonstrated by correctly performing the procedures outlined in the job sheets and by scor-
ing a minimum of 85 percent on the unit test.

SPECIFIC OBJECTIVES

After completion of this unit, the student should be able to:

1. Match terms related to semiconductor devices with their correct definitions.

2. Indicate the direction of current flow in transistors.

3. Select from a list characteristics of transistor emitters, bases, and collectors.

4. Identify the emitter, base, and collector of various transistors.

5. Distinguish between characteristics of bipolar transistors and field-effect transis-
tors.

6. Match special semiconductor devices with their correct applications.

7. Label features of a typical dual in -line package integrated circuit.

8. Label the number-one pin on integrated circuits.

9. List advantages of integrated circuits as compared to discrete components in
equivalent circuitry.

10. Complete a list of guidelines to follow when working with integrated circuits.

BE-421
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OBJECTIVE SHEET

it Demonstrate the ability to:

a. Perform A static test of semiconductor diodes. (Job Sheet #1)

b. Test and accept/reject, replace light sensitive devices. (Job Sheet #2)

c. Test transistors. (Job Sheet #3)

d. Test and accept/reject, replace silicon-controlled rectifiers. (Job Sheet #4)



SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES

A. Obtain additional materials and/or invite resource people to class to supplement/rein
force information provided in this unit of instruction.

(NOTE: This activity should be completed prior to the teaching of this unit)

B. Make transparencies from the transparency masters included with this unit.

C_ Provie students with objective sheet.

D_ Discuss unit and specific objectives.

E. Provide students with information sheet.

Discuss information sheet.

(NOTE: Use the transparencies to enhance the information as needed.)

G. Provide students with job sheets.

H. Discuss and demonstrate the procedures outlined in the job sheets.

I. Integrate the following activities throughout the teaching of this unit:

1. Demonstrate the proper way to test transistors.

2. Demonstrate the proper way to handle integrated circuits.

3. Use in oscilloscope to demonstrate the output w,,veform of the SCR. UJT, and
Mac.

4. N individually with students to evaluate their progress through this unit of
instruction, and indicate to them possible areas for improvement.

J. Give test.

K. Evaluate test.

Retearh if necessary.

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

A. Objective sheet

8. Suggested activities

C. Information sheet

3 91)
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS INCLUDED IN THIS UNIT

Transparency masters

1. TM 1 PNP Transistor Majority Current Carriers

2. TM 2 -- Various Transistor Cases

3. TM 3 -- Special Semiconduiltor Devices

4. TM 4 Special Semiconductor Devices (Continued)

5. TM S Features of a Typical Dual In-Line Package Integrated Circuit

E. Job sheets

1. Job Sheet #1 Perform a Static Test of Semiconductor Diodes

2. Job Sheet #2 Test and Accept /Reject. Replace Light Sensitive Devices

3. Job Sheet #3 Test Transistors

4. Job Sheet #4 Test and Accept/Reject, Replace SiliconControiled Rectifier

E Test

G. Answers to test

REFERENCES USED IN DEVELOPING THIS UNIT

(NOTE: The following is a list of references used in completing this unit)

A. Ham Ick, Jim. General Industrial Electronics. Stillwater, OK: Oklahoma Curriculum and
Instructional Materials Center. 1984.

8. Willison, Neal and James Shelton. Basic Electronics II. Stillwater, OK. Mid-America
Vocational Curriculum Consortium, 1981.



SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

INFORMATION SHEET

I. Terms and definitions

A. Analog device Component that operates at any voltage level within a
range

B. Base Control section that varies conductivity of the transistor

C. Break voltage Voltage level at which a diode device will switch on and
conduct current

D. Channel Narrow path within a field-effect transistor through which con-
duction of current is controlled

E. Chip Integrated circuit

F. Collector Section of transistor in which majority current carriers are col-
lected out of the device

G. Cutoff State when all normal charge carriers stop flowing in a device

H. Depletion mode Field-effect transistor operation in which a negative volt-
age on the gate repels electrons in the channel and reduced conduction

Depletion region Area within semiconductor material where charge carri-
ers are neutralized

J. Discrete device Component composed of -te functional element as
opposed to an integrated-circuit device COtTo, ;31 of many elements

Examples: Transistor, diode, silicon-controlled rectifier, resistor

K. Doping Process of adding current-conducting impurities into crystal
materials to make semiconductors

L. Drain Electrode of a field-effect transistor corresponding to the collector
of a bipolar transistor

M. Emitter Most heavily doped section of transistor where majority current
carriers travel inward, and thus are emitted into the device

N. Enhancement mode Field-effect transistor operation in which a positive
voltage on the gate attracts electrons into the channel and Increases con-
duction

0. Field effect Electromagnetic force that controls conduction In field.
effect transistors

P. Frequency response Ability of a device to amplify a frequency without
distortion or attenuation

Gate Electrode of various semiconductor devices that provides control
for operation

I I
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INFORMATION SHEET

R. Hardware Circuitry. wiring, and devices of an electronic instrument or
computer

S Hybrid integrated circuit Device in which discrete components and inte-
grated circuits are combined into an integrated package

T Input impedance Total opposition to current at the input of a device

U. Integrated circuit Device constructed of multiple segments of semicon-
ductor materials and junctions cortaining the equivalent function of such
discrete devices as transistor ant diode junctions and resistors

V. Linear oevice Component that has the same gain or reaction to the input
over the operating range regardless of frequency or environmental factors
such as temperature and humidity

W. Majority current carriers Holes in the p-type semiconductor and elec-
trons in the n-type semiconductor brat transfer most of the current within a
type of semiconductor material

X. Monolithic integrated circuit -- Device in which active elements (such as
transistors) and passive elements (such as resistors) are integrated into a
continuous single component on a single substrate

Y. Output impedance --- Total opposition to current at the output of a device

L. Pinch-off voltage Voltage from the gate to the source of fieldeffecl tran-
sistors at which conduction al current ceases

AA Printed circuit board (PC5) A device that has conducting paths printed
on a board

BB. Saturation When an increase in collector voltage no longer causes an
increase in c.11ector current and with an increase in base current it no
longer causes an increase in collector current

CC. Source Electrode it a iieldeffect transistor corresponding to the emitter
of a tipolar transistor

DD. Substrate Base material of an integrated-circuit chip upon which the cir-
cuitry is formed

(NOTE: Some integrated circuits have a pin connection to the substrate,
which drains static ch woes, or to references to a voltage bias.)

EE. Transistor Solid-state semiconductor device usually having three termi-
nals, varies conductivity according to voltage and current inputs

FE Trigger -- Electrical impulse used tt.irn devices on and off



INFORMATION SHEET

II. Curren* flow in transistors

A. In NPN transistors, tree t9et,irons flow from emitter to Wise and from base
to collector. causing current flow through 1, ansistor.

(NOTE: Because the WALT ;s narrow and lightly doped. only about 5% of the
electrons flow from the emitter through the base, The remaining electrons
flow through the base to the collector)

B. In PNP transistors, free electrons flow from collector to base and from base
to emitter, causing current flow

(NOTE: Because the emitter-base junction is a low resistance region, the
small input signal applied to the emitter results in maximum current flow.)

III. Characteristics of transistor emitters, bases, and collectors (Transparency 1)

A, Emitters

1 Are most heavily doped section of transistor

2. Have most majority current carriers

3. Carry all current that passes into or out of transistor

4. Are indicated schematically by an arrowhead

B. Bases

1. Are constrliGtliCi Very narrowly to improve transistor frequency
response

2. Control current flow through transistor

BE-427
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INFORMATION SHEET

3. Contain material opposite other two sections of transistor

4. Carry only small portion of current passing into or out of transistor

5. Are indicated schematically by a perpendicular line

C. Collectors

1. Are often connected to metal case of transistor

2. Carry large amount of total current into or out of transistor

3. Are indicated schematically a diagonal line

IV. Emitter, base, and collector of various transistors

A. Circuit symbols

(NOTE: The emitter lead in both symbols is the one with the arrowhead.)

1. pnp transistor

Emitter Collector

Base

2. npn transistor

Emitter Collector

Base



INFORMATION SHEET

Leads for common transistor cases (Transparency 2)

(NOTE: There are many types of transistors cases identical to those of sili-
con-controlled rectifiers and field-effect transistors. Because the leads are
not standard, it is best to consult a reference manual to determine the
leads for the particular part number.)

1. TO-3 case

2. TO-5 case

3. TO-20 case

BE-429



INFORMATION SHEET

. TO-23 case

5. TO-220 case

V. Characteristics of bipolar and field-effect transistors

A. Bipolar transistors

1. Are current-controlled devices

2. Have higher frequency response

3. Mace higher power ratings

Field-effect transistors

1. Are voltage-controlled devices

2. Have higher input impedance

3. Produce less noise

4. Are less sensitive to heat

5. Are able to operate at higher voltage

6. Are less sensitive ,o radiation

7_ Are more sensitive to static



INFORMATION SHEET

VI. Special semiconductor devices and their applications (Transparencies 3 and 4)

A. Field effect transistor (FET) Serves as high-input impedance device for
amplifying input voltage variat;ons applied to gate: used as amplifier

P-channel N-channel

B. Unijunction transistors (UJT) Switches on and off according to voltages
and bias applied; iised as oscillator or pulse generator

C. Silicon Controlled Rectifier (SCR) Rectifies AC to DC according to timing
of electrical impulse to gate lead; used as controllable rectifier and fre-
quently as a switch

Diac Switches on in either direction when voltage levels reach break volt-
age; used to provide triggering to AC control circuit;
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E. Triac --- Switches on in either direction when gate is triggered; used to varyAC power

Silicon Controlled Switches (SCS) Switches on or off by triggering eitherof two gates, but conducts current in only one direction; used as variable
output rectifier or as DC electronic switch

G. Light Activated Silicon Controlled Rectifier (LASCR) Switches on accord-
ing to gate potential and intensity of light; used to control outdoor lighting
circuits and other light-affected processes

VII. Features of a typical dual in line package (DIP) integrated circuit (Transparency 5,Assignment Sheet #2)

A. Manufacturer's name or logo

B. Part number

1. Prefix

(NOTE: The prefix varies among manufacturers.)

2. Number

(NOTE: The number may be identical or almost identical among man-
ufacturers.)

3. Suffix

(NOTE: The suffix z..; the code for package materal. temperature
range, and so forlh. It varies among manufacturers.)

or)
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C. Date code

(NOTE: The date code is a numerical combination of the year and the week
of manufacture.)

D. Notch, small indentation, or tab

E. Pins

(NOTE: Pins are numbered consecutively down one side and up the other
side.)

F Distance between pin centers

G. Case

H. Top

VIII. Finding number-one pin on Integrated circuits

A. Dual in line package (DIP) When viewing from top with notch or indenta-
tion at top, the first top-left pin is pin number one.

indentation and/or Notch

1 14
2 .13
3 .12
4 -11
5 10
6 .9

B. Case package

1. Tab between pins When viewing from the bottom, the pin clock-
wise of the tab is pin number one.

Tab
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in lino with pin When viewing from the bottom. the pin clock-
%\,+7r, the tlb Is pin number one.

Bottom View
1

8 ,
Pin and
Tab in
Line

2 3

IX. Advantages of integrated circuits as compared to discrete components In equiva-
lent t.orcnitry

A Art' !T101+7' lehritle

(NOTE: Less component-to-c. mponent circuitry improves reliability and
rear:es of electronic equipment.)

Generally require lower power

le5 Sily

1) Art' ITI(ge compact. and lighter in weight

(NOTE Integrated-circuit devices have made space travel and exploration
3,05:samt, by virtue of their small size and light weight. They have also made

(..1:Tiplriprs less costly and smaller.)

Are owl tester to de!...igri and fabricate

r 1.,10! f;irrIplified compatibility of interconnecting circuitry

(N011.: lirlecrated circuits of the same logic. such as TTL, can be readily
wiftlf.,ut much concern for impedance matching, various

vpuo[p., rprviremenit7. or switching-speed variations.)

X. Guidelines to fallow when working with integrated circuits

A. :';tfire 4-,f1 in anti5tatic containers.

i14011-- A r.rcuit may be easily destroyed by static electricity.)

fi Wezir !Aiiiicgrountiett wrist strap.

G. Use if yev-viiiltaw, soldering iron.

(Ni.)! An Intl !rated circuit requires special grounded and temperature-
;inp irons )
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D. Avoid overheating components v. hen

E. Do not use acid solder, chloride fluxes

F. Do not remove ICs or PCBs with powe4 on.

G. Do not apply signals to inputs when power Int.

H. Con,.zult reference manual for proper vuitilues arid (.k)11;11:( tion require-
ments.

i. Use special test clips to avoid shorting hettr.*C.III ter

J. Do not use analog multimeters of continuity tostei to lest tor shorts and
open circuits.
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PNP Transistor Majority Current Carriers

p-Material n-Material p-Material

Emitter Lead
Electron Current

Flow

<

Base Lead
Electron
Current Flow

Collector Lead
Electron Current

Flow

5:t1403



Various Transistor Cases

10-220 Case

TO-23 Case

TO-5 Case

TO-3 Case

TO-20 Case



Special Semiconductor Devices

Cathode Lead

Anode
(Case)

SCR or or TRIAC



Special Semiconductor Devices
(Continued)

Glass Window

Typical LASCR Typical FETs Typical UJT

P-channel

Solid-state devices cannot be distinguished by the cases.
Bipolar transistors, UJTs, FETs, and SCRs are often encapsulated in identical cases.



Features of a Typical Dual In-Line Package
Integrated Circuit

Number Suffix
Prefix Top

Manufacturer's Name
or Logo
(Logo for Texas
Instruments is
shown.)

Case

*1 I 4

Notch, Small
Indentation
or Tab
(Device to Locate Pin
Number One)

Date Code
75 = 1978

L 24 = Week 24/

Distance Beta' een Pin Centers
(Distance between pm centers Is 2.54 mm.)

to

409 4 1 i



SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #1 - PERFORM A E ATIC TEST OF
SEMICONDUCTOR DIODES

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter (either digital or analog)

2. Four different types of diodes from your instructor

B. Procedure

1. Determine the polarity of your vnmmeter leads.

2. Connect 0)3 positive lead of the ohmmeter to the anode C+ the diode and the neg-
ative lead of the ohmmeter to the cathode of the diode.

3. Read and record the ohmmeter reading in the data table below.

(NOTE: The ohmmeter should be on a R x 100 scale to avoid possible damage to
the diode.)

4. Reverse the ohmmeter connection to the diode; read and record the ohmmeter
reading.

5. Determine from the ohmmeter reading whether the diode is good or bad.

(NOTE: A good diode will have a low ohmic reading in the forward-biased direc-
tion and a high ohmic reading when reverse biased. Typical reverse forward bias
ratios would be 100 to 1.)

6. Repeat the above procedure for each of your diodes.

DATA TABLE 1 STATIC TEST

DIODE FORWARD
RESISTANCE

REVERSE
RESISTANCE

GOOD OR
BAD

D1

D2

D3

D4

7. Return equipment and materials to proper storage area.

4 1
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SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #2 - TEST AND ACCEPTIREJECT, REPLACE
LIGHT SENSITIVE DEVICES

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter

2. Cadmium sulphicit photocell

B. Procedure

1. Determine polarity of meter leads.

2. Set ohmmeter to the R x 1K scale.

3. Connect the meter leads to the photocell.

4. Recoi the ohmmeter reading.

Resistance room light

5. Cover the top of the photocell and record the ohmmeter reading.

Resistance dark

(NOTE: Reject device If ohmmeter reading does not change.)

6. Return equipment and material to their proper storage area.

4 1 2
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11, SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #3 - TEST TRANSISTORS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Assortment of transistors (both signal and power types)

2. Multimeter (digital or analog)

3. Transistor tester (if available)

B. Procedure

Carefully examine the assortment of transistors and note the differences in size,
shape. and lead arrangements.

(NOTE: Power transistors are typically a TO.220 or a TO-3 case.)

2 Choose two signal transistors and one power transistor.

3. Determine which meter lead is positive and which is negative.

(NOTE: Either get this from the manufacturer's instruction book or by measuring
the voltage with a voltmeter.)

4. Identify the emitter, base, and collector leads.

J. Place the ohmmeter on R x 100 range.

(NOTE: This is necessary because there may be too much voltage if the ohmme-
ter is placed in a high range.)

6. Determine the forward-biased emitter base junction.

a. Place the positive ohmmeter lead on the emitter lead and the negative
ohmmeter lead on the base lead.

b. Note the resistance reading.

c. Place the negative ohmmeter lead on the emitter and the positive ohmme-
ter lead on the base.

d. Note the resistance reading.

e. Compare the two resistance readings.

Repeat Steps a through e for the collector-base junction.
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JOB SHEET #3

g. From above reading, determine whether the transistor Is good or bad.

h. If the transistor tested was good, state whether it is PNP or NPN.

i. If the transistor tested was bad, state where it was open or shorted.

7. If your lab has a transistor tester. foli ing the instructions given in operations
manual, check the transistor.

8. Check your findings with your instructor.

DATA CHART

RUE

R,,,

EMITTER -BASE JUNCTION

COLLECTOBASE JUNCTION

TYPE OF TRANSISTOR _ _

9. Return equipment and material to their proper storage area.



SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

JOB SHEET #4 - TEST AND ACCEPT/REJECT, REPLACE
SILICONCONTROLLED RECTIFIERS

A. Equipment and materials needed

1. Multimeter (digital or analog)

2. Silicon controlled rectifier

B. Procedure

1. Determine polarity of meter leads.

2. Set ohmmeter to the R x 1K scale.

3. Connect the positive meter lead to the anode and the negative meter lead to the
cathode.

4. Observe a high resistance meter reading indicating non-conduction.

5. Connect a jumper wire from the anode to the gate and oirere the meter reading.

(NOTE: Reject if ohmmeter reading does not change to a low resistance indica-
ting conduction.)

6. Remove the jumper from the anode and gate.

7. Observe the meter reading and reject if different than that of Step 5.

8. Return equipment and material to their proper storage area.



111 SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

NAME

TEST

1. Match the terms on the right with their correct definitions.

(NOTE: Answers to questions a.-I. appear on this page.)

a. Solid-state semiconductor device usually
having thr( e terminals; varies conductivity
according tl voltage and current inputs

Most heavily doped section of transistor
where majority current carriers travel
inward, and thus are emitted into the device

c. Section of transistor in which majority cur-
rent carriers are collected out of the device

Control section that varies conductivity of
the transistor

e. State when all normal charge carriers are
flowing in a device

When an increase in collector voltage no
longer causes an increase in collector cur-
rent and with an increase in base current it
no longer causes an increase in collector
current

Process of adding currentconducting impu-
rities into crystal materials to make semi-
conductors

h. Ability of a device to amplify a frequency
without distortion or attenuation

i. Holes in the p-type semiconductor and elec-
trons in the n-type semiconductor that trans-
fer most of the current within a type of
semiconductor material

Voltage from the gate to the source of field-
effect transistors at which conduction of
current ceases

k. Area within semiconductor material where
charge carriers are neutralized

1. Field-effect transistor operation in which a
negative voltage on the gate repels elec-
trons in the channel and reduces conduc-
tion

411 ;;

1. Frequency response

2. Cutoff

3. Depletion region

4. Collector

5. Pinch-off voltage

6. Saturation

7. Doping

8. Emitter

9. Base

0. Depletion mode

11. Transistor

12. Majority correct narri-
ers
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TEST

(NOTE: Answers to questions m.-y. appear on this page )

Field-effect transistor operation in which a
positive voltage on the gate attracts elec-
trons into the channel and increases con-
duction

p.

Voltage level at which a diode device will
switch on and conduct current

Total oppositior, to current at the input of a
device

Total opposition to current at the output of a
device

Electrical impulse used to turn devices on
and oft

Device constructed of multiple segments of
semiconductor materials and junctions con-
taining the equivalent function of such dis-
crete devices as transistor and diode
junctions and resistors

Base material of an integrated-circuit chip
upon which the circuitry is formed

t. Component composed of one functional
element as opposed to an Integrated-circuit
device composed of many elements

u. Component that operates at any voltage
level within a range

._v. Component that has the same gain or reac-
tion to the input over the operating range
regardless of frequency or environmental
factors such as temperature and humidity

Circuitry, wiring. and devices of an elec-
tronic instrument or computer

Integrated circuit

Device in which active elements (such as
transistors) and passive elements (such as
resistors) are integrated into a continuous
single component on a single substrate

0

13. Break voltage

14. Trigger

15. Analog device

16. Linear device

17. Output impedance

18. Chip

19. Substrate

20. Enhancement mode

21. Monolithic integrated
circuit

22. Hardware

23. Discrete device

24, Integrated circuit

25. Input impedance



TEST

(NOTE: Answers to questions z.-ff. appear on this pain;.)

..z. Device in which discrete components and
integrated circuits are combined into an
integrated package

_aa. Electrode of a field-effect transistor corres-
ponding to the emitter of a bipolar transistor

Electrode of a field-effect transistor corres-
ponding to the collector of a bipolar transis-
tor

cc, Electrode of various semiconductor devices
that provides control for operation

_dd. Narrow path within a field-effect transistor
through which conduction of current is con-
trolled

ec. Electromagnetic force that controls conduc-
tion in field-effect transistors

A device that has conducting paths printed
on a board

26 Channel

27. Hybrid integrated cir-
cuit

28 Printed circuit board

29. Field effect

30. Source

31. Drain

32. Gate

2 indicate the direction of current flow in the following transistors by drawing arrows to
indicate the direction of flow.

41.
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b.

TEST

3. Select from the following list characteristics of transistor emitters, bases, and collec-
tors. Write an "E" in the blanks before emitter, a "B" before base, and a "C" before col-
lector.

Are most heavily doped section of transistor

b. Are constructed very narrowly to improve transistor frequency response

Are indicated schematically by a diagonal line

Carry large amount of total current into or out of transistor

Are indicated schematically by a perpendicular line

1. Have most majority current carriers

Are indicated schematically by an arrowhead

Control current flow through transistor

Are often connected to metal case of transistor

Carry all current that passes into or out of transistor

k. Contain material opposite other two sections of transistor

Carry only small portion of current passing into or out of transistor



TEST

4. Identify the emitter, base, and collector of various transistors. Write the correct names
in the blanks.

a. Circuit symbols

1) pnp transistor

2) npn transistor

b. Common transistors

1) TO 5 case
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T EST

match s(.!Tpicontluct (Jcviccs on the right with their correct applications.

sa. Serves as high-input impedance device for 1. SCR
amplifying input voltage appliou
to pate: used as amplifier LASCIA

Switches on and off according to voltages :3 tlJT
and bias applied: used as oscillator or pulse
generator 4. 1-E1

Rectifies AC to DC according to timing of s1. friac
electrical impulse to gale lead: used as con
irollable rectifier and frequently as a switch

d. Switches on in either direction when voltage 7. SCS
levels reach break voltage; used to provide
triggering to AC control circuits

Switchtg; on according to gate potential and
intensity of light: used to control outdoor
lighting circuits and other light .affected
procersef;

Switc;11(5 tin in wine). direction when gale is
triggered; tg...,ed to vat y AC povver

Switches on or oft by triggering either of tw:o
("ales, but conducts cum,nt in urfly one
dui-I:hon. used as variable output rect,ficr

Dc 011;(11-nno-: f;,,iviTch

4,'
it
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TEST

Lobel features of a typical dual in-line package integrated circuit.

C.

h
\\ \ ,....:--\

N.-- .......%->w,

(.3'
-, Jo.----- P...

----
---- ,

d.

e.

1

4 S.,



T EST

8. Label the number-one pin on integrated circuits. For each of the illustrations below,
write a "1" in the correct blank.

a.

b.

C.
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a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
0.
h.
i.

2. a.

b.

SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
UNIT VII

ANSWERS TO TEST

11 j. 5 r. 24 z. 27
8 k. 3 s 19 aa. 30
4 L 10 t. 23 ND. 31
9 m. 20 15 cc. 32
6 n. 13 V. 16 dd. 26
2 0. 25 w. 22 ee. 29
7 p. 17 x. 18 ff. 28
1 q. 14 y. 21
12

3. a. E 0. E
b. B h. B
c. C
d. C j. E
e. B k. B
f. E I. B

a. Circuit symbols
1) pnp transistor

a) Base
b) Emitter
c) Collector

2) npn transistor
a) Emitter
b) Base
c) Collector
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ANSWERS TO TEST

b. Common transistor cases
1) TO-5 case

a) Collector
b) Emitter
c) Base

2) TO-20 case
a) Collector
b) Base
c) Emitter

3) TG-220 case
a) Base
b) Collector
c) Emitter

5. a.

b.

c
d.
e.

FET f. FET
B g, B
FET h. FET
FET i. FET
B j. FET

6. a
b.
c.

d.

4 C. 2
3 f. 5
1 g. 7

6

7. a. Manufacturer's name or logo f. Date code
b. Prefix g. Pins
c. Number h. Distance between pin centers
d. Suffix i. Notch, small indentation. or tab
e. Top i- Case

8. a. b.



ANSWERS TO TEST

9. Any tow of the following:
a Are more reliable
b. Generally require lower power
c. Are less costly
d. Are smaller. more compact. and lighter in weight
e. Are simpler and faster to design and fabricate
t. Provide simplified compatibility of interconnecting circuitry

10. a. Antistatic
b. Wrist strap
c. Low
d. Overheating
e. Paste
f. On
g. Off
h. Voltages
i. Shorting
1. Analog

11. Performance skills ,?valuated to the satisfaction of the instructor

3
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